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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Poem's Relationship to
Medieval English Literature
The Pistill of Swete Susan is a Middle English poem
found in five extant manuscripts.

The manuscripts differ,

but many differences would not be obvious without detailed
study.

The Pistill of Swete Susan is a Middle English

adaptation

of

the

Old Testament

Apocryphal

book

The

History of Susanna, which is found in chapter thirteen of
the book of Daniel in Jerome's Vulgate.

The medieval

scribe's adaptation of the Apocryphal text retains many
qualities

found in that

work,

such as admonition and

edification while elaborating and adding details not found
in the Apocryphal book.

The qualities that are found in

the poem coincide with prose and poetic works of medieval
England that are considered a part of exemplum literature.
Though this type of literature would normally be used by a
priest in his sermon— and there is an entire genre devoted
to Middle English sermons— the exemplum provided a story
line which could aid in teaching a particular truth or
mandate from the Bible.

The story might include details

of the character's thought processes, or reasons for fears
1
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2
and desires; basically providing flesh and muscle to the
skeleton of the story.

While attracted by the story, the

audience would be taught a moral truth.

This particular

Apocryphal book was read during the middle of the Lenten
season because its message was appropriate for that season
of purification.

From

its

use

as

a reading

in the

service, it is easy to see how it could develop into an
exemplum.
Patience and Puritv. two poems from the Pearl trilogy
are examples of the Middle English sermon genre, as well
as include exemplum.

These are expanded Biblical stories

that include a modicum of character analysis while weaving
common fourteenth century activities and ideas into the
lives of people who lived 1400-2400 years or more before
that time.

In the poem Patiencef the story of Jonah is

interwoven

with

Beatitudes,

and common

the

moral

customs are interjected.

teachings

found

in

the

fourteenth century beliefs

and

In Purity, the poem contains

several different stories from the Old Testament.

Each

story illustrates God's divine vengeance on sinners, while
assistance and love are given to the righteous.
The Pistill of Swete Susan is similar to Patience and
Purity because of its verse form and because it brings to
life a Biblical story while maintaining a didactic aim.
But unlike Patiencef whose didactic aim is spelled out
clearly in the Beatitudes, The Pistill of Swete Susan has
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3
a moral lesson which is based on a theme and not a list of
commandments.
comfort

Its theme of judgment for sinners and final

for the righteous makes

it more

like Purity •

Instead of concentrating on a moral truth, the poet spends
more time bringing the story to life, and this would allow
the poem to be used as an exemplum.

And unlike the two

poems in the Pearl trilogy, The Pistill of Swete Susan
does not have
internal

a Prologue to state

homily

overall purpose.

(such as

its purpose or an

a Beatitude)

to

restate

an

Only at the end of two manuscripts, the

Vernon MS. and MS. Ingilby, are postludes included, but
these are statements of hope or truth, and they do not
shed

light

on the poem.

Aside

from the

differences

between the story line of these poems, another difference
is that The Pistill of Swete Susan does not have as good
an alliterative style as is found in the poems of the
Pearl trilogy.
The Poem's Relationship to
the History of the Apocrypha
The Pistill of Swete Susan also differs from the two
writings of the Gawain poet and others in that it chooses
to use a non-canonical work for the text instead of a
canonical work.

This choice was probably common, and it

does not decrease the spiritual usefulness of the poem,
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4
but it brings up an issue that should be discussed— how
were the Apocrypha viewed and used in the Middle Ages?
The Apocrypha are interesting as there are different
types, such as the Old and New Testament Apocrypha and the
Pseudepigrapha.

The Old Testament Apocrypha, from which

The Pistill of Swete Susan is derived, were written by
unknown Jews during the last two centuries before the
Christian era and were spurious books

included in the

Christian Greek and Latin Bibles but not included in the
Hebrew Bible.

The Jewish Biblical canon was fixed at

twenty-four books at the Council of Jamnia in A .D . 90.
The Council of Jamnia was certain that Ezra was the last
inspired book of sacred Scripture.

The Apocrypha were

believed to be written after Ezra; and therefore,
were omitted.

they

The Council determined that all Jewish

canon had to be originally written in Hebrew or Aramaic.
Most of the Apocrypha were in Greek, though some were in
Hebrew and Aramaic.^
Though not included in the Hebrew Bible, the early
Christian Scriptures contained the Apocrypha because the
Greek Bible had been received through Jews in Alexandria
before the Council of Jamnia.

But once the Council had

■^-Scholars of sacred literature will attest that there
are Apocryphal works that are not only written in Hebrew
but probably date before the time of Ezra. Why they were
not included is rather curious.
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limited the Hebrew Bible, the early Church Fathers decided
that some of the concerns of the rabbis about these works
were legitimate.2

Though legitimate, the Apocrypha were

not eradicated, but the Fathers tried to prescribe what
their purpose would be in the Christian Church.

A common

practice was to treat them as St. Origen prescribed, and
view the Apocrypha as proper for edification but not to be
treated

as

canonical.

However

some

in

the

Church

determined that certain books were divinely inspired, and
those certain books were canonized.
Church did this on occasion.)

(The Greek Orthodox

Then at the Council of

Trent, the Catholic Church took care of the issue once and
for all by pronouncing the entire Vulgate canonical— the
Vulgate included the Aprocrypha.
The Apocryphal work The History

&f

Susanna

is

actually attached to the canonical Old Testament book of
Daniel.
J.hr.ee

The History of Susanna along with The Song of the
HO-ly

Children and P e l l

and the Dragon are like

satellites around the book of Daniel, and Daniel is the
only biblical book with attachments.

If these satellites

2it is believed that the first early Church Father to
refer to The History of Susanna was Irenaeus of Lyon (A.D.
140-202). Questions were raised about its authenticity by
Julius Africanus, Porphyry and Ruffinus. The Anchor
Bible: Daniel. Esther, and Jeremiah, with an Introduction
and commentary by Carey A. Moore, trans. Carey A. Moore
(New York: Doubleday and Co., 1977), pp. 80-81.
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were actually included within the book of Daniel, in the
order of events, The History of Susanna would come before
chapter one, The— Song of the Three Holy Children would
come after chapter three, and Bel and the Dragon would
follow chapter twelve.3
The History of Susanna has no surviving Hebrew text,
and there is no Aquilan translation.
of the

conservative

rabbi Akiba,

(Aquila, a disciple
lived in the

second

century A.D. and translated into Greek only those books
which were authorized by the Jamnia Council.4)
not

appear

in the Masoretic text

scrolls from Qumran.

it does

or in the Dead Sea

However the text is found in the Old

Testament Scriptures translated by Jews in Alexandria.
This version, the Septuagint
Hebrew.

(LXX) , was in Greek and not

So, though the Greek LXX text was the major text

used in Biblical translations for the Western Church, the
early Church Fathers had debates and doubts about the

^There are cases when all of the Apocryphal works of
Daniel follow the last chapter of the canonical work,
comprising chapters thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen. The
logical sequence would be: The History of Susanna as
chapter thirteen and etc. There is a single extant
manuscript of the LXX that appears this way, the ninth
century Codex Chisianus found in the Vatican Library and
first published in Rome in 1772. Alice Miskimin, ed.,
Susannah; An Alliterative Poem of the Fourteenth Century,
Yale Studies in English, no. 170 (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1969), p. 191.
4The Anchor Bible, p. 81.
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V’

LXX's authority since it was solely in Greek without an
extant supporting Hebrew text.
Furthermore the

LXX

was not the only text from which

the Christian Scriptures came.

Miskimin points out that

Theodotion's version of the Bible in A.D. 180 was not
based on the
exists.

LXX

but on some other text which no longer

Basically the Theodotion text, which includes The

History of Susanna, employed additions to make the logic
of

the

narrative

characters.

better

as

well

as

There are times when the

LX X

rounding

the

and Theodotion

agree verbatim and times when they are different.

The

problem for Old Testament scholars is how to explain the
similarities

and differences.

Was

it

recension,

re-

editing or the influence of a third Semitic text?

If

there was another text, then there is a question if the
writers of the

LXX

also had access to it.

Carey Moore,

who provided the translation, Introduction and commentary
for the book of Daniel in the Anchor Bible, assesses the
differences and similarities of the
this way.

The differences between the

LX X
LX X

and Theodotion
and Theodotion

are sufficient in regard to diction and content to argue
separate

translations

occasions
identical,
scribe,

when

the

of two

texts

it appears

had the

LXX

that

are

Semitic

texts.

similar,

Theodotion,

before him,

though
or

On

the

seldom

some

but he did not

later
feel
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compelled to follow the LXX exactly.5
this is found in the Book of Daniel.

Verification of

Theodotion's text of

Daniel places The History of Susanna before chapter one of
Daniel, and Daniel's name is actually used for the young
prophet who saves Susannah's life.

The LXX, on the other

hand, places The History of Susanna after the last chapter
of Daniel, and the young prophet does not have a name.
There are additions in the LXX which do not find their way
into

Theodotion's

children,

the

version,

such

as

Susannah's

four

five hundred bond women who attend the

trial, and the judges' punishment of being bound, gagged,
and hurled into a chasm where God rains fire upon them.®
This seems to indicate that the Christian Scriptures were
not solely dependent on the LXX version.

Xh&

History

ol Susanna, found

in

In the case of

Jerome's

Vulgate

translation, tradition has combined certain aspects of the
story from both Theodotion and the LXX.
The

History

of

Susanna

is

concerned

with

the

protagonist Susannah, a beautiful and righteous lady, who
has been

wrongly accused of adultery by two old and

lecherous judges.

Only through the aid of Daniel, who was

®Ibid., p. 80.
®Miskimin, Susannah, p. 192.
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still thirteen and yet possesses prophetic abilities, are
the judges correctly accused and Susannah saved.
The History of Susanna, as found in the Apocrypha,
would have been familiar to the public of the fourteenth
century.

Though the Apocrypha were not sanctioned as

canonical

until

the

Council

of Trent,

the

story

was

probably used by the Church, possibly in sermons or as an
exemplum,

to represent righteousness,

moral truth.

or purity,

or a

When the Vulgate version of The History of

Susanna was sanctioned by the Council of Trent, the story
was used and has remained the lesson for the vigil of the
mid-Lent Sabbath.7
In addition, there were three Latin verse versions
dating from the High through the Late Middle Ages which
were probably known by the clergy and scholars of that
day.®

These were:

Petrus de Riga's Latin versification

of the Bible, the Aurora: "De Sancta Susanna," which dates
from 1170; the poem Tractatus Metricus de Susanna, written
by monk Alan de Melsa, tells a moral lesson,

and dates

from approximately 1300; and an early fourteenth century
manuscript fragment called Rithmi de Susanna found in MS.

^Ibid., p. 195.
8Ibid.
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Corpus

Christ!

Cambridge

450

written

by

an

unknown

author.9
Critical Studies of the Poem
The writer of the Middle English verse was somehow
familiar with the Apocryphal text whether it came from
sacred texts, worship,
writings.

sermons, or popular and adaptive

And this unknown poet wrote an alliterative

poem in the fourteenth century called The Pistill of Swete
Susan. Originally it was probably written in the Northern
dialect of Middle English.

The original has been lost,

but five manuscripts, which textual critics say were based
on this lost original,
with

the

oldest:

the

remain.

The five are,

Vernon MS.

f.3 1 7 a 'k,

starting

ancj dates

between 1370-80; MS. Additional, 22,283, and dates between
1380-1400; MS. Phillipps 8252, and is dated within the
late 1300s-1425; MS. Cottonian Caligula, A. II., and is
dated around 1430; and MS. Ingilby, and is dated within
the middle of the fifteenth century.10

The Vernon MS. and

^Ibid., p. 198.
10Francois Amours, ed., Scottish Alliterative Poems
in Riming Stanzas, Scoctish Text Society, nos. 27, 28
(Edinburgh: W. Blackwood and Sons, 1897), pp. xlvi-xlvii;
Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 22-23; Laurence Muir,
"Translations and Paraphrases of the Bible, and
Commentaries," in A Manual of the Writings in Middle
English: 1050-1500, ed. J. Burke Severs (Hamden, CT: The
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1970), 3, bk.
2:381-407. Some of these manuscripts are now known by
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the MS. Additional are very similar.
lines of poetry.

Each contains 365

MS. Phillipps differs somewhat from the

Vernon and Additional, and it is missing the fifth line in
the

second

different

stanza.
from

affinity between

the
it

The
first

MS.

Cottonian

three,

and the MS.

though

Caligula
there

Phillipps.

is

is

an

The MS.

Cottonian Caligula is missing the first eight stanzas of
the poem and commences with stanza nine.

The MS. Ingilby

is the latest manuscript, and it has several differences.
It is missing the fifth through the eighth line of stanza
XXII and line four of stanza XXIII, and stanzas XIV-XVIII
are out of order.

The Ingilby scribe has stanza XVI where

the other four scribes have XIV, and likewise stanza XVII
and XVIII come where the other four have XV and XVI.

The

scribe realized his error and copied XIV to follow XVIII.
He attempted to join stanzas XVIII and XIV by dropping a
line and inventing a new line.

The resulting order is,

Vernon MS., MS. Additional, MS. Phillipps, MS. Cottonian

different names. The Vernon MS. is now called Bodleian
3938 and is found at the Bodleian Library. The MS.
Additional is known by that name as well as the Simeon MS.
and is found in the British Library. The MS. Phillipps is
now called Huntington HM 114 and is found in the
Huntington Library. MS. Cottonian Caligula does not have
a new name, and it is found in the British Library. And
MS. Ingilby is now called Morgan Library M818 and is found
at the Pierpont Morgan Library. Those with new names are
recent entities, and since the existing studies use the
original names, the originals will be retained in this
paper.
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Caligula stanzas XIV, XV, XVI (11. 170-208) equalling MS.
Ingilby stanzas XVI, XVII, XVIII

(11. 196-234); V,A,P,C

stanzas XVII, XVIII (11. 209-234) equalling I stanzas XIV,
XV (11. 170-195).11
The poet of the lost original appears to not have
improved on the Apocryphal plot, but he restricts himself
to

the

text.

Miskimin

says

the

poet

achieved

a

satisfactory balance between the sense of fitness with the
sacred

text

and

the

development

of

imagination which avoids stiffness.^2

character

and

gy the middle of

the fourteenth century, manuscripts based on the original
Middle English poem of The Pistill of Swete Susan were
written.

Between 1370-1380, the Vernon MS. was written in

verse form.

The other four manuscripts follow.

Little

scholarly work was done with these manuscripts until the
nineteenth century,
century,

there

was

and

following the

again

a

dearth

late nineteenth
of

study.

The

nineteenth century scholars produced several theses and
critical studies on the five manuscripts.

Some are quite

monumental, as was often the case in that century's quest
to publish the last word on a given subject.

In 1822 a

thesis was published on the Vernon MS. by David Laing.

^Miskimin, Susannah, p. 141.
the names of the manuscripts.

He

The initials represent

12ifc>id., p. 54.
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was the first to identify The Pistill of Swete Susan as
one of the poems among those found in the Vernon MS.

In

1879, C. Horstmann wrote the first critical edition on the
Vernon MS.

But the three great textual critiques came at

the close of the century— those of Francois Amours, Gustav
Brade and Hans Koster.

These were extremely important

works which were concerned with style,

age, philology,

authorship, and determination of the best manuscript.

But

not until the mid-twentieth century was another critical
work

published.

University

In

published

1969,

Alice

a textual

Miskimin

critique

manuscripts using computer analysis.
somewhat

different

from those of

on

from

Yale

the

five

Her findings were

seventy years prior

because she differed on which text(s) should be considered
the best.
Thus when a choice must be made as to which of the
five is closest to the lost original, there seem to be as
many different choices as there are critics.

Research on

the five manuscripts of The Pistill of Swete Susan has
been dominated by textual and authorial criticism.
the scope of this work does not include either,

Though
these

types of critical analyses must be discussed in brief in
order to understand this paper's choice and use of the MS.
Phillipps.
Textual criticism is concerned with which text among
many could be the original,

or, as in the case of The
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P is till

&f Swete

Susan, which text is closest to the

original, and then which text is next and so on.

Of the

many textual critics, the four notable critics— Miskimin,
Brade, Koster, and Amours— will have their critiques cited
as they relate to the study of the five Middle English
manuscripts.
Koster,

As

is often the case,

Miskimin,

Brade,

and Amours differ in their interpretations of

which text is the best and on the method of criticism to
be used.

The latter three agree that the Vernon MS. is

the oldest
critical

and thus
method

the best text,

of

recension

to

and they use the
formulate

their

hypothesis, but, even between them, the manner in which
they

interpret

their

critical

findings

is

different.

Recension is one type of textual criticism, and those who
use this method are looking for "relationships among the
group of manuscripts, of antecedence, and derivation among
manuscripts

[which]

can be demonstrated and unoriginal

readings may be eliminated from the preferred text by . . .
knowledge about the genetic history of the manuscripts."13
The critic is looking for a hierarchy among the texts.
The attempt by the nineteenth century critics to determine
which manuscript was the oldest through the recension
method is rooted in the common textual methods of late
antiquity and the Middle Ages. According to Augustine and
p.

25.
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later Bacon
finding

the

(and others would fall into this category),
oldest

text

was

crucial

because

it

was

perceived to be either the original or closest to it and,
therefore, the most authoritative.

It would probably not

suffer from gross copying errors which are likely to occur
when a manuscript is copied years later or when it is
copied

over

and

over

by

different

determining the oldest text(s),
later would be dealt
manuscript.

with

copyists.

Upon

similar texts written

in relation to the

oldest

Consequently the later texts of The Pistill

of Swete Susan are consulted as needed to broaden meaning
or to modify, but on the whole they are treated cautiously
when they differ from the earliest texts.
Miskimin
interpretation
research,

seldom agrees with the other three on
or

pulled

critical
away

method.

from the

century view that oldest

Miskimin

consistent

was best.

in

her

nineteenth

Her goal was to

examine what she called a controversy able to be examined,
and her goal was a textual criticism by a new method. ^-5
She does not choose the recension method because she feels
it leads to inferior readings; however, she was impressed

14J. W. H. Atkins, English Literary Criticism: The
Medieval Phase (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1934; reprint ed., Gloucester, MA: Peter Smith, 1961), p.
129.
15Miskimin, Susannah, p. 24.
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with the textual critique George Kane had done with the Atext

of

piers

Plowman.

In

Kane's

work,

several

manuscripts of Piers Plowman were analyzed in order to
find similarities, differences, and scribal errors.

She

called Kane's method the "direct method" because it gave
equal weight to all manuscripts.16

Through adaptation of

Kane's method on Piers Plowman. Miskimin found that it
could be used to analyze The Pistill of Swete Susan and
probably other works as well.

She used a computer to

analyze all five manuscripts and looked for statistical
frequencies in words, spellings, sentence structures, and
closeness

to the Northern

dialect.

analysis was of the alliteration.

Another means

of

There were times when

the alliteration was missing from a manuscript or was not
as good as in another manuscript.

Sometimes all five

manuscripts were poor alliteratively; then, Miskimin was
forced to try to determine what the original alliteration
may have been while determining what the scribe was trying
to say.

By analyzing what was actually

said and by

consulting the Vulgate and Wycliffe's translation of the
Bible

(the

latter

is

somewhat

contemporary

with

the

writing of this Middle English poem) , she came up with
emendation(s)
original.

which she believed would be in the lost

Even though Miskimin agreed that the Vernon MS.

16Ibid., p. 42.
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was the oldest manuscript and had a smoothness of text,
she refrains from using it because it avoids "difficult
and interesting readings ."I7
Miskimin also questioned the critical editions of
Amours, Brade, and Koster.

When they textually critiqued

the other texts with the assumption that the Vernon MS.
was the best, a struggle seemed to develop over whether to
emend the Vernon MS. even in those areas in which it was
admittedly inferior to the others. -*-8

Her research also

questioned the assumption that the Vernon MS. was the best
because she came to the conclusion that the original was
probably written

in the Northern dialect,

disturbing that the Vernon MS.

and it was

contained word endings

which did not reflect a true Northern dialect but a hodge
podge of Southern and West Midland forms.18
The results of her program for statistical frequency
on the five texts led her to favor MSS Phillipps and
Cottonian

Caligula

as

her base

texts

over the

other

three.20

it should be remembered that the MS. Phillipps

17Ibid., p. 30.
18Ibid., p. 28.
l^Ibid., p. 30.
20Base text means that the extant manuscript which is
considered nearest to the original is the final basis for
all discussion.
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dates from the late fourteenth century and MS. Cottonian
Caligula dates from 1430, so Miskimin was choosing some of
the latest texts rather than the earliest.

The reason

Miskimin chose two was that the MS. Cottonian Caligula is
missing

the

first

eight

stanzas.

She

chose

the MS.

Phillipps as her base text for the first eight stanzas and
then immediately transferred to the MS. Cottonian Caligula
as the base text.
MS.

Phillipps

manuscripts,

However, she refers frequently to the

after

the MS.

stanza

VIII.

As

for

the

other

Ingilby is consulted occasionally,

while MSS Vernon and Additional are hardly ever consulted.
Another difference between the nineteenth century
scholars and Miskimin is the use,
visual

diagrams

manuscripts.

to

show

or lack of use,

relationships

between

of
the

The three nineteenth century critics found

it easy to discuss their findings visually, and they did
so

by

Miskimin

formulating

hypothetical

trees

or

stemmata.

does not diagram her research with a stemma

because she believes it shows simplistic relationships.
However, for the purpose of continuity in this paper, and
in order to show how Miskimin differs from the nineteenth
century critics, I have formulated a possible stemma that
would reflect some relationships that she cites within the
m a n u s c r i p t s .21

On page 21, a diagram is given of the four

21Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 25-29.
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V'

hypothetical trees listed by critic.

The capital initials

designate the five Middle English manuscripts; V = Vernon
MS.;

A = MS.

Additional;

P = M S . Phillipps;

Ingilby; and C = M S . Cottonian Caligula.

I = MS.

0 would equal

the lost original text.22
The reason for the designation of the lost text is
that

none

of

the

critics

believe

that

these

five

manuscripts are the original or were direct products of
it.

This is because of the differences found in each of

the five manuscripts.

For instance some manuscripts are

missing entire stanzas in different areas,
stanzas in different order,

another has

and others have completely

different words or grammatical usage.

To account

for

these differences, the critics have come up with "source
texts."

These

source

texts

are

located

on

the

hypothetical trees and noted by small case letters.2 3
Like the original, the source texts are missing.
to the differences,
which

have

crept

errors,

into

changes,

The key

and discrepancies

each manuscript

and made

each

22ibid., pp. 80-83. None of the scholars considers
one of these five extant manuscripts to be the original.
All agree that the original is missing.
23Each diagram has different letters to designate the
source text so as not to confuse the reader. To use the
same letters on each diagram might lead to the assumption
that each critic believed the source texts used were the
same, and it would be impossible to prove that each critic
believed the source text he was thinking of was the same
as the one his fellow critic was postulating.
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different from the other is the missing source text(s).
These source texts in themselves may have contained errors
which came about when they were copied from the original.
It is possible that the copyists of each of the extant
manuscripts worked from a different source text.
the source text or original was used,

However

any errors that

found their way into the source texts have been passed
down into the five surviving manuscripts.
The

tree

diagrams

aid in visualizing possible

relationships among the five manuscripts and their source
text(s).

In themselves they do not represent which text

is better.

Only the critics'

interpretations

of the

diagrams give that clue.
The hypothetical trees are discussed in the order
they appear

on page

21.24

Amours's

diagram is only

understood if it is remembered that he believed that the
Vernon MS. is the oldest, the best, and the nearest to the
original.

After locating the Vernon MS., it will be noted

that it and MS. Additional are both offshoots of the same

24it should not be construed that as one goes down a
leg of a stemma that one is proceeding on a time line and
getting further and further away from the original. If it
were thus, then it would be hard to understand why Amours,
Brade, and Koster consider the Vernon MS. as the best
since it is at the bottom of the leg. The leg is simply a
mechanism to give the possible placement and show
relationships, but it does not represent time. Amours,
Scottish Text Society, pp. xlviii, xlix.
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21
source text,

"z."

Furthermore, there are relationships

between lost source texts

"z," "y," and "x."

By MSS

Vernon and Additional branching from the same source,

Amours

Y,A P
I C
Brade

V,A P C
Koster

V A I C P
Miskimin

Figure 1.
Stemmata, One for Each Critic, Showing
Relationships Among the Five Manuscripts of The Pistill of
15.we.te.. S usan.25

their closeness is represented, but why did Amours not
include the two on the same line of the diagram as Brade
did, if there is a similarity?

Amours probably believed

that the difference in errors justified the separation.
There are cases when he considered one textually correct
when the other is incorrect.

Amours takes this to mean

that each came from the same source text, but possibly

^Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 25, 29.
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different scribes copied the two manuscripts from the same
source, explaining the different errors.

MS. Phillipps is

connected

MSS

on

the

same

main

leg

as

Vernon

and

Additional because it contains similar errors, yet it has
different

errors

from

those

two.

Because

of

the

differences in errors, it has been determined to come from
a different source called "y."

The similarities possibly

indicate that source texts "y" and "z" are similar and
therefore belong on the same branch of the tree.
Cottonian

Caligula

and

Ingilby appear

MSS

on a different

branch from MSS Vernon, Additional, and Phillipps because
they have similar errors among them and are very different
from the latter three.

Amours calls their source "t," but

as in the case of MSS Vernon and Additional, MSS Cottonian
Caligula and Ingilby have many differences so they cannot
be considered as being copied by the same scribe.

The

preference for MSS Vernon and Additional is shown visually
via the separation of MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby
from the other three and the knowledge that Amours prefers
the Vernon MS.

But in spite of MSS Cottonian Caligula and

Ingilby dating some fifty to sixty years after the Vernon
MS.,

it is interesting to note that Amours finds some

lines in MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby to have the
better reading.

One example of this is when Amours points

out that "C[ottonian Caligula] and I[ngilby] deserve more
attention than we should be disposed to accord them from
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their late date and numerous mistakes. "2 6

in order to

take this into account in his diagram, source "t" comes
directly from source "x" which is directly from the lost
original.

Why this occasion of the better reading does

not make MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby more desirable
to

Amours's

use

is

not

explained.

Possibly

Amours

determined that MSS Cottonian Caligula's and Ingilby's
late date and many errors negated their usefulness.27
Brade's presupposition is that the Vernon MS. is the
best manuscript because it is the oldest.

Unlike Amours,

Brade groups MSS Vernon and Additional together on the
same

line

which might

indicate

that

he believed

the

similarities outweighed the differences, and/or the same
scribe did the copying; therefore, he chooses to consider
them practically as one.

Brade also differs from Amours

in that he sees the MS. Phillipps as coming from the same
source text as MSS Vernon and Additional.
Amours,

Brade sees MS.

Vernon, Additional,
main leg as they.
yet different

And unlike

Ingilby as close enough to MSS

and Phillipps to come off the same
The differences arise from a similar

source.

MS.

Cottonian Caligula,

on the

other hand, is radically different from the other four and

26Amours, Scottish Text Society, p. xlix.
27ibid., pp. xlvii-vlix.
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is placed on its own leg of the diagram.
source text
original.

However,

its

"e" is shown as coming directly from the

Possibly Brade thought that the MS. Cottonian

Caligula had merit,

but

with

its

late

date and many

errors, it had limited usefulness.
Koster,
Vernon MS.,

like Brade and Amours,

is partial to the

and he considered it to be the oldest and

nearest to the original.

While his diagram shows more of

an affinity to Amours's than Brade's, Koster, like Brade,
diagrams MSS Vernon and Additional on the same branch.
This

indicates

that

manuscripts are minimal.
other three,

the

differentiations

between

Based on his placement of the

MSS Vernon and Additional,

for the first

time, are alone on their own leg of the hypothetical tree.
Also their source text is closest to the original with
source text "k," and this would help to explain why Koster
views MSS Vernon and Additional as best.

Unlike Brade and

Amours, Koster places the MS. Phillipps with MSS Ingilby
and Cottonian Caligula.

But like Amours, Koster believes

that MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby develop out of the
same source.

What is difficult to determine is why Amours

and Koster differ on the placement of the MSS Cottonian
Caligula and Ingilby on the tree diagram.

One places the

MS. Cottonian Caligula on the interior branch of the leg,
while the other places the MS. Ingilby on the interior
branch.

This

could be

unimportant,

or maybe

Amours
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believes
direct

that the MS.

extension

of

Cottonian Caligula
the

source

text,

warrants its placement on the outer leg.

is the more

and

therefore

If this were the

case, then MS. Ingilby, though still related by the same
source,

would not be considered as close to the source

text as MS. Cottonian Caligula.

Possibly, Koster thought

the opposite of this.28
Miskimin is different from the three nineteenth
century scholars.

She concludes that the Vernon MS. is

oldest but not necessarily best.

The

following is a

possible explanation of how Miskimin would have placed the
manuscripts had she used a stemma.

She acknowledges the

similarities between MSS Vernon and Additional, but she
would not

consider them so alike as to warrant their

extending from the end of the same leg of the hypothetical
tree diagram.
errors.

This would be due to their differences in

She is also unlike the others because she would

possibly place the other three manuscripts, MSS Phillipps,
Cottonian Caligula, and Ingilby, opposite MSS Vernon and
Additional.

Miskimin favors MSS Phillipps and Cottonian

Caligula as the better manuscripts because, though not as
old

as

the

Vernon

28The key
manuscripts on
based on their
differences in

MS.,

they

are

nearest

in

style,

to why Brade and Koster place the
different branches of the tree diagram is
interpretation of similarity and
errors.
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alliteration, and word choice to what she has determined
the missing original would have been.
from the same source text.

Possibly they came

The MS. Ingilby is the next

best source and is similar to MSS Cottonian Caligula and
Phillipps, but it does not follow from the same source due
to its different errors.2^
The analysis of the four hypothetical trees

in

themselves is revealing, and the interpretations are even
more so.

Amours, Brade, and Koster prefer MSS Vernon and

Additional because of their being the oldest.
thought

that

the

oldest

had to

date

It is their

nearest

to

the

original, and those that dated further from the original
contained more and more errors.
In light of the findings of Miskimin and the others,
a choice had to be made as to which text should be used
for

this

paper's

interpretation.
an

almost

particular

translation

The choice is not easy.

irrefutable

argument

Phillipps and Cottonian Caligula.

for

and

Miskimin gives

the

use

of

MSS

But, all critics agree

that the Vernon MS. is the oldest.

After weighing the

polarity of views, the text to be used will be the MS.
Phillipps.

It is true that Miskimin transfers from MS

Phillipps to the MS. Cottonian Caligula after stanza VIII,

^Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 80-83.
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but because she still consults the MS. Phillipps heavily
after stanza VIII, the MS. Phillipps will be used for all
twenty-eight

stanzas,

and this

will also

allow

for

continuity through out the paper.
Of all the research done thus far on these five
manuscripts,
prevailed.

textual
There has

forward for any of the
commentary or critical

and authorial criticism

has

been no English translation

put

five manuscripts,
analysis

much less a

of the meaning.

The

translations and commentaries that do exist are concerned
with the Apocryphal

text,

and as has been

seen,

the

Apocryphal and Middle English text are quite different and
insufficient for the needs of the medievalist.

In an

attempt to depart from the usual textual criticism, this
paper will present a translation of the Middle English
text with a basic commentary and critical analysis based
on the MS. Phillipps.
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CHAPTER II
MANUSCRIPT, TRANSLATION, AND COMMENTARY
Introduction
This chapter contains the manuscript of The Plstill
of Swete Susan from the MS. Phillipps, a translation of
each stanza of the poem, and a commentary on each stanza.
The medieval Pistill of Swete Susan, in the MS. Phillipps,
is composed of twenty-eight stanzas with thirteen lines in
each stanza— except stanza II which is missing line five
in the manuscript.

One additional line at the end of

stanza XXVIII serves as a closing to the poem.

The poem,

in its earliest surviving manuscript, dates from the latefourteenth century, is written in an alliterative style,
and is told in the third person.
is ABABABABCDDDC.
lines,

The poem's rhyme scheme

In all of the stanzas, the first eight

or those in the AB rhyme scheme,

are longer in

length than the last five lines, which are often called
the

"bob and wheel, " and which comprise the CD rhyme

scheme.31

in each stanza, line nine is the shortest line,

3lThe rhyming technique in The Pistill of Swete
Susan is called a "tail rhyme." The AB rhyme scheme is
broken up by line nine which is called the "bob." The
last five lines, which have a different rhyme scheme from
28
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usually only two words, and it serves to interrupt the
flow of the stanza.

After line nine, lines ten through

thirteen either summarize the preceding eight lines or
briefly foreshadow some future event in the poem.
ninth line is often difficult to translate.
and Miskimin concurs,

The

Amours says,

that as a rule the shorter lines

(nine through thirteen) contribute little to the meaning
of the stanza.32

on the whole this is true; however,

there are times when lines ten through thirteen do help to
add meaning

even

if

line

nine

is

confusing,

as

for

example, in stanza XXIV.
The reader must also be aware of certain differences
among the "original" text of the MS. Phillipps found in
this paper, and the one which Amours gives in his work,
and the actual MS. Phillipps located in the Huntington
Library.

In Amours1s work, all five versions contain the

lettering

as

found

in

the

surviving

manuscripts.

Generally the modern English lettering is used, but there
are occasions when the thorn and yogh, commonly found in
Old

English,

used.33

Norse

and

early

Germanic

languages

are

xhe thorn was gradually replaced by the "th," and

the first eight lines, is called the "wheel."
32Amours, Scottish Text Society, p. 386, and
Miskimin, Susannah, p. 182.
33Amours, Scottish Text Society, pp. xlvi-liv, 172245, 364-87. It should be noted that the numbering of the
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the yogh eventually gave way to the "g" or "y."

What is

interesting to note in The Pistill of Swete Susan is that
the writers were then in a transition process between the
use of archaic and modern letters.

Consequently, there is

not a consistent use of the thorn or yogh or "th" or "g"
or "y."
other.

Instead all are used in the poem at some time or
In the text as found in this paper, the thorn and

yogh have been replaced with the modern letters.

Because

of inconsistencies in the extant manuscript, it would be
incorrect to conclude that every time a word has "th," or
"g, " or "y" that the thorn or yogh was in the extant
manuscript. Therefore, to help the reader, when the thorn
or yogh was used in Amours's version, the modern letters
have

been

placed

in

square

brackets.

This

same

delineation will be found in the Glossary.
The translation follows the Phillipps manuscript's
sentence structure in almost all cases.
fairly accurate translation,
stilted.

The result is a

but the style is somewhat

A footnote will point out those cases in which

significant changes had to be made to the structure or
where many words had to be added.

lines is a convenience set up by critics, and these are
not found in the extant manuscripts.
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THE PISTILL OF SWETE SUSAN
MS. PHILLIPPS
I
Ther was in Babyloyn a biern, in [th]at burgh riche,
[Th]at was a Jewe jentil, and Joachym he highte;
He was so lele in his lawe, [th]er was none hym liche,
Of all ricchesses [th]at renke arayed was right.
His ynnes and his orchardes wer wi[th] a depe diche,
Hallis and herbergages, hye vp on highte;
To seche [th]urgh [th]at Cite [th]er was non siche,
Of arbres and herbes so auenauntly dight,
That day,
Wi[th]in [th]e cercle of the sees,
Of arborye and aloes,
Of all manere of trees,
Sothely to say.

5

10

Translation
I
There was in Babylon a man, in that rich town,
That was a noble Jew, and Joachim he was named;34
He was so loyal in his law, there was none like him,
Of all wealth that man was provided to the full.
His houses and his orchards were with a deep ditch,
His halls and cottages, high up on height;
To walk through that city there was not one field,35

5

34in the second half line, "was" is added to complete
the ellipsis. The past tense is kept to maintain the past
tense in the first half line.
35Miskimin has discussed the dilemma of the last half
of line 7 in her book. She argues persuasively for
"siche," from Middle English "sic," to mean "field" and
not "such," as Amours argues. Miskimin's interpretation
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Of fruit orchards and herb gardens so pleasantly decked,
That day,
Within the circle of the seas,
10
Of arbors and garden walks,36
Of all kinds of trees,
Truly to say.
Commentary
I
Because the first stanza of The History of Susanna
sets the scene in Babylon, critics have assumed that the
story takes place during or after the Babylonian captivity
of the Jews.
ways.

The Jews arrived in Babylon in two different

The Jews of the Northern Kingdom of Israel had

already been taken into captivity by the Assyrians in 722
B.C.

When the Assyrians were defeated by the Babylonians,

the Babylonians took control of the Assyrian captives, and
this included the Jews of the Northern tribes.
recorded

about

domination.

the

life

of

the

Jews

under

Little is
Assyrian

There is one Apocryphal book that deals with

a period of the Northern Kingdom's captivity, and that is
the Book of Tobbit. The Jews of the Southern Kingdom were
not captured by the Assyrians, but they came under the
has been chosen because it allows for continued flow of
meaning from line to line. Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 89-90.
^T h e MS. Phillipps has "aloes." The word should be
"alees." The Phillipps's scribe probably confused the
first "e" in "alees" with an "o," and this error resulted
in the "aloes." Ibid., p. 91.
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domination of Babylon when King Nebuchadnezzar waged war
against them.

The dates of the diaspora of the Southern

tribes took place between 597 and 586 B.C.
Usually ancient captor nations, like the Assyrians
and Babylonians,
records

about

did not write in their administrative

the

peoples

of

exiled

countries.

If

captives were mentioned, they were usually referred to by
first

name

Israelites

o n l y .

were

37

Since

the

similar to the

given
given

names

names

of

the

of other

Semitic peoples, it is difficult to determine which people
group

is represented

in such references.

Also,

some

exiles were given new names by the captor nation; e.g. the
prophet

Daniel's

Consequently,

Babylonian

name

was

Belteshazzar.

references in administrative records which

used given names in the native language would make it
virtually impossible to determine whether a native or an
exile is being referred to.
In the case of the Apocryphal book, The History of
Susanna, the background information

is scarce.

What

information is available must be utilized with care while

S^Elias J- Bickerman, "The Diaspora: The Babylonian
Captivity," in The Cambridge History of Judaism, vol. 1,
ed. W. D. Davies and Louis Finkelstein (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 344.
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attempting

to

ascertain

the

situation

that

may

have

existed during the captivity of the Jews.38
Though the story takes place in Babylon, and it is
known that the Jews were exiled there, what is difficult
to determine

the poem cover(s).

The

Northern Kingdom was deported by Assyria in 722 B.C.

When

the

Assyrian

is what

empire

year(s)

dissolved and was

taken

over by

Babylon, the Babylonians assumed the existing captives and
conquered more people groups.
Nebuchadnezzar took captives
Kingdom in 5 97 and 586 B.C.
Babylonians,
captives.

the

After several attempts,
from the

Jewish Southern

When Cyrus defeated the

Medeo-Persians

assumed

the

existing

It was under Cyrus that Jews were allowed to

return to Jerusalem and its surrounding areas.

Though

Jews were allowed to return, many did not return— e.g. the
Biblical story of Esther refers to a time when Jewish
people

still

lived

in and around the

royal

court

of

Persia— so there were Jews in and around Babylon for many
centuries.

38it is not known whether the Babylonians
reunited the captives of the Northern Kingdom with
their newly captive brothers of the Southern Kingdom.
It is believed that some of the Jews from the Southern
Kingdom settled in or around Nippur, which was outside
the city of Babylon and to the southeast. Ezekiel,
the prophet, refers to the river Chebar as a place
where many Jews settled. The river Chebar was
southeast of Babylon (Ezekiel 1:1) and is within the
area of Nippur.
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The History of Susanna can help in determining when
in Jewish history the story is set, but it also raises
some questions.

Aside from Susannah,

evil elders, Daniel is a main character.

Joachim,

and the

Since the Daniel

of the Apocryphal story is the same as the prophet in the
Biblical text, the poem is immediately dated during the
reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
boy.

Furthermore, Daniel is only a

Obviously the story occurred before he was taken to

the palace,

Daniel l:3ff.

Another indication that the

story is set during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar comes from
line 34 in the poem.

The line states that Israel was to

beware of wickedness that comes from unjust judges.
is reminiscent of Jeremiah 29:20-23.

This

Jeremiah had sent a

note to the newly exiled people in Babylon that they were
to denounce two men who claimed to be prophets.

Jeremiah

said they were false prophets and should not be listened
to.

If the people disobeyed, then further judgment would

come.

Since Jeremiah was a prophet during the early years

of Daniel, his note could easily be what is being referred
to in line 34 of the poem.
Though these may point to the early sixth century
B.C. as the correct time for the Apocryphal story, there
are other sections in The History of Susanna and the poem
that allude to a later date.

When the Persian empire

defeated Babylon in the late sixth century B.C.,
regime

took

over

which

was

characterized

by

a new

relaxed
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tendencies

with

alien

Babylonian

captors

were

peoples.
generally

The

Assyrian

repressive,

decimate populations to instill fear and awe,

and
would

utilized

deportation to demoralize, and attempted to destroy the
religious deities, social mores, and the cultural habits
of a conquered people.

The

captives

were

forced to

becomes slaves and generally to adhere to the religion of
the captors.
such extremes.

The Persians and Achaemenides did not go to
Conquered peoples were allowed to maintain

their local deities, and on occasion, the Persian rulers
would worship the gods of the subjugated peoples.39

Not

only was there a limited freedom to worship local deities,
but there was a rise in cultural and religious syncretism
between captive peoples and the captor nation.40

Aliens

were also allowed to own land under a fief system,

and

they

the

were

allowed to

have

communities were they lived.

popular

assemblies

in

These communities usually

were comprised of people of like race and o r i g i n . T h e
poem seems to reflect aspects consistent with Persian
rule.

In lines 4-6, Joachim the Jew is described as rich

39m . Dandamayev, "The Diaspora: Babylonia in the
Persian Age," in The Cambridge History of Judaism, vol. 1,
ed. W. D. Davies and Louis Finkelstein (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), p. 330.
40Ibid., p. 338.
41Ibid., pp. 338-39.
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and having a large estate.

Lines 31-33 mention that

elders and judges frequented his house,
have served as a court room.
elders

presiding

over a

Lines 183ff speak of the

court

adultery— a criminal charge.

which seems to

case

brought

about

by

It is actually doubtful that

any empire would allow a community assembly to handle
criminal offenses, but the empire most likely to allow
alien people a judicial voice, even if limited in scope,
would have been the Persian empire.

Such freedoms were

hardly

empire,

possible

in

the

Babylonian

unlikely in the Assyrian empire.

and

So it is difficult to

say when the Apocryphal story actually took place,
because

the

characters,

young prophet

very

Daniel

is one

but

of the main

the intended date must be during the early

Babylonian captivity.
Stanza I introduces Joachim.

The word to describe

him is "biern," meaning a "hero," "warrior," or "man."
From this word, the modern word "baron" is derived.
baron

is a petty

landed ruler,

and the

A

term conveys

certain social and economic status whether it was used
during the Middle Ages or if it is used today.

Because

Joachim plays a rather minor role in the poem, and because
he is a subjugated person, he does not adequately fulfill
the

medieval

requirements

of a hero

or

warrior,

but

because of his wealth and ownership of land, he could be
called a baron in a limited medieval sense.
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The poet next describes the town of Babylon as a
"burgh."
England.

The term "burgh" changed meanings in Medieval
Originally

it meant

a large

fortification.

Alfred the Great, king during the late ninth century, was
credited with starting the building of burghs at strategic
places in Britain in order to guarantee his claims as king
and to resist the Danes while reconquering the
The

burgh

was

surrounded by

land

D a n e l a w .

which was

maintain the needs of those inside the burgh.

used

^2
to

Gradually

they evolved into commercial centers, and the term changed
from fortress to town.
knew that
double

Babylon was

walls,

but

the

It is unknown whether the poet
a fortified town

surrounded by

term

its meanings,

in both

of

fortification and town, is applicable to Babylon.
The fourteenth century, when this poem was written,
was an age of towns or burghs.

There was a burgeoning

middle class that found economic growth through the direct
sales of services, collecting of rents, or transportation
of goods and services. A new type of wealthy person could
be found in the

towns.

for wealth

power were

and

For centuries the
ownership

of

prerequisites
land and the

ability to protect that land militarily while acquiring

C.
Warren Hollister, The Making of England. 55 B.C
to A .D . 1399, 3rd ed. (Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath and
Company, 197 6), p. 49.
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more.

In towns it was possible to own little land yet

become rich through selling goods and services.

Line 29

in the poem states that Joachim was rich from the rents he
collected

in

Babylon.

This

is

an

interesting

embellishment on the part of the poet, for the Apocrypha
and Wycliffe's translation of the Bible do not tell how
Joachim became wealthy.

By adding that Joachim became

rich from rents, the poet has infused into the poem an
aspect common to his own time.
After describing the town, the poet declares that
Joachim is a gentle Jew.

The adjective is missing from

the Apocrypha and Wycliffe's translation.

There are other

occasions in the poem when the poet observes some aspect
of Joachim's character.

He is kind, obedient, faithful to

the Law of Moses, and loves his wife.
characteristics

will be

These exemplary

found to be missing

from the

lecherous elders who desire Joachim's wife, Susannah.
The term "gentle" or "jentil" has various meanings.
It

can mean

"gentle,"

"courteous,"

and

"noble."

It

usually refers to one who held some rank or was a member
of the gentry.

Its reference in medieval literature would

suggest that the person was prosperous, held social rank,
and was adept at social conventions.
not a klutz or a buffoon.

A gentle person was

When the poet mentions, in line

one, that Joachim is a baron, he is stating that Joachim
is a man of position and rank.

In stanza III, the poet
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mentions Joachim's wealth, and he also describes him as
pleasant or learned in the social graces.

The word gentle

in its fullest meaning seems to apply to Joachim.
The description of Joachim's wealth and his adherence
to the Law of Moses may go hand in hand.

Because he had

found

provided

favor

material

with

riches.

God,
The

he

was probably

Bible,

especially

in

the

with
Old

Testament, seems to show that people who found favor with
God, through obedience, had material prosperity.

When God

promised and granted material blessing to Israel, it was
on the basis of obedience.

Conversely, when God warned

Israel about disobedience, He promised that prosperity and
glory would be taken away as their punishment.
The belief that God blesses those who obey him with
material goods and intangible blessings did not die with
the last Old Testament prophet.

The Calvinian/Protestant

work ethic, which dates closer to our time, is rooted in
this belief.

Since this belief can be traced even to our

own day, it is probable that it was a common belief in the
Middle Ages.

Confirmation of this can be found in the

rationale for the Crusades.

Obedience to God through

eradication of the pagan hordes would mean eternal glory
for those who died in battle as well as earthly blessings
for those who survived.

It would be unconscionable for

God to withhold blessing those who obeyed Him.

So it

would be only natural that, in spite of captivity, Joachim
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would be fruitful in Babylon because of his obedience to
the Law.
Additional descriptions of Joachim's holdings follow.
The deep ditch which

surrounds his property

could be

similar to a moat.

A moat simply provided a protective

buffer

outside

between

holdings.

the

world

and

one's

personal

Some moats were filled with water while others

were deep ditches that were difficult to traverse without
being

noticed

significance

by

guards.

The

moat

has

a

symbolic

in the poem because it was to provide a

buffer between Joachim's house and gardens and the general
public.

Joachim's garden prefigures paradisiacal gardens,

like that of prelapsarian Eden or the enclosed sanctuary
in Song of Songs.

The moat and gates should have been

able to protect Joachim and Susannah's inner sanctum, but
debauched lovers were able to circumvent the buffer in
order to taint the garden and libel Susannah.
The stanza ends with further discussion of Joachim's
personal

holdings.

difficulty

in

Lines

translation

differences between

8

through

because

"erber" and

11
of

"erbier."

pose
the

some

subtle

"Erber"

is

generally translated arbor, but it can also mean herbage
or kitchen garden.

"Erbier" can be a garden or orchard.43

43C. A. Luttrell, "Pearl, Symbolism in a Garden
Setting," in The Middle English Pearl: Critical Essays,
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However,

in

translation

the

Vulgate

of

the

differentiation.

and

same,

the

Douay

there

is

and
no

Rheims
special

The word simply means an orchard.
II

He had a wyf hight Susanne, sotil and sage;
She was Elchies doghtir, eldest and ayr,
Lovely and lilys white, of [th]at lynage,
Of all faceon and food freely and fair.

15

The maundement of Moyses [th]es markid to [th]at lair,
To [th]e mount Synay [th]at went in message,
20
[Th]er [th]e trinite bytoke of tables a payr
To rede.
Thus [th]ei lernyd her [th]e lawe,
Clere Clergy to knawe;
To God stood her grete awe,
25
That wlonkest in wede.
Translation
II
He had a wife called Susannah, skillful and wise;
She was Helchia's daughter, oldest and heir,
Lovely and fair as a lily, of that l i n e a g e , ^4

15

ed., John Conley (South Bend: University of Notre Dame
Press, 1970), p. 299.
4^The MS. Phillipps lacks some words in the second
half line. Though the present sentence is sensible, it is
more awkward than the MS. Ingilby which added "lele,"
meaning "loyal." The line speaks of her beauty and purity
and also her loyalty to her lineage. This is further
substantiated in lines 23-2 6.
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all manner and upbringing gracious and f a i r . 45
................................................ 46
The commandments of Moses these marked off to that
doctrine,47
To the Mount Sinai that went in message,
There the Trinity entrusted of tablets a pair
To counsel.
Thus they taught her the law,
True learning to know;
To God stood she in great awe,48
That handsomest of women.49
Of

20

25

45The beginning prepositional phrase seems to dangle.
If "and" were changed to "of," as in MSS Vernon,
Additional, and Ingilby, the phrase would be less awkward
and would not dangle.
46This line is missing in the manuscript.
47with line 18 missing, other problems occur with
lines 19-22. Yet Miskimin disregards all five manuscripts
and offers an emendation for lines 18-22. The following
is Miskimin's conjecture:
1. 18, They taught her the scriptures and lore of
(their) language./ 1. 19, The commandments of Moses,
to honor that great man,/ 1. 20, Who marked off the
bounds on Mount Sinai as a sign,/ 1. 21, Where the
Trinity granted (him) a pair of tablets/ 1. 22, To
guide (him). Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 94-95.
48see Ibid., p. 96, for sentence structure on this
line.
49"wionkest in wede" is a phrase meaning "handsomest
of women." However, in the glossary, the words are
individually defined. There are other phrases in this
poem which are best understood when taken as a phrase and
not when the words are individually defined. A footnote
will be given when further incidents like this occur.
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Commentary
II
Susannah

is introduced in stanza

described as skillful and wise.

II.

She

is

The Wycliffe Bible says

only that she was beautiful, she feared God, and she was
taught the Law by her parents.

The poet includes these,

but the rest is his addition.

In Medieval poetics, the

poet usually desired to enhance the poem by amplifying the
Biblical text with additional description, e.g. the female
form, gardens, and etc.

The description of Susannah as

skillful and wise is reminiscent of Proverbs Chapter 31
which describes
wife.

an adept,

talented,

and knowledgeable

The poet also says she is eldest and heir.

The Old

Testament prescribed a way of handling female inheritance
if a father died with only a female heir.
27:1-11,

In Numbers

the eldest daughter is allowed to receive an

inheritance.

In the Middle Ages the way of handling

female inheritance varied from place to place.
Germanies,

especially among the royalty,

receive an inheritance,
type of inheritance.

In the

women did not

or at least it was a different
She may have received money and

clothes but probably not

land. In Norman

England,

a

precedent was set that daughters could inherit and have
rights over a fief, if there was no male heir.
woman

could

not

carry

arms

or carry

Though the
out

the

responsibilities inherent in the makeup of the fief, her
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husband could assist as her guardian.50

It is not clear

what the poet may have intended by adding this point, nor
is it clear what rights Susannah had as heir.
Susannah is now described in terms characteristic of
literary dream visions.

Because the name Susannah means

lily, albeit a false etymology, her description as lily
white is redundant but probably refers to her physical
beauty and moral purity.
Susannah was of a particular lineage and was taught
her heritage.

Possibly the poet felt this was necessary

to state, since the Jews, and Susannah was a Jewess, took
great pride in their lineage and heritage.

Miskimin's

emendation utilizes the word "lele," from the MS. Ingilby,
which speaks of Susannah's being loyal to her lineage.
This

is

not

spelled

out

in

the

MS.

Phillipps,

but

throughout the poem, in each manuscript, she is constantly
loyal to her beliefs, her lineage, her God, and the Law.
The word "food" in line 17 means

"nourishment, "

"training," or "upbringing" and refers specifically to the
training described in the lines which follow.
foreshadows the lust of the elders for Susannah.

It also
Their

lust became an all consuming desire, almost like the need

50Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, 2 vols., trans. L. A.
Manyon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1961),
1 :2 0 1 .
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for nourishment by someone who is starving.

The poet

characterizes the elders as hungry in a further attempt to
gruesomely describe their lust.
Footnote 14 explains the difficulty in translating
and determining the meaning for lines 18-22.

The meaning

of lines 19 and 20 is aided by Exodus 19:12-13.

Here

Moses marked off Mt. Sinai so the people would be reminded
that they could not touch the mountain because of the
holiness of God who resided there.
The poet displays insight into the Scriptures when he
explains that the Trinity gave Moses the tablets with the
Commandments.51

The poet seems to be knowledgeable about

the theology of the day when he says that all members of
the triune Godhead were at work in the Old Testament.
Lines 18-22 are a blatant addition of a Christian belief
to a pre-Christian Apocryphal text.
The reference to the Law will be used later by the
poet

as

a

word

play

in

proposition to Susannah.

reference

to

the

(See stanza XI.)

elders'
The word

"clergy" in line 24 will be punned in later stanzas.

The

word "clergy" simply means "one who teaches," but in later
stanzas it will be applied to the wicked elders who wish
to

teach

Susannah

a

twisted

law

of

love.

It

is

51The Jews do not see God as a Trinity but as a
single being.
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47
unfortunate that this subtle word play is lost in the
translation.

Ill
He had an orchard newe to his hous nere,
[Th]ere Jewes wi[th] Joachym priuyly gan play;
For he was rial and riche of rentes euery where
Honest and auenaunt, and honourest ay.
30
I-wis, [th]er hauntyd to his hows, hendis, [y]e may here,
Too domysmen of [th]e lawe, [th]at dred were [thjat day,
Prestes as presidentes, preysid as piere,
Of whom our souereyn lord sawes gan sey,
And tolde
35
How her wykkidnes comys
Of [th]e wrongful domys
[Th]at [th]ei have [y]eve to gomys,
[Thje gomys so olde.
Translation
III
He had an orchard excellent to his house near,52
There Jews with Joachim privately did walk;
For he was splendid and rich of rents e v e r y w h e r e ^
Worthy and pleasant, and noblest ever.

30

S^xhe word order of sentences will often appear
awkward, but as much as possible, the word order as given
by the manuscript will be maintained. When this becomes
grossly nonsensical, then word order will be changed, and
a footnote will make this known.
S^The last words in the second half line "every
where" are probably not appropriate. Miskimin chooses the
MS. Ingilby with "rentes to rere." "Rere" means "to
raise," "gather," "collect". This would complement the
first and middle staves of line 29 and mean that Joachim
was regal and also rich from rents he collected.
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Truly, there frequented to his house, gentle listeners,
you may hear,
Two judges of the law, that dreaded were that day,
Elders as governors, esteemed as peers,
Of whom our sovereign lord sayings did say, 54
And told
35
How her wickedness a r i s e s ^ S
Of the wrongful judges^
That they have given to men,
These men so old.
Commentary
III
Stanza III introduces the two evil judges or elders.
The orchard was near the house,
served as the manorial hall.
be at the hall,

and part of the house

The elders or judges would

probably daily,

for it was there that

disputes were heard and decisions made.

Joachim often

walked in his garden with his friends, and these two evil
judges could often be seen there too.

An aside is given

which retells that Joachim's wealth was due to rentals.

S^There are two points to notice in this line. First
Miskimin notes that the scribe had problems with this line
because of a lack of alliteration. But this lack does not
change the meaning. Miskimin, Susannahf p. 99. Secondly,
the last half line is a common example of redundancy, but
the sense is maintained. Other later lines will show this
tendency coupled with difficulty in meaning.
S^The pronoun "her" refers to the captive nation of
the Jews and not to Susannah.
56The word "wrongful" is not the better word. The
MS. Additional uses "wrongwis" which means "evil" or
"unrighteous," and this would have conveyed the meaning
better. Ibid., p. 99.
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But in spite of his wealth, Joachim maintains a righteous
character,

and

gentleness.

the

poet

speaks

of

his

honesty

and

These qualities are the opposite of the two

judges who should have been wise, honest, and exemplary
but were not.
These judges, who are described in lines 31-39, were
men who were to know the Law and carry it out. As will be
seen, they adhere to a perverted law, but so far they have
been able to hide their true nature from the people.

They

have been successful because the people continued to hold
them in esteem due to their age and position.
The next two lines are obscure only because the poet
takes for granted that the Apocryphal version is commonly
known.

The line says that the Lord spoke and warned of

the wickedness that comes from evil judges,

especially

from men who have been judges for many years.

The poetic

lines cease to be obscure after reading verse 5 of The
History

of

Apocrypha,

Susanna.

(See Appendix.)

the prophet

regarding false

judges.

Along with the

Jeremiah provides

some details

In his letter to the Jewish

exiles, he warns them to beware of the false prophets who
are prophesying and leading the people away from God.

One

reason for Jeremiah's warning was because the exiles were
obeying the judgments and listening to the false words.
Specifically the
captivity,

which

judges promised a quick release from
means

they

refused

to

accept

the
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50
captivity as judgment from God.

In the case of the poem,

the people do not recognize the elders as false, and until
Daniel reveals them as such, the evil will continue.
IV
Thus [th]es derf domysmen on dayes [th]idir drewe,
40
For jentry and ioy of [th]at Jewesse,
To go in [th]o gardyns [th]at gaylich grewe,
Of [th]e flowres and [th]e froyt to fong so fresshe;
And whane [th]ei sawe Susanne, semely of hewe,
[Th]ei were set so on her, myght [th]ei not sese.
45
[Th]ei wold enchaunte [th]at child; how shold she eschewe?
And [th]o [th]es cherles unchast in chaumbre her chest,
Wi[th] chere.
With two maydenes allone,
Semely Susone,
50
On dayes menyone,
Of mirthes wold here.
Translation
IV
Thus these wicked judges on days thither drew,
For excellence and joy of that Jewess,
To go in these gardens that gaily grew,
Of the flowers and the fruit to take so fresh;
And when they saw Susanne, seemly of appearance,
They were set so on her, might they not cease.
They would enchant that child; how could she escape?^

40

45

S^Miskimin says that the word "eschewe" may have been
the result of the poet's misunderstanding of the word
"chichevache," the monstrous cow of medieval legend whose
only food was obedient wives. Ibid., pp. 104-7. In the
MS Phillipps, there is no mention of chichevache. What
the Phillipps's scribe used was "eschewe" which means "to
escape." Because the word "eschewe" has the word "chew"
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And then these brutes lecherous inflamed their heart,58
With gladness.
With two maidens alone,
Beautiful Susan,,
50
Of days at midday,
Of amusements would hear.59
Commentary
IV
Stanza IV sets the stage for the judges' covetousness
and amorous lust, and how they will connive to satisfy
those desires.

The stanza begins with them daily enjoying

their ability to frequent the house and garden of Joachim.
The next three lines assume that the Apocryphal story is
known by the audience.

In the Apocryphal story it is

clear that the garden was open to the public, and all who
frequented it were able to enjoy the flowers and fruit and
take what grew for themselves. There seems to have been a
time of day, however, when the public was to leave, and
within it, it is possible that the text which was copied
did contain a reference to chewing or chichevache.
^®The phrase "in chaumbre," says Miskimin, is a
homograph for "enchaufed. 11 "Enchaufed" expresses the idea
of the elder's lust, while "in chaumbre" means "in a
room." Ibid., p. 107. "Enchaufed" was chosen to replace
"in chaumbre" in the line's translation.
5% h e word "mirthes" is used in each manuscript and
means amusement, but this does not support the Latin text.
The Latin speaks of Susannah going to the garden to bathe,
not to be amused. Miskimin believes that the use of
"mirthes" is the result of some error either on the part
of the scribe or the text used. Ibid., p. 108.
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the family was to be able to enjoy it privately.

Around

noon the people left, and Susannah was able to enjoy the
garden alone.

Obviously Joachim wanted everyone to feel

welcome, but he did not expect his friends and peers to
covet his wife.

Susannah becomes,

fruit in this garden.
into the garden.

then,

the forbidden

Daily the elders saw Susannah go

At first the garden itself was enjoyable

to them, but gradually the beauty of the garden and the
delicacy

of

its

fruits

were

insufficient

to

Eventually they desired the forbidden fruit,

satisfy.
and their

covetousness was transformed into lust.
Lust is not a foreign idea in Scripture.

In fact,

because it occurs so frequently, D. W. Robertson believes
that the whole aim of Scripture is to promote charity and
condemn
medieval

c u p i d i t y .

authors

60

And furthermore, he believes that

shared

this

aim.61

Thus he would

conclude that The Pistill of Swete Susan was a part of

60The Latin word "cupiditas" encompasses a wide range
of emotions. Generally the word is translated greed or
avarice; however, if limited to these two aspects, the
word is incorrectly defined, for the word also encompasses
passion and lust. It is true that the Latin word
"concupiscence" is most often used for lust, but, for that
matter, "avarita" is the Latin word which is best
translated greed and avarice. The word "cupititas" is a
general word that conveys any desire— whether for
possessions or passion— that has become all consuming.
61d . W. Robertson, Essays in Medieval Culture
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), pp. 22, 23.
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this literary trend.
idea

is

reduced to

A problem occurs, however, if this
simplistic

terms.

cupidity involves various desires
avarice and passion,

For

instance,

including greed and

(see footnote 60).

In the Pistill of

Swete Susan, the poet writes of the two elders coveting
another man's wife with all consuming lust.

Lust, in this

context therefore, is not limited to sexual desire.

Since

lust is varied by type and degree, it was often divided in
the Middle Ages into three types: lust of the flesh, lust
of the eyes, and the pride of

l i f e .

poem exhibit all of these lusts:

62

The elders in this

the lust of the flesh,

in their desire for another man's wife as well as an
adulterous relationship; the lust of the eyes, in their
daily observations of Susannah; and the pride of life, in
that they believe their positions place them above the
laws which govern the conduct of other men.
The poet's description of the elders' sin is more
complex than

it may

appear at

first.

St.

describes sin as a process of three steps,
delectation,
temptation,

and rational

c o n s e n t .

63

Augustine
suggestion,

First there is a

but a temptation is harmless unless

it is

62Donald R. Howard, The Three Temptations: Medieval
Man in Search of the World (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1966), pp.44-56.
6 3 Ibid.,

pp. 56-65.
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entertained

by

suggestion.

If the suggestion is not to be followed by

action,

the

will.

The

temptation

is

the

then the will and the intellect must step in.

Augustine says that the will is the next barrier against
capitulation.

If will-power is exerted, the temptation

can be overcome.

But generally the will has trouble

overcoming continued suggestion, and if the will gives in
to the temptation— this step called delectation— then the
only barrier left is the intellect.
overcome the suggestion,
will,

after capitulating,

If the intellect can

then sin is avoided.

But the

tries desperately to convince

the mind to rationalize, then justify, and finally consent
to the temptation.

With consent,

place, and then sin is committed.
of these three steps to sin.

the action can take

Stanza IV contains each

By the end of the stanza,

the elders have committed the covetous and adulterous act
over and

over in their

become so

consumed by their greed andlust, they

unless it is fulfilled.

hearts. By

line45, they have
will die

At this point, the covert lust of

the eyes and flesh has resulted in sin, and in stanza IX
and X the sin will be overt.
When the mental sexual lust no longer satisfied the
elders, they devised a plan to trick Susannah.

They would

get her into a position where she was without protection;
then they would spring upon her, and she

would have

to

give in to their scheme.
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The bob and wheel of stanza IV serves to foreshadow
the day when Susannah will be cornered.

In the meantime,

the elders watch her daily.
V
Whan [th]es perlous prestes perceyvid her play,
[Th]o [th]oght [th]at wrecches to bygile [th]at wor[th]i
in wone;
Her wittys were wayward [th]ei wri[th]yn away,
55
And turnyd fro his techyng, [th]at told is in trone.
For sight of her soueraingne, so[th]ly to say,
Her here hedis fro hevyn [th]ei hidyn a-none;
[Th]ei caught for her covetyse Cristis curs for ay,
For rightwis juggement recordid [th]ei none,
60
They two.
Every day by day
In [th]e pomery [th]ei play,
Whil [th]ei myght Susan a-say,
To worchyn her woo.
65
Translation
V
When these wicked elders observed her relaxing,
Then thought the scoundrels to seduce that worthy one
among men;64
Their minds were perverse they twisted away,65

55

6 ^The MS. Phillipps reveals difficulties with line
54. The word "[th]at" makes for an awkward reading and
should be "[th]e," meaning "the." In the translation,
"the" is used. The phrase "wor[th]i in wone" means
"worthy one among men."

65m s . Phillipps uses "wayward" which is imprecise in
its meaning. Miskimin believes the original word was
"wytherward" which means "perverse." It was the latter
which was used in the translation. Miskimin, Susannah, p.
110.
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And turned from his teaching, that dwells is in h e a v e n . 6 6
For sight of their Lord, truly to say,
Their hoary heads from heaven they hid as o n e ; 67
They caught for their lust Christ's curse for e v e r , 6 8
For righteous judgment delivered they none,
60
They both.
Every day by day
In the orchard they walk,
While they might Susan tempt,
To work her misery.
65
Commentary
V
Stanza V serves to seal the fate of Susannah as well
as

perfect

the

scheme

devised

by

the

elders.

Apocryphal story will help to explain lines 55-58.

The
Verses

9-14 of The History of Susanna are condensed into three

6 6 The second half line is another example of
redundancy with the verb "is".

67i>he word "here" would mean "hear." But all other
manuscripts use either "hore" or "heore." Possibly the
scribe had an eye skip or confused the "o" for "e." The
words "hore" or "heore" means "hoary" or "gray," and this
fits with the sentence. Also Miskimin believes that "anone" is incorrect and should be "an-one," meaning "as
one." The translation is as Miskimin prescribed. Ibid.
It is ironic that the elders— like Adam and Eve— "hide"
from God in a garden and receive a curse.
6 8 Each of the manuscripts has a problem with this
line, and though the MS. Phillipps is different from the
others, the poet seems to have tried to make sense of the
whole line. A misreading of the Latin probably caused
this. Ibid., pp. 110-11. MS. Phillipps speaks of the
elders receiving the curse of Christ for their deed, while
the others speak of the elders receiving Cain's curse.
Why the Phillipps's scribe has Christ's curse instead of
Cain's could be because he misread the name "Cain," or
because he misunderstood Cain's curse.
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lines of the poem.

The elders, in order to maintain their

perverted thoughts, deliberately refused to obey God or
consult Him for direction; furthermore, Susannah so filled
their minds that they could not fulfill their positions as
judges and governors.
(In the Apocrypha

In essence they were love sick.

neither judge

lust for Susannah, and it

had told the other ofhis

took a rather comical incident

of bumping into each other in the garden for the two to
realize that they were after the same woman.

This section

of the poem is difficult because the poet has written in
such a way that

the

collaborating in secret.

two judges already appear to

be

In the Apocrypha, the two were

harboring individual lusts for Susannah,

and only after

their like desires were revealed did they put their hoary
heads

together.

Because the poet tries

otherwise

to

remain true to the Apocryphal text, it appears redundant
and confusing.)
thought.

Line 60 actually completes this train of

The judges are planning the perfect scheme to

seduce Susannah that they are unable to meet their work
obligations.

While they become engrossed in their plan,

they are forgetting their jobs and rejecting God.
Line 59 speaks of the elders receiving Christ's
curse.

(See also Footnote

68

.)

But the other

four

manuscripts and the Latin and Wycliffe Bibles say they
received Cain's curse.

Cain was cursed by God when he

killed his brother Abel.

But the core of the issue, which
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resulted in the murder, was Cain's displeasure with God.
Cain and Abel presented to God sacrifices from the fruits
of their labor.

Cain grew crops while Abel raised sheep.

Cain presented on the altar a portion of his produce,
while Abel sacrificed a lamb on the altar.
Cain's sacrifice but was pleased with Abel's.

God rejected
The Church

has traditionally believed that God's rejection of Cain's
sacrifice was not because God did not like fruits and
vegetables but because Cain refused to provide the correct
sacrifice for his sin— the one God had prescribed.
Cain murdered Abel,

After

God cursed Cain, banished him, and

marked him as a murderer.

In effect, Cain was separated

from God.
Down through the ages, those who were classified by
the Church as the "generation of Cain" were those who were
unjust and unrighteous.

Since those who are unrighteous

are separated from God, they, in essence, receive Cain's
curse.69
How does this relate to the poem?
takes place in Babylon;
settled.

Firstly, the story

the place tradition says Cain

Secondly the elders, even though being Jews,

were spiritual progeny of the unjust and unrighteous.

And

69lt is interesting to note, in light of the setting
of this poem, that Babylon and its inhabitants were, by
tradition, settled by Cain and his decedents. Robertson,
Essays in Media-val C u ltu r e , p . 33.
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as the unrighteous will be cursed, like Cain, with eternal
separation from God, so these elders will gain the same
curse.

In fact, since Christian theology pictures Christ

as the final judge,
curse"

the elders will receive "Christ's

(that is, will be cursed by Christ)

as well as

"Cain's curse" (that is, eternal damnation).
The bob and wheel describes the activities of the two
elders after they have determined to seduce Susannah.
Daily they walk and talk and plan in the garden.

Line 65

can have different meanings depending on how "her" is
translated.
"their."

In Middle English,

it can mean

If taken the first way,

"her" or

then the line would

indicate that the elders are planning to bring unjust pain
on Susannah.

But if the latter is used, then there is

irony and foreshadowing of the elders' misery when their
plot fails.
VI
In [th]e sesone of somyr, with Isabell and Jone,
She grei[th]id her to gardyn, noght to be sene;
[Th]er lyndes and lorers were bred vp-on lone,
[Th]e saveyne and cipresse, [th]e sicamours to sene,
The palme and [th]e popeler, [th]e perer and the
plowine,
The jwnipre gentill, ioynyng hem bytwene,
The rose raggyd on rys, ricchest in sowme,
Thewyd with thevethorne thryvyng to sene,
So [th]ikke.
[Th]er were popyniayes prest,
Nightyngales upon nest,
Blithe briddis of the best,
On blosmes to sytte.

70

75
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Translation
VI
In the season of summer, with Sibyl and J a n e , 70
She went her to garden, not to be seen; 7 1
There lime trees and laurels were bred upon the l a ne,7^
The savin and cypress, the sycamores to s ee,7^

7 0 The scribes of all the manuscripts thought the
final word was "Jone." Actually, the word was "Jane." It
would be very easy to confuse the "a" for an "o." But
this error affected, usually adversely, the alliteration
in the subsequent lines. In the MS. Phillipps, lines 6 8 ,
70, and 72, the alliterating last words are incorrect
because they should have had the "a" and not the "o,"
and/or been different words. Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 11214.

71The word "sene." is incorrect The other
manuscripts have the second half line reading "[th]at
growed so grene." Because the Phillipps's poet mistook,
"sene" for "grene," he had to make changes in the rest of
the half line. He changed "[th]at growed so" to "noght."
(Miskimin's translations were inserted without greatly
altering the structure found in the MS. Phillipps;
however, this stanza has so many problems, that it would
be best to translate, as much as possible, as it stands in
the MS. Phillipps in spite of its errors.)
"^Because of the incorrect vowel in line 6 6 , the word
"lone" was forced upon the poet, when it should have been
"lane." Because "lone" is untranslatable in the sentence,
the translation was corrected to "lane." The poet also
had difficulty with the word "lent," meaning "to grow."
Possibly an error occurred resulting in the poets use of
"bred," meaning "to breed."
^Miskimin does not think that "sene" is the correct
word, but all the manuscripts have it. Her reason is that
this is repetitious, and there has not been any repetition
of the same ending rhyme in the same stanza; therefore,
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The palm and the poplar, the pear and the plain
tree,74
The juniper gentle, joining them between,
The rose clustered on twig, richest in . . . .
Bound with bramble flourishing to see,
So thick.
There were parrots lively,
Nightingales upon nest,
Cheerful birds of the best,
On blossoms to set.

70
,75

75

Commentary
VI
Stanzas VI through IX are the poet's addition and
amplification, and these 52 lines fall between verses 14
and 15 of the Apocryphal text.

Now begins a long list of

flora and fauna that inhabit the garden and orchard.
garden

has

been

mentioned

only briefly

before;

The
this

description is more substantial.
she conjectures the word "shene," which means "bright."
Ibid., p. 113.
7^Due to the alliteration problem in line 6 6 , the
word "plowine" is used in the MS. Phillipps. With the
change in the vowel, the word would be a derivative of
"plane" or "plawne" which means "plain tree."
75Again due to the alliteration problem in line 6 6 ,
the word "sowme" is incorrect. There does not appear to
be a definition for "sowme" or "sawme," so there must have
been additional problems with this word. Miskimin says
that none of the manuscripts has a totally accurate
sentence. She offers an emendation of line 72. "The rose
raggyd on [rote] richest in [rane]." The translation is:
"the clustered rose on root, richest on branch." Ibid.,
pp. Ill, 113-14.
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The presentation of the garden in The Plstill of
Swete Susan is somewhat different from those common to
Medieval literature.

Usually they are presented in their

pristine beauty, and only later, if at all, is there an
introduction into it of anything foul.
of Swete

Susan, the pollution

But in The Pistill

is introduced

into the

garden before its splendid beauty is described.
The garden is a motif with rather complex purposes
and meanings.

And it is doubtful that the poet would have

spent the time describing'it unless he wanted his readers
to view it literally as well as figuratively.
The poet may have known that ancient Persian Gardens,
e.g. the hanging gardens of Babylon, often resembled parks
which may or may not be walled in.7®

From the poem, it

appears that Joachim's garden is a park-like setting in
which the public was permitted to walk, relax, enjoy the
garden, and even pick the fruit.
The word "garden," and the Hebrew equivalent "gan,"
come from words meaning "to guard" or "to protect. 1,77

in

the Genesis account, the Edenic garden is not guarded, but
in

the

garden

of

the

Song

of

Songs,

the

garden

is

76The Anchor Bible, p. 95.
77William A. McClung, The Architecture of Paradise:
Survival of Eden and Jerusalem (Berkeley: University of
California Press, p. 1983), p. 3.
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protected by walls, almost like the "burgh," or a cloister
garden, it is a self sufficient fortress which will keep
out whatever is unwanted.

In Medieval literature,

the

variety of evils shut out from gardens or fortresses is
almost endless:
plague;

In Boccaccio's Decameron f it was the

in Dante's Purgatorlo. it was unregenerate or

unrepentant
poverty,

man;

sorrow,

in the Romance
envy, ugliness,

of the

Rose, it was

and so on;

in Song of

Songs, it was anyone other than the beloved; and in Eden,
it was evil itself.

In The Pistill of Swete Susan, it was

anyone who entered the garden with impure motive.

All of

the gardens except Eden were walled and gated, but whether
walled or not,

all of them had boundaries which were

eventually violated.
The unfortunate history of all earthly paradise is
the exchange of the unprotected pastoral for the guarded
park.

"The uncertain status of the gardens in history

reflects the failure of an arcadian or pastoral model of
beatific existence within the context of a purged and
renewed heaven and earth; . . .

To survive, in fact, Eden

must become a garden-city. " 7 8

But medieval authors seem

to realize that the garden wall will only delay evil's

78

Ibid., p. 19.
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entrance . 7 9

Eventually in the Decameron, the plague

struck those inside the estate;
Edenic garden was

in the Purgatorio r the

invaded by the pageant

wagon which

turned into a horrible monster which had to be destroyed;
in the Romance of the Rose, the castle was destroyed, and
the rose became defenseless and was plucked.

In the Song

of Songs, the woman wakes to find the beloved missing, and
she must leave her garden and search in the city for him;
in Eden,

the snake slithers in; and in The Pistlll of

Swete Susan, those who are allowed to enter as presumed
friends

hide

themselves

prepares for her bath.

as

intruders

while

Susannah

It seems that the walled garden

may offer a sense of false security.®®

79Stuart B. Babbage, The Mark of Cain: Studies in
Literature and Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966), p.
85.
®®Derek Pearsall and Elizabeth Salter, Landscapes and
Seasons of the Medieval World(Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1973), p. 100. In the "Merchant's Tale"
from Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, Old January cavorts with
young May in a large garden. But foolish January thinks
that young May loves him in spite of his age, and that the
walled garden will conceal his lusty pleasure. Alas, Old
January goes blind, and May does not remain faithful, and
soon there are three cavorting in January's garden. Since
the earthly garden seems plagued with ill intruders, Jean
de Meun, in the second half of the Romance of the Rose,
pictures a better garden which he calls the Shepherd's
Park. The Shepherd keeps his flock in this park, and he
knows all that are in the park; thus, for once, no evil
can ever enter in. The Shepherd's Park is a round
enclosed garden, and on the outside walls are carved all
those who cannot enter in. Those who reside there can
freely drink from the central fountain which is the water
of life. This is the Paradise to come.
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Medieval gardens may not protect from all harms, but
most of them are pictured as exquisitely beautiful,
"locus amoenus," a garden of earthly delights.

a

Water is

essential as a source of "life," so gardens are filled
with

fountains

and

streams.

Trees,

arbors,

natural

trellises, birds, fruit, flowers, and soft grass are all
necessary to create a landscape that would please the
senses.

For those wealthy enough in the Middle Ages, it

was possible, or authors assumed that it was, to create
such a place.

Based on what the poet tells us of Joachim

and his wealth, he could afford to create and maintain
such a park.
Stanza VI opens by telling the reader what season the
events take place.

The season is summer.

This may seem

slightly odd to those of us who would expect the profusion
of flowers and blooms found in the garden to take place in
the spring.

And,

though the Apocryphal text does not

mention a season,

one would suppose that a Babylonian

garden/orchard would be at

its height before

summer.

However, as has been seen in other stanzas, the poet is
also influenced by his own culture, and he is not afraid
to slip aspects common to his own era and culture into the
poem.

Therefore, it may not be so odd that the poem is

set in the summer.

Realizing the type of climate common
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to Northern England, it is doubtful that a garden would be
at the height of its beauty until summer.
When Susannah enters her garden, she brings with her
two attendants,

Sibyl

(Isabell)

and Jane

(Jone) .

She

intends to bathe privately, and she is not aware that she
is being watched.

The poem breaks off at this point to

capture the beauty of this prelapsarian type garden, but
when the story resumes, the elders' scheme will unfold.
The list of the flora and fauna begins.
in line

68

The laurel,

, is important because this is the tree under

which Susannah bathes.

Though the elders

comment to

themselves that they find her under this tree, they cannot
remember it later when Daniel quizzes them.
accident

that

the

laurel

is

the

tree

It is no

chosen

Apocryphal writer and retained by the poet.

by

the

The laurel

has long represented chastity and victory.
The laurel is followed by a list of more trees.
the rose is mentioned in lines 72-74.

Then

This is probably

the rambling or wild rose because the poet mentions its
profusion of blooms.

The wild rose is known for the large

number of blooms; however it is not as pretty as some
because of its ragged look.
The bob and wheel mentions various birds such as
parrots and nightingales.

The former is known for its

ability to mimic various vocal sounds, and it is an exotic
bird.

The nightingale is remembered for its sweet song.
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67
VII
Ther briddis on blosmes brokkid wel loud,
On olyves and amylers, and al kyn trees;
[Th]e popiniayes perchyn and prunyn for proud,
On piries and pynapples [th]ei prikkyn in prees;
On croppis of canel kenely [th]ei crowe,
On grapis [th]e goldfynches gladyn in her glees;
[Th]e shene briddis in shawe shewyn her shroud,
On ferrers and fygges [th]ei song in her sees,
In fay.
Ther were growyng so grene
[Th]e date wi[th] [th]e damacene;
Turtlis tronyd on trene
By syxty I say.

80

85

90

Translation
VII
There birds on blossoms, trilled very loud,
On olive trees and almond trees, and all kinds [of]
trees,81
80
The parrots behave jauntily and preen their feathers for
pride,82
On pears and pinecones they prick their feathers in
press;83

81-Due to ellipsis, I have included in the translation
the preposition "of" to clarify the second half line.
82Miskimin has chosen "perken" over MS. Phillipps's
"perchyn." "Perken" means "to preen." It could be that
"perchyn" is a form of "perken," but if "perchyn" means
"to perch," then it is the incorrect word. Miskimin,
Susannah, p. 116.
83in Middle English the meaning is pinecones.
should not be confused with pineapples.

It
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On upper branches of cinnamon ardently they crowd,
On grapes the goldfinches make merry in their glee;
The bright birds in grove show their plumage,
On fir trees and figs they take their places,®'®
In faith.
There were growing so green
The date with the plum;
Turtledoves enthroned on trees
By sixty I say.

85

90

Commentary
VII
Stanza VII continues the list of plants,
trees,
birds

and birds.

The emphasis in this stanza is the

and how they behave.

clearly

of

their

personification.

shrubs,

actions,

The poet
almost

to

has written
the

so

point

of

It is possible to mentally picture the

flitting and chirruping and preening of this profusion of
birds.

Specifically the parrots, the birds able to mimic

human vocal sounds, act very humanly.

Behaving jauntily,

these birds become "concerned" about their looks and crowd
together on fragrant fruit trees and spice bushes.
goldfinch,

a

song

bird,

is

known

for

its

The

colorful

feathers; thus in line 85, they show off their plumage,
and in line

8

9, these birds are making merry with their

singing.

®^The second half line phrase "song in hersees" is
not translatable.
It was probably "fong in herfees."
The poet possibly
confused the "f" for a "s," acommon
error. "Fong in her fees" means "take their places."
Ibid., p. 117.
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Then the poet digresses to show the growth of fruit
trees, and finally he returns to the birds and mentions
the turtledove, the bird known for its cooing and solitary
nature.

The turtledove is here accompanied by many of the

same species.

The atmosphere is peaceful, and the birds

find this conducive for singing.
Another aspect of peace is the order of the garden.
This

is a rather subtle thing,

but

it is shown most

clearly in relation to the orderliness of the birds.

What

is described is a type of bird hierarchy and knowledge of
place.

For instance, the parrots crowd together on the

upper

branches. Concerned about their looks, they preen

their

feathers. The goldfinches sing and flit here

there,

but finally having landed they take their place

together.

and

The Vernon MS., unlike the MS. Phillipps, adds

that the goldfinches alight on branches proper to their
place

or rank.

fidelity,

The turtledoves,

symbols

of

love

and

sit enthroned as though they are the highest

rank.
What the poet has described about the
actually true of his culture.

birds

Rank, position,

is

station,

and status were all important in the Middle Ages.

There

was a popular philosophical and theological belief that
all created things had a proper place, and if an object
was

"out

position.

of

place, "

it

should

seek

its

propitious

This philosophical/theological interpretation
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seemed helpful in explaining economic and social position
too.

The logical conclusion of this would be that when

everything and everyone was at its proper place, all of
life would be in order and at peace, and conversely,

if

part or all of life is not in its proper position, there
is turmoil.

It

is true that

knowledge

of place and

position does not guarantee peace and order; other factors
are

involved

such as

outside forces.

the

ability

to

resist

menacing

But assuming that such power to organize

and maintain order exists, then in theory peace can exist
too.
Therefore, theoretically, Susannah's garden appears
to be in order and peaceful.
garden,

Unfortunately,

an ordered

like an ordered world, is rather precarious and

difficult to maintain.

It can easily become disordered,

and as was said earlier,

a peaceful medieval garden is

easily disrupted.
VIII
The fyg and [th]e filberd were found so fair,
The chirie and [th]e chesteyn, [th]at chief are of hewe,
Apples and almaundis [th]at honest ar of ayr,
Grapes and garnettis [th]at gaylich [th]ere grewe;
95
Costardis comly in kitthes [th]ei kayre,
Brytans [th]e blaundelers braunches [th]ei knewe,
Fele floures and froyt, frely and faire,
Wi[th] wardons wardid and walsshnotes trewe,
As y telle.
100
Ouere her hedis gan hyng
The qwince and [th]e qwerdlyng;
Spicys spedely [th]ei spryng,
And in herbere [th]ei felle.
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Translation
VIII
The fig and the filbert were found so f a i r , 85
The cherry and the chestnut, that chief are of beauty,
Apples and almonds that wholesome are of smell,
Grapes and pomegranates that gaily there grew;
Pretty apple blossom petals they come o u t , 8 6
Breton apples the white apple branches they bend,87
Many flowers and fruit, free and f a i r , 8 8
With warden pears delicious and walnuts t r u e , 8 9

95

85Miskimin prefers MS. Additional's use of "fode"
over "found." She says that "found" could be a derivation
of "fode." "Fode" means to "nourish," and "found " means
"to find." Though alliteratively "fode" may be the better
choice, "found" makes sense in the MS. Phillipps. Ibid.,
p. 119.
8 6 The phrase "costardis comly in kitthes" cannot be
individually translated but must be translated as a
phrase. Line 96 is the complete translation of the
phrase.

87Miskimin says "knewe" is a homograph. "Bewe," as
seen in MS. Additional, is the appropriate word, meaning
"to bend" or "bow." Ibid.
8 8 ihe second half line makes little sense.
Miskimin
believes this is a scribal error, and that the MS.
Additional has the correct phrase, "fresliche of flayre."
The phrase means "fresh of fragrance." Ibid.

S^From the first half line, it is apparent that the
scribe did not know that "wardons" were pears. He mistook
the noun to mean "guardian," and consequently used the
verb "wardid," meaning "to guard." Because the first half
line makes no sense, it was replaced with the translation
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72
As I tell. 9 0
Over her head did hang
The quince and the codling apple;
Spices speedily they spring up, 9^In trellis they entwined.9^

100

Commentary
VIII
Stanza VIII describes the flowering fruit bushes,
trees,

nuts and vines.

fruit and nuts.
apples,

The first three lines combine

The following lines are taken up with

pears and other fruits interspersed.

The poet

seems intent on describing a garden beside which all other
gardens pale.
of the phrase "with wardons wynlyche" as found in MS.
Ingilby. Ibid.
90The use of "as y telle" is a corruption of the
text, and it creates further problems with the rhyme in
line 104. MSS Vernon and Additional's use of "[th]ei
waled" is the best phrase and means "the most excellent."
Ibid.
91-Miskimin questions the use of "spedely" in MS.
Phillipps. She considers "sprede" from MS. Ingilby as the
better word. It means "to spread." Ibid., p. 120.
9^The last word creates a problem because of the
difficulty with "telle" in line 100. Miskimin believed it
was chosen as a scribal emendation for the word "enhaled."
Though she says the word should be "enhaled," it does not
mean "inhaled", but "entwined." She comes to this
conclusion based on "herbere" which she translates as
"trellis." Because no definition for "felle" was located,
the sentence is translated in light of Miskimin's
findings. Ibid.
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73
The poet does not let us lose sight of the existing
story.

In line 101, he briefly mentions Susannah, who is

strolling through the arbor.

The arbor has grown so that

the branches are intertwined forming a trellis effect.
IX
The cheruyle, [th]e cholet, [th]e chesboll [th]e
cheve,
105
The chowet, [th]e chervell, [th]an chaungyn on nyght;
The persile, [th]e pasnepe, porettis to preve,
The pyone, [th]e pirye, prowdely pyght;
The lylye, [th]e loveache, launcyng ful evene,
The sawge and [th]e solcecle, so semely to sight;
110
Colombyne and clarrey, colourid ful clene,
Wi[th] rewe and rewbarbe, raylid on right,
No les.
Daysye and dyteyne,
Isope and auereyne,
115
Peletre and planteyne,
Pyght in [th]at pres.
Translation
IX
The chive and the cabbage, the poppy, the best,93
105
The little cabbage, the chervil, that changes at night;94

93"cheruyle" could not be defined. Miskimin uses
"chyue," which means "chive." But the end of the second
half line has "cheve" which means "chive." It is doubtful
that a word would appear in the same sentence twice.
However, in the MS. Ingilby, the final word is "chefe"
which means "best." It is very possible that a scribal
error occurred and the "f" was mistaken for a "v," so the
word could be "chefe" and mean "best." Ibid., p. 122.
94Though the phrase "chaungyn on nyght" means
"changes at night," the phrase raises questions about the
nocturnal activities of the garden herbs. Miskimin says
it could possibly be "chonchon" which is the "simpson
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The parsley, the parsnip, scallions to thrive,95
The peony, the pear tree, splendidly planted;
The lily, the loveage, sprouting full e v e n i n g , 9 6
The sage and the sunflower, so charming to see;
Columbine and caraway, colored full clean, 97
With rue and rhubarb, arranged correctly,98
No falseness.99

110

herb." This apparently was a common garden herb, and this
herb has yet to be mentioned in the list. As for "on
nyght," it is possible that the scribe mistook the "n" for
an "h." The word "hyght" means "high;" making the phrase,
"simpson herb on high." Ibid., pp. 122-23.
95npreve" does not make sense with the sentence.
is possible that the word is "prefe," and the "f" was
mistaken for a "v." "Prefe" means "excellent" or
"thriving." Ibid., p. 123.

It

96The phrase "ful evene" does not make sense.
Miskimin says it is the result of a false word division.
The actual word should be "so lefe," meaning "so gladly."
Ibid.
97"ciarrey" is an herb. The phrase "colourid ful
clene" is nonsensical. Miskimin recommends this phrase
from the MS. Cottonian Caligula, "clottys [th]ey
cleu[v]e," meaning "in clusters they cling." Ibid., pp.
123-24.
98Though Miskimin uses "raunged" from the MS.
Cottonian Caligula which means "to arrange," "raylid,"
from the MS. Phillipps, comes from "raylin," also meaning
"to arrange." Ibid., p. 1 2 1 .
99"n o les" means "no falseness." The MS. Cottonian
Caligula has "in rees" meaning "in rows." Possibly the
Phillipps's scribe mistook the "r" for a "1." This
scribal error makes for an awkward translation. Clearly
"in rees" from the MS. Cottonian Caligula would make for a
more coherent phrase. Ibid., p. 124.
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Daisy and dittany,
Hyssop and savory,
Wild thyme and plantain,
Planted in that crowd.

115

Commentary
IX
Stanza IX has several difficult words which have made
it difficult to translate,

and the footnotes for this

stanza should be consulted for explanation.

This stanza

refers once more to the order found in the garden.

Line

108 tells of two trees that are splendidly planted.

Line

112 says that the rue and rhubarb are carefully arranged
in rows.

This garden is the result of painstaking care

and planning.
Descriptions of beautiful gardens were common in this
period of literature,

and it is possible that the poet

borrowed much of his description from other sources.

The

garden is, in a sense, simply a beautiful garden which was
recorded by the poet either from his own imagination or
via the borrowing of other garden motifs.

However in this

last stanza, and in the preceding four stanzas, for that
matter,
trees,

the description of some of the garden fruits,
and other species also have

important

symbolic

meanings, and many are ironic and foreshadow other parts
of the story.
The laurel, which is mentioned in stanza VI is one
example of this

symbolism.

Literally the

laurel was
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important as a landmark in the garden where the elders
found Susannah bathing.

Of course, the elders forgot this

landmark when the crucial question was asked by Daniel.
Yet the tree has a symbolic representation,
chastity and victory.

symbolizing

These things may be applied to

Susannah because she remained faithful to her husband, and
at the end of the poem, through the prophet Daniel, she
was

victorious

over

the

elder's

plot

and was

proven

innocent of all allegations.
The rose and the color red, also in stanza VI, have
long been associated with symbolism.

The color red and

the red rose can symbolize martyrdom,

and Susannah may

symbolize the red rose, for she is about to be unjustly
killed if Daniel doesnot prove his
elders.

Also,

the

point against the

color red can symbolize lust,

central characteristic of the elders.
the

elders

will

lie

when

they

the

In a later stanza,

say that

Susannah was

wearing rich red robes upon her entering the garden with
her maids.

The mention of such a gaudy outfit was a

calculated
harlot.

insinuation

that Susannah

It also served to

was

playing the

project upon Susannah the

elder's sin.
The
Susannah,

lily

has

is

come

another
to

symbol

mean "lily."

because
This

the

name,

flower has

definite connotations with the season of Easter, but in
this poem, the elements of resurrection and immortality,
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77
which the lily symbolizes, is not what is implied here.
Instead, the lily, here, represents purity.

And like the

laurel, Susannah's character is accurately symbolized in
the lily.
Lastly, the apple has a long history in Christian
symbolism.
Eve ate,

It is believed that the forbidden fruit that
and which she offered to Adam,

was an apple.

Just as the apple was to be avoided in Eden, Susannah is
forbidden to the elders, but she remains a temptation to
them.

Eventually this temptation will be their demise.

X
A1 [th]is aray rapely rest in [th]at [gjerde,
[Th]at was hers husbondes and hers, [th]at holdyn were
hende.
"Now folk be faryn a-fer, [th]are vs noght be ferde;
120
Aftir myn oynement warly [y]e wende.
Spyes now specialy if [th]e [g]atis be sperid,
For we wole wasshe vs y-wis by [th]is wel strond."
For why [th]e wyf warpyd of her wedis unwerd,
Undir a lorere on lowe [th]at lady gan lend,
125
So sone.
By [thjat worthy welle
Susan caght of her kelle;
But fele ferlies by-felle
By mydday or none.
130
Translation
X
As this attired one swiftly relaxed in that garden,100

lOO^he translation of line 99 from MS. Phillipps
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That was her husband's and her's, that considered were
gracious.1^1
"Now friends be gone away, need us not be afraid;1^2
120
After my ointment carefully you go.
Espy now especially if the gates are locked,
For we will bathe indeed by this well stream."103

gives an awkward reading. Miskimin creates a helpful
emendation based on MSS Ingilby and Cottonian Caligula.
Her sentence reads: 1. 118, "Als [g]aare [th]is thus [th]e
[y]onge [g]epply [g]ede in here [g]erede,"/ The
translation would be: "Every day thus this young one, on a
suitable day, went in her garden." Though the Phillipps's
scribe tried to make some sense of this sentence—
Miskimin's emendation seems to follow the intent
of the Latin. The MS. Phillipps1 use of "rapely", meaning
"swiftly," is an error. Ibid., p. 127.
If the first half line is correct, then this is a
rare instance of equal ownership of property between
husband and wife. No where in the poem does it indicate
that the estate is Susannah's, and Joachim is her
guardian. Since Susannah's parents are still living (see
line 179), there is no need for her to be an heir. Since
joint ownership would be very doubtful, Miskimin says that
the word is probably "herys," meaning "master" or "lord."
This would make the reading of the first half line: "that
was her husband's and lord's." Ibid.
102a case of redundancy with the word "us."
103The phrase "wel strond" is awkward because there
are two confusing nouns put together. "Wel" stands for
the noun and not the adjective or adverb. The phrase
means "well stream." Possibly the word was "strand" or
"strende" (which Miskimin calls a hapaxlegomenon) a blend
of the words stream and bank. Ibid., p. 128. In the
Romance of the Rose, the well that the lover looks into is
located on a bank beside a stream. Probably this is the
type of association that the poet is describing here.
Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, The Romance of the
Rose, ed., Charles W. Dunn, trans. Harry W. Robbins, with
an Introduction by Charles W. Dunn (New York: E.P. Dutton,
1962), 11.80-85.
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For why the wife cast off her clothing unguarded,
Under a laurel on low that lady did remain,
So quickly.
By that worthy well^-05'
Susan snatched off her headdress;
But many wonders happened
By midday or noon.

125

130

Commentary
X

Stanza X begins where the story left off at line 67.
Here

the

poet

takes

up

the

Apocryphal

text

again.

Susannah comes to the garden, and, ironically, says to her
maidens that she can now bathe because the garden is empty
of all friends and general public.

Her attendants were to

care for certain needs such as supply ointment, oils, and
perfumes, and then were to leave her alone.

In line 122,

Susannah asks her attendants to make sure that the gates
into the garden are

locked.

The

issue of the

gates

becomes a focal point in stanzas XIII and XVIII.

Then

104The first half line forms a question which is
never punctuated as such in the poem. The phrase "for why"
creates an awkward reading. Also, with line 123 beginning
with the conjunction "for," it is doubtful that 1. 124
would also begin with "for." Instead Miskimin uses the
MS. Phillipps text but omits the beginning phrase, and the
line is translated, "the wife cast off her clothing
unguarded." Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 128-29.
105n^orth.y" is not the best expression of the
condition at the well. The other manuscripts use
"wynlyche" meaning "pleasant," and this better expresses
the condition.
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underneath the laurel, Susannah removes her garments and
bathes in the stream.
The bob and wheel retells the first nine lines, and
foreshadows

the

impending

doom.

The poet

strange things happening at midday or noon.

speaks

of

The Apocrypha

mentions that Susannah took her walks around noon because
the people departed then.

The poet wants to make sure

that the reader understands why Susannah believed it was
safe.
There is a seeming contradiction in lines 121 and
123.

Line 121 says that the maids are to apply ointments

and leave, but line 123 says that "we," meaning the three,
will bathe in the stream.

How could both be possible?

The Apocrypha is of help here.

In verses 17-18, the maids

were to go back and get the ointment and oils.
these had been left behind.

Obviously

Though the Apocrypha does not

mention that the maids were to join Susannah in the bath,
it seems that the poet took this to mean that upon their
return

with

the

ointments,

they

would

take

care

Susannah's needs, bathe, and then leave her alone.

of

This

was not made clear in the poem.
XI
Nowe [th]es derf domysmen in to [th]e derk drewyn so
derne,
Why [th]ei saw [th]is lady was left al alone;
For to halse [th]at hiend [th]ei.hyen ful [g]erne,
Syche woordis [th]ei warpyd to [th]at worthy in wone:
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"Wilt [th]ou, lady, for love of our lay lerne,
135
And undir [th]is lorere bene our lemman?
[Th]e [th]ar not wond for noght our wlllis to [g]erne,
For all [th]e gomys [th]at greve myght out of [th]e gardyn
be gone
In fere.
If [th]ow [th]es nedis denye,
140
We shul telle trewly
We toke [th]e with avoutry
Undir [th]is lorere."
Translation
XI

Now these wicked judges into the dark come near so
forbidden,^06
Why they saw this lady was left all alone;10?
For to embrace that gracious one they hurried full
eagerly,^08
Such words they cast to that worthy one among men;^®9
"Will you, lady, for love of our law learn,
135
And under this laurel be our lover?

106The use of the conjunction "so" should be replaced
with either "in" or "to." The idea is that the elders
were coming closer to her in secret, or that they were
coming closer tn the forbidden one, Susannah.
107as in line 124, line 132 is not a question. MSS
Vernon, Additional, and Cottonian Caligula use "while" or
"whyles." It is possible that the scribe of MS. Phillipps
had an eye skip and left out the "-les" from "whyles"
leaving "why".
lOS-rhe word "ful" is redundant.
109The Phillipps's poet substitutes the word "warpyd"
for "worshepyd," which the other manuscripts use.
"Warpyd" means "to cast."
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You need not refuse for no one our desires to restrain, H O
For all the men that might care are gone out of the
gardenm
Together. H 2
If you these demands deny,
140
We shall tell truly
We took you in adultery
Under this laurel."
Commentary
XI
Stanza XI is the fateful confrontation between the
elders

and

Susannah.

The

elders'

plan

seems

to be

working, and they are convinced that no one can stop them.
After the maids leave the garden to get the ointment and
oils,

the

elders

lose

ultimatum to Susannah.

no

time

in

presenting

their

Lines 134-35 are filled with irony

which, unfortunately, is lost in the MS. Phillipps because
of

the

scribal

change

from

"worshepyd"

to

"warpyd."

"Warpyd" means "to cast," and it implies the elders were
throwing themselves at her— rather low and brazen.

But

H O a possible scribal error occurred when the
Phillipps scribe uses "[g]erne" instead of "werne." The
latter means "to restrain," and this corrected form is
used in the translation.
UlLines 138-39 are correct but out of order. The
translation is based on a corrected word order for the
sake of sense.
112"in fere" means "together." (For the methods
Miskimin used to determine what may have been the original
rhyme, rhythm, and alliteration, consult Ibid., pp. 13132.)
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the use of "worshepyd" is an ironic type of courtesy since
they asked her to choose between rape or adultery.

The

irony is created because of the discussion of worship in
stanza II of the poem.

"Law," in line 135, would refer to

the law of love and religious law.

The elders did not

understand the law of love, and Susannah did.

Regarding

religious law, the elders were supposed to be well versed
in that.

Ironically,

better than they did.

Susannah knew the religious

law

The latter is an ironic reference

to Stanza II where Susannah is said to be trained in
religious law.
in this

It is unfortunate that part of the irony

stanza

is

lost

since the poet

instead of "worshepyd" in line 134.

used

"warpyd"

This is not to say

there is no irony here, but there is a loss of continued
irony.
But line 135 also contains forceful irony— which is
found in all the manuscripts.

The

judges veil their

intent of rape and adultery under the guise of teaching
her their law of love.

This is not the Law given to Moses

by the Trinity, as described in stanza II— Susannah knows
that Law too well, for she was taught it from childhood.
Nor is this a law of love prescribed by courtly love
convention.

(The phrase,

"law of love"

is common in

courtly love literature having been clearly set forth by
Ovid, in The Art of Love, and Andreas Capellanus, in De
Arte Honeste Amandi, to name only two.

Thus, this phrase
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would conjure thoughts relevant to the prescriptions for
love set in these texts.)
are not lovers.

It is obvious that these elders

If anything, they are ill-versed in the

law and art of love, and then again, theirs is not love at
all but lust.

As for judicial and religious law, which

these elders were to be versed in, they have turned their
heads from God and are no longer able to fulfil those
roles.
law,

However, what they attempt to teach Susannah is a
not

of

love,

but

a

dominance driven by lust.

law

of

physical

power

and

"Because the physical weakness

of women often prevented them from successfully resisting
men,

and because husbands,

fathers,

or brothers— their

natural protectors— were frequently absent, the evil man
found it easy to carry out his will.

He sometimes also

counted on the shame and fear of the woman he had violated
as a protection for his guilt.
Line 136 speaks once more of the laurel.

The elders

mention this tree when they ask her to lie with them.
Line 137 is the forceful reminder that Susannah has no
choice in the matter.
her.
comply

She is alone with no one to help

Her maids have still not returned.
will

mean

that

she

will

be

Failure to

branded

as

an

H 3 Margaret A. Gist, Love and War in the Middle
English Romances (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1947), p . 79.
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adulteress, and compliance will mean the same thing, only
in fact.
XII
Than Susan was sorowful, and seyd in her [th]oght:
"I am wi[th] sorow by-set on euerych a side;
145
If y assent to [th]is senne, [th]at [th]es segges have
soght,
I shal be britnyd or brent wi[th] baret to byde;
And if y nek hem wi[th] nay, it helpi[th] me noght;
Such turment and tene me takifth] [th]is tyde.
But or y hym wra[th], [th]at al [th]is world wroght, 150
Bettre is wemles to wende [th]at with her wil wri[th]e
So mysse."
Tho kast she a careful crye,
This lovely lady;
Her seruauntis had ferly,
155
No woundre y-wis.
Translation
XII
Then Susan was sorrowful, and said in her thought:
"I am with sorrow beset on every side;
If I agree to this sin, that these men have sought,
I shall be destroyed or burned with strife to endure;
And if I refuse them with no, it helps me not;H4
Such torment and grief me takes this time.
But or I him anger, that all this world m a d e , H 5

145

150

H^Miskimin chooses an obscure translation of "nek, "
meaning to refuse. This is more credible than Amours's
suggestion that "nek" means to cut. Miskimin, Susannah, p.
135; Amours, Scottish Text Society, pp. 255, 441.
115"But" is not the best word choice. Miskimin uses
the MS. Cottonian Caligula which begins with "[g]ett"
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Better is pure to go that with their will perverted1***
So amiss.nll7
Then cast she a careful cry,
This lovely lady;
Her servants had wonders,11®
155
No wonder indeed.
Commentary
XII
Stanza XII begins
monologues.

Susannah's verbal and mental

The first nine lines of this stanza recount

Susannah's contemplation of her situation.
options, and her options are few.

She weighs her

Line 145 begins with

Susannah feeling as though the walls are closing in on
her.

In the poem, she is "beset on everyside;" and in the

Apocrypha,

she is "straitened on every side."

If she

consents to them, which she is loathe to do, she may not
be caught, but she would have to live with the guilt of
the act.
action.

Even worse, she would face divine wrath for the
Yet she realizes that to reject their demand will

mean judgment and execution; there would be no hope of
meaning "yet." "Or" is probably a scribal error for "er"
found in the MS. Cottonian Caligula. The idea in this
sentence is: "Yet were I to anger him (God) . . . "
11®The conjunction "than" is probably called for here
instead of " [th]at."
ii^Miskimin says that "mysse" is an aphetic of
"amiss." Miskimin, Susannah, p. 136.
11®Though the MS. Phillipps loses the alliteration
with "ferly," it does not forsake the meaning.
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vindication on earth.

She admits that she is filled with

torment,

grief.

decision.

sorrow

and

Finally

she

makes

her

In lines 150-51, she decides that the ultimate

punishment from God would be far worse than to be falsely
branded as an adulteress and executed.
Line 153 goes back to the action at hand as Susannah
screams for help.

At this point in the Apocryphal text,

one of the elders immediately runs to the gates, opens
them, and runs back to Susannah.
this action.

The MS. Phillipps omits

In the trial scenes, the elders will use the

open gate as evidence in their attempt to brand Susannah
as an adulteress.

They will say that they found her with

a young and hearty fellow, but the man ran away before he
could be caught.

As he fled, he ran out one of the gates

and left it open.
When the servants respond to Susannah's cry, they are
quite

perplexed.

For

one,

surrounded by the elders.

they

find

her

naked

and

As will be stated in stanza

XIII, the elders lose no time in telling their lie that
Susannah was found committing adultery.
being

found naked,

innocence are slim.

Susannah's

chances

Based on her
of proving her

When it comes to sexual infractions,

societies through the ages have placed the blame on the
woman

for seducing the weak willed man.-*--*-9

Medieval

119Gist, Love and War, p .92.
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society was certainly no exception.

Susannah is presumed

guilty.
XIII
Whan kene men her courte come to her crye,
She had kast of her kolle and her kerchief;
In at a prive posterne [th]ei passyn yn hye,
And fynd [th]es prestes ful prest her poyntes to
pres.
160
Tho seyd [th]es losels on lowe to [th]at lady:
"[Th]ow hast gamyd wi[th] a gome, [th]i god for to greve,
And lyvid wi[th] [th]i lemman yn avoutrye,
By [th]at lord and [th]e lawe [th]at we on leve."
They swere;
165
All her seruauntes shounte
And stale a-wey in a stounte;
Of her were [th]ei not wonte
Such wordis to here.
Translation
XIII
When kene men her court came to her cry,
She had cast off her headdress and her kerchief;
In at a hidden gate they passed in haste,
And found these elders full eager their points to
present.
160
Then said those scoundrels on loud to that lady:
"You have played with a man, by God for to grieve, -*-20
And lived with a lover in a d u l t e r y , 1 ^ 1
By that lord and the law that we on believe."
1 2 0 ^ 0 possessive form of god was probably what was

originally implied.

Miskimin, Susannah, p. 138.

121m s . Phillipps has "lyvid with your lover," but
"lain" would be the idea the elders wanted to get across.
"Lyvid" would imply a protracted relationship. The elders
never convey that they have spied on these lovers over a
period of time. They do convey that on a particular day
they "saw" her in the act of sexual promiscuity.
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They swore;
All her servants shrank back
And stole away in an instant;
Of her were they not accustomed
Such words to hear.

165

Commentary
XIII
Stanza XIII reiterates the bob and wheel of stanza
XII.

The servants respond to Susannah's cry.

The scribe

also restates that she is naked because she was in the
middle of her bath when the elders confronted her.
had not yet covered herself.

She

The poet reiterates that the

servants who respond to her cry entered in by a private
gate— one that had been locked.
Now that the servants have appeared, the elders tell
their concocted story.

Lines 162-65 states the false

accusation that she was found playing with a man.

The

word translated playing is "gamyd" which is an extremely
low reference to copulation.

It is a term more likely

used of the mating acts of animals.

They actually call

her an adulteress because she has lain with another man.
The MS. Phillipps has the incorrect verb "lyvid", which is
dealt with in footnote 121.
The following lines reflect the self-righteousness of
the

elders.

grieves God.

The elders

speak of how this

awful act

These lines are the poet's addition,

and

they show his excellent knowledge of how humans project
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personal traits on others in an attempt to cover up their
own guilt.

As men who were to be above reproach and

filled with wisdom, they have become fixated on their sin
and projected it on Susannah.
Furthermore, they swear that what they are saying is
true.

They swear by the Lord and the Law.

listening

to

the

elders

would

Those who were

not find

this

oath

inappropriate because they would assume the elders were
above reproach.

Supposedly these men knew the Law and

represented God.

The elders realized that their positions

were useful in bringing the crowd to denounce Susannah.
But their oath was a lie because God was not their God,
and His Law was not their law.
making.

Their law was

of their own

They were the masters of their own

destiny, and

they lived by their own law.

The means which brought them

pleasure and prestige became their law.

Ironically, their

oath was correct because they swore by the law which they
believed in, and that law was the law of their own making.
As

for

Susannah,

the evidence and

the elders'

statements are incriminating, and she was presumed guilty.
Because the crowd believes the elders' words,

they are

ashamed and aghast at Susannah's actions.
XIV
Her kynrede, her cosyns and al [th]at her knewe,
Wronge hondis, y-wis, and wept ful sore,
Sighyd for Susan, so semely of hewe,

170
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A1 unwyse of [th]at wyf wondrid [th]ei wore.
[Th]ei ded her in a donione, [th]er neuere day drewe,
While domysmen were deputid [th]is dede to declare,
175
Marrid in manicles [th]at made were newe,
Metles tul on [th]e morow mydday and mare,
In drede.
Ther come her fadir so fre,
Wi[th] al his affynyte,
180
The prestes wi[th]out pite,
And ful of falshede.
Translation
XIV
Her kin, her cousins and all that her knew,
Twisted hands, indeed, and wept full sore,
Sighed for Susan, so seemly of appearance,
All ignorant of that wife wondered they were.
They put her in a dungeon, there never day drew,
While judges were ascribed this case to
prove,
Bound in manacles that made were new,^ 2
Without food till on the morrow midday and more,
In dread.
There came her father so gentle,
With all his relations,
The elders without pity,
And full of falsehood.

170

175

180

122jn an the manuscripts the poet says these are new
manacles. This is curious unless this is a parody of
Christ's being buried in a new tomb. But this cannot be
justified from the Latin. The poet may have had trouble
with the word "mewe" meaning "caged" or "confined."
Because the poet mistook "mewe" for "newe," the second
half line was changed to "made were." Miskimin thinks
this line was originally "made her." The second half
line, therefore, should read: "that made her confined."
Ibid., p. 142.
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Commentary
XIV
Stanza XIV is a bridge between the incident in the
garden and the trial in stanza XV.

Based on lines 170-72,

it appears that word traveled quickly,

for Susannah's

entire family already knows about the incident.

Line 171

stresses the sorrow they felt because conviction on the
charge of adultery meant death.

It is also probable that

they were sorrowful due to the stigma cast upon the family
name by the presumed act.

As for the general public,

rumors have spread, and as of yet, there is no one who
openly says that Susannah could be innocent.
Line 172 mentions Susannah's beauty.
mentioned is curious.

Why this is

If anything, her beauty would only

substantiate the belief that she used her beauty to seduce
another man.
Susannah is put into a dark dungeon to await her
trial.

She is bound and confined in manacles.

footnote 122.)
no food.

(See

For at least a day, possibly more, she has

The bob and wheel says her family visited her,

and that the elders also visited.

The poet says they came

without pity and full of false pretext.

Both Susannah and

the elders knew that she was innocent.
Line 175 mentions that judges are being chosen for
her trial.

The question of judges for Susannah's trial

and who they are is an important one.

The poet and the
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writer of the Apocrypha deal with the judicial question
differently basically because of their place in history
and their society.

In the period of the poet/scribe, the

English court system and the system common to religious
orders had the accusers and the accused appear before
judges or superiors.

As the poet so specifically points

out in line 175, time was needed to find these judges, and
the time element required Susannah to be in the dungeon
until judges could be found.
But The History of Susanna indicates a different type
of

legal

system.

responsible

for

The
legal

Jewish elders
and

were

themselves

judicial proceedings.

The

elders performed in two capacities, as the accusers and as
the final authorities in the case.

The poet/scribe of the

medieval text generally adhered to the Apocryphal text
when describing the trial, but in a few lines he reverts,
probably without realizing the error, to his contemporary
English court system.

The following lines are instances

when the poet reverted to his contemporary system,

and

they require careful reading in order to determine whether
the poet had the elders performing a dual role as judges
and accusers, or if they were assuming the role of the
plaintiff only.
200, and 235-36.
dual role.

These critical lines are: 183-89,

198-

Generally the elders are performing a

Line 175 is an anomaly which can best be
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explained

if the

poet

inadvertently

reverted

to

his

contemporary court system.
XV
Tho seyd [th]e justises on benche to Joachym [th]e Jewe,
[Th]at was of Jacobis kynd, gentil of dedis:
"Lete sende aftir Susan, semely of hewe,
185
[Th]at [th]ou hast weddid to wyf, wlonkest on wedis.
She was in trou[th]e, as we trowe, trusty and trewe,
Her hert holy on hym [th]at [th]e hevyn ledis."
[Th]us [th]ei broght her to [th]e barre, her balls to
brewe.
Nei[th]er dome ne dethe [th]at day she nedredis
190
As [th]are.
Her here was yolow as wyre
Of gold fynyd wi[th] fyre,
Her shuldris shaply and shyre,
[Th]at [th]o were bare.
195
Translation
XV
Then said the justices on bench to Joachim the Jew,123

123Lines 183-88 can be interpreted differently
depending on which medieval manuscript is used. The issue
of interpretation is: who is speaking, who are the
justices on the bench, and who speaks in lines 187-88?
The MS. Phillipps seems to be written from the point of
view that the two evil elders are speaking in all lines in
question. This means that the two evil elders are sitting
as judges and accusers at the bench, and it makes lines
187-88 in particular extremely ironic. Amours believes
that the incidents in stanza XV are that of a contemporary
English court; therefore, the judges in line 183 are not
the two elders but are two new justices. However, the
speakers in lines 187-88 are the accusing elders. The
problem with Amours's interpretation is that the Biblical
text from which the lost original was greatly indebted
could not have foreseen the fourteenth century court
system. Amours, Scottish Text Society, p. 337. Then
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That was of Jacob's kin, courteous of deeds:
"Let us send after Susan,seemly of appearance,
185
That you have wedded to wife, noblest on clothing.
She was in truth, as we trust, trusted and faithful,
Her heart wholly on him that the heavens' g u a r d " 1 2 4
Thus they brought her to the bar, her torment to brew.
Neither verdict nor death that day she not fear
190
As we n e e d . ^25
Her hair was yellow as gold wire
Of gold refined in fire,
Her shoulders graceful and beautiful,
That then were b a r e . 126
195

there is Miskimin's interpretation which is based on the
MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby. In these two texts,
which are different from MSS Vernon, Additional, and
Phillipps, lines 1 8 5 - 8 6 are spoken by the two evil judges,
and lines 1 8 7 - 8 8 are spoken by Joachim. The reason for
this difference is based on the different pronouns used in
the MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby. In the MS.
Phillipps, the phrase is "as we trowe," but in the MSS
Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby, the phrase is "as I
trowe." Miskimin, Susannah, pp. 1 4 4 - 4 5 .
The plural
pronoun in the MS. Phillipps would substantiate more than
one person speaking, e.g. the two elders; while the
singular pronoun could refer to Joachim. There is no
irony involved if Joachim spoke lines 1 8 7 - 8 8 , instead it
would convey a husband's deep love for his wife and belief
in her innocence.
124iiLeclis" in the second half line is untranslatable.
There must have been a scribal error as the other texts
use "hedys." Possibly the scribe mistook "1" for "h."
"Hedys" means "to guard," and this translation was used
for this line.
3-25"as [th]are" does not make sense with the
preceding sentence. MSS Cottonian Caligula and Ingilby
use "Als [y]are" meaning "as of yore."
126ms. Phillipps is the only manuscript to change
from using "borely" to "[th]o." This must have been the
result of an eye skip. The MS. Phillipps translation of
line 1 9 5 conveys that Susannah's shoulders were uncovered,
but line 1 9 5 , based on the other texts using "borely,"
refers to Susannah being bare or defenseless. Ibid., pp.
1 4 5 - 4 6 .
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96
Commentary
XV
Stanza
Joachim.
absent.

XV begins

For many

with the

stanzas,

justices talking to

this character

has

been

The poet, again, states that Joachim is courteous

and a Jew.

The oddity of the latter is twofold.

The

character description and the racial origin are additions
by the poet.

Although

the Apocryphal

work

does

not

mention race, the poet might have logically assumed that
the characters were Jewish.

But the addition of character

analysis is unusual because the Jews were seldom dealt
with in Christian literature, and if they were mentioned,
it was seldom in such positive terms.
Describing

Joachim

as courteous

courteous Jew is equally interesting.

as

a

Literature in the

romantic

vein would focus

courtesyto

women,

evidenced

in an unmarried man who waswooing a woman. The

fact

the

that

poet

but

is

on

as well

men who

generally this

describing

a

showed

utmost

courtesy

married

relationship with his wife is not as typical.

was

man's

The fact,

too, that Joachim continues to act courteously in the face
of the

evidence against hiswife makes his character

allthe

more

honorable,

in stark

contrast

to

seem
the

dishonorable elders.
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In lines 183-85 the elders are speaking.

They call

for Susannah to be brought from the dungeon to the court.
When the elders call for her, they call her the beautiful
one.

Their lust is still unquenched, and they cannot help

but speak of her beauty.

But then, as though they realize

that they have digressed, they quickly add, the beautiful
one that Joachim has married.

The slip apparently is not

noticed by the crowd.
The phrase "wlonkest on wedis" means "noble woman,"
and this is a strange phrase for the accusing judges to
say of Susannah.

The very fact that they do speak it is

damning testimony of their deliberate perjury of this
innocent woman.

Because it is so odd, it has led some to

say that the judges could not be the elders.
elders

are

functioning

in

a

dual

role

But if the
as

well

as

attempting to be unbiased in this case, the statement is
not so odd.

The elders are inadvertently spilling the

truth, and the poet is cleverly showing how difficult it
is to maintain a lie with consistency.
Further, the phrase, when translated word for word
contains continued irony.
"noblest in clothes."
against Susannah.

The phrase means,

literally,

It is obviously meant as a slur

The implication of the phrase would not

be lost on the crowd,

many of whom were in the garden

after Susannah screamed.

Remembering that Susannah was

naked at that time, the implication is that Susannah is
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leading a double life.

She appears to be a dutiful wife,

but, left to herself, she is full of lechery.
From the reader's vantage point, the game the elders
are playing with the crowd is one of projection.
actuality, the elders are condemning themselves.

In

If they

were stripped of all pretense, their true character would
be known.

But in the courtroom the game of projection

continues.
Line 187, as noted in footnote 123, could have been
spoken

by

the

manuscript used.

elders

or

Joachim

depending

on

the

The key is whether the pronoun used in

the manuscript is singular or plural.

The MS. Phillipps

uses the pronoun "we, " and this means that more than one
person is being referred,
elders.

and this is most likely the

The irony is intense because the elders are

saying that they trust that Susannah was faithful and
true.

Of course the elders know that it is a correct

testimony of Susannah's devotion to Joachim, but their lie
cannot be retracted.

Instead the plot is woven until

everyone who presumed that Susannah was faithful and true
is surprised and convinced that she was not.
Line 188 continues the slur on Susannah's character.
The sentence is a continuation of line 187.
guarded

or protected

by heaven,

responsible to protect his family.

and

he

Joachim was
in turn

was

But his ability to do

this well would depend on Susannah's faithfulness to him.
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The elders' character smear was to convince everyone that
Susannah was not faithful and true and given wholly to
Joachim, for the crowd had supposed Susannah was morally
and spiritually without fault.
The elders are

finished speaking.

Susannah is

brought to the bar, and the interrogation begins.

Somehow

Susannah does not dread the impending verdict or death.
She seems to be resigned to it.
The bob and wheel, and the first two lines of Stanza
XVI, are about Susannah.
the

poet

describing

and are

additions

her— especially

medieval literature.
is a reference
reference

But these lines are

to

by
her

him.

His

means

of

beauty— are

common

in

The description of her yellow hair
several

verses

in

scripture.

to

Revelation

3:18

where

It is also a

Christ

tells

Laodicean church that they should be as gold that
refined by fire.
from the gold,

while

the
is

The refining process purges the dross

leaving only

to express two things: that
blond,

One

is to the Book of Malachi when the prophet

speaks of God purifying the sons of Levi.
reference

spoken by

pure gold.

The poetis trying

Susannah is a beautiful golden

figuratively stating that

she is morally

pure.
The last line contains a probable scribal error.
(See footnote 126.)

According to the last line in the MS.

Phillipps, Susannah is before the dais.

Her blouse has
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100
fallen slightly from her shoulders revealing the prized
milk white skin.

But the word used in MS. Phillipps for

bare only means "naked "or "uncovered."

One of the other

manuscripts uses a different word which has a broader
meaning.
MS.

Surprisingly, the better word is found in the

Ingilby,

generally considered to be the manuscript

with the most errors.

The MS. Ingilby's word for "bare"

does not

"naked" but

picture

simply mean

"defenseless."

The

is of Susannah before the crowd and the evil

judges with no one offering or able to help her.

Even

Joachim is unable to assist.
XVI
Now is Susan in sale, sengeliche arayed,
In a silkyn shert, wi[th] shuldris ful shene.
Tho roos up [th]es renkes wi[th] rancour renayed,
[Th]at comely ki[th] acusyd wi[th] wordis vnkene(?);
Homely on her heed her hondis [th]ei layd,
200
And she wept for wo, no wondur, y wene.
"We shul presente [th]is pleynt, how euer [th]ou be payd,
And sey sadly [th]e so[th]e, right as we have sene,
For her sake."
Thus wi[th] cawtelis qwaynt,
205
The prestis presentyn [th]e playnt;
Yet shal trow[th]e hem ateynt,
I dare undirtake.
Translation
XVI
Now is Susan in court, singly provided,127

l^Susannah is before the court and completely alone.
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In a silken shirt, with shoulders full bright.
Then rose up these men with malice renegade,128
That handsome one indicted with words u n s h a r p ; 1 2 9
Familiarly on her head, their hands they laid, 120
And she wept for woe, no wonder, I think.
"We shall present this indictment, how ever you be
punished,121
And say sadly the truth, right as we have seen,

200

The word "sengliche" means "singly or alone," while
"arayed" equals "attired" or "provided." Though she is
before the crowds and very beautiful to behold, she is
without peer and defenseless.
128The word "renayed" means a "renagade" or "someone
who has renounced his faith." Ibid., p. 224. The
implication is that their malice has arisen out of hearts
which have absolutely no moral or spiritual restraint.
129Amours places a question mark after "vnkene"
because it is not correct. The phrase is either "well
kene" or "ful kene" meaning, "very sharp." "Vnkene" is a
scribal error. Amours, Scottish Text Society, pp. 221,
430.
120xhere could be confusion as to whose hands are
being referred to. The difficulty, if there is any, is
that "her" can be translated "her," "hers," or "their,"
"theirs." It would seem strange for the judges to have
Susannah stand before the dais with her hands on her head.
It is more likely that the judges have their hands on her
head because they are about to make an oath in lines 2023, and The History of Susanna substantiates this.
121xhe translation of this line may not be clear.
The judges are saying that despite the awful punishment
that awaits Susannah for committing adultery, they must
tell what they saw and present the indictment. Miskimin,
Susannah, pp. 147-48.
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For her guilt."132
Thus with trickery skillful,
The elders declare the indictment;
Yet shall truth them convict,
I dare undertake.

205

Commentary
XVI
The first two lines of stanza XVI,

lines 196-97,

continue to describe Susannah's beauty as well as her
simple dress.

When the elders speak in line 198, their

aim is malice against Susannah.

Their lust

is still

inflamed, but they hate her for her moral purity, probably
because she wounded their egos with her refusal.
Clearly, in line 199, MS. Phillipps is in error when
it

says

that

"unsharp."

the

words

spoken

Their

words

were

by

the

intended

elders
to

sting

were
and

demoralize her while attempting to convince the crowd that
she was immoral.

However, the Phillipps' scribe, by using

"vnkene," may have been partially correct.
lines

202-04,

may

have

sounded as

To the crowd,

though

the

elders

loathed having to bring the accusations against her.
the crowd,

the words may have appeared smooth,

To

but to

Susannah they seemed sharp indeed.

132^he phrase "for her sake" is a misnomer because
"sake" has a different meaning here. "Sake" in this
instance means "crime," "guilt," or "sin." Also "for"
should be changed to "of" for a better reading. Ibid., p.
148.
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V'

103
Before the judges tell their trumped-up story, they
must pledge an oath that what they are saying is true.
(From here on, they are lying under oath, so their sin is
compounded.

Not only are they adulterers in their hearts,

but they are false witnesses.
under Hebrew law.)

This is punishable by death

The manner in which they make the

oath, by placing their hands on the accused, may have been
the prescribed way for accusers to state their charge in
the Middle Ages, but it also allows the elders to touch
her for the first time.

The poet even describes their

touch as being [overly] familiar.^33

Up until then, she

has remained unmoved, but once their hands touch her, she
breaks down and cries.
After declaring the oath, the elders,

in pseudo

sorrow, complain that they are compelled to tell what they
saw, and in spite of the terrible consequences that will
befall this beautiful woman, they must not think of her
but tell the truth.
her sin.

Then they ask her to publicly admit

Susannah remains silent.

The bob and wheel jumps slightly ahead to tell us
that though the elders are successful in tricking the
crowd, truth will eventually win.
Lines 201, 207, and 208 are rare instances when the
narrator takes part in the poem and converses in the first

133Brackets are my own.
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person.

In line 201,

the narrator adds the phrase "y

wene" meaning "I think" or "I know."

He has become a part

of the story, and in this line he shares the feelings of
sorrow that Susannah is feeling as she is touched by the
elders.

Lines 207 and 208 show the narrator's personal

satisfaction in his omniscient vantage point.

He knows

that justice will prevail.
XVII

"Thurgh out [th]e pomery we passyd us to play,
Of prayers and penaunces was our purpos;
She come wi[th] too maydenys, deftly [th]at day,
In riche robes arayed, reed as [th]e rose;
Wilily she wylid her wenchis away,
And commaundid hem kenely [th]e yates to close.
She [g]ode to (a) yong man in a valey;
The semblaunt of Susanne wold no man suppose,
For sothe!
By this cause [th]at we say,
She wylid her wenchis away;
This word witness![th] for ay,
W i t h tung and w i [ t h ] to[th]e."

210

215

220

Translation
XVII

"Throughout the orchard we passed us to walk,
Of prayer and meditations was our purpose;
She came with two maidens, modestly that day,
In rich robes attired, red as the rose;
Subtly she beguiled her maids away,
And commanded them keenly the gates to close.
She went to a young man in a valley;-*-34

210

215

^^Miskimin notes that in the Latin, the elders say
the action between the supposed young man and Susannah is
initiated by the young man, but in the five manuscripts of
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The deceit of Susan would no man suppose,135
For truly!
By this cause that we say,
She beguiled her maids away;
This word confirmed for truth,
With tongue and with tooth.

220

Commentary
XVII
Stanza XVII is the elders' story against Susannah.
First the elders have to explain why they were in the
garden.

The explanation given is that they were there to

"play" as was their custom.

The word play is used several

different times in the poem, and its meaning varies as it
is used.

The Middle English word "play" can mean "to

exercise,"

"walk,"

amusement."

"play

"( e.g.

games),

and

"sexual

Up to this point the word has been used to

refer to exercise.

Its use in line 210, however, plays on

the irony of its several shades of meanings.

The elders

want the crowd to understand that they were in the garden
to walk.

In the hopes of playing on their position in

the poem, the elders indicate that Susannah is initiating
the action. Ibid., p. 151.
135jyiiskimin says that the use of "semblaunt," which
means "deceit," labels Susannah with a new charge.

Miskimin believes that the only charge against Susannah is
adultery, and this word, therefore, is a mistake. The
word is probably accurate, however, because, though the
main charge is adultery, the elders also charge Susannah
with deceit. In line 213 the elders say she skillfully
beguiled her maids away. This indictment indicates that
she is conspiring and deceitful.
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society,

they remind the crowd how religious they are.

The reader, of course, is aware that their motives were
far from pious.

Their intention was to play sexually, and

their hypocrisy is clear.
After explaining their presence,
Susannah's entrance into the garden.
she came

they speak of

They mention that

in modestly with two maids,

but,

then,

they

proceed to describe her as dressed in gaudy red robes
suitable to a harlot. The elders are leading the crowd
with their presentation.

Their claim about her modest

entrance is simply to heighten the effect of the rest of
their account.
The elders then recount that Susannah asked her maids
to leave.

But they do not tell the crowd that the maids

left to procure oils and perfumes.

Instead, Susannah's

request for them to leave is made to look as though she
beguiled them.

Then the elders tell how she commanded the

maids to make sure the gates were locked.

This was used

as chilling proof that she was up to no good.

The sly way

in which the elders take the truth and encase it with lies
is analogous to the trickery of the serpent with Eve.
the serpent tricked Eve with half lies,
trick the crowd by twisting innocent

As

so the elders

statements.

And

after successfully convincing the crowd that Susannah is
not the pure woman that they know, they put the finishing
touches on the defamation by claiming that after the maids
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107
exited, Susannah wasted no time in finding her lover and
lying with him.
The

horror

of the

crowd,

in

line

216,

is an

indication of how successful the elders have been in their
attempts to defame Susannah's character.
The bob and wheel is simply used to reiterate the
past stanzas.

The final lines are an archaic pledge that

what they have said is true.136
XV III

"Whan we [th]at semblaunt sawe we sighyd ful sore,
For sorow of her souerayn, and for her owne sake.
Our copes were cumbrous, and kyndlyd us care,
But [y]et we trynyd a trot, [th]at traytour to take.
225
He was full bayne and bygge, bold as a bore,
More myghty man [th]an we his maystries to make.
To [th]e [g]ate rapely they [g]edyn ful yare,
And he left up [th]e lacche, and lepe ouere [th]e lake,
[Th]at youthe.
230
She ne shont for no shame,
But bowyd aftir for blame;
She nold ky[th]e us his name,
For craft [th]at we cou[th]e."
Translation
X V III

"When we that deceit saw we sighed full sore,
For sorrow of her lord, and for her own sake.
Our capes were cumbersome, and increased our care,
But none the less, we went a run, that traitor to
take

225

136M iskimin, Susannah, p. 142.
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He was full handsome and big, bold as a boar, 137
More mighty men than we his mastery to make.138
To the gate swiftly they went full quickly,139
And he lifted up the latch and leapt over the lake,
That youth.
She did not shrink back for shame,
But bowed after for blame;140
She would not reveal us his name,
For cunning that we could manage."

230

Commentary
XVIII
The elders continue to speak.
Joachim and God,

In mock pity for

the elders speak of how this deed is

difficult for them to retell.

The elders claim that they

tried to restrain the two lovers and capture the young
man.

And then in humility the elders confess that their

old and obese bodies were no match for the lithe frame of
Susannah's lover.

It seems that it would be difficult to

137m s . Phillipps uses "bayne" meaning "handsome."
The other manuscripts use "borely" or "borliche", meaning
"burly," and this would complement line 227 when the
elders say they had difficulty chasing the young man.
138f4iskimin points out several difficulties with this
line due to switching of words, problems in alliteration,
and difficult scribal renderings of the original. The
poet is trying to convey that the elders were not strong
enough to subdue the burly young man. Ibid., p. 154.
139There is a scribal error with the word "rapely."
Other texts use "[g]eply" which means swiftly. Ibid., p.
155. The "ful" in the second half line is redundant.
14C>The word "balem" implies disgrace. The elders
wanted to show Susannah as unremorseful and only sorry to
have been caught.
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convict Susannah without the most important evidence— the
lover; however, the crowd is convinced that what is being
told them is true, and the absence of the lover is no real
concern.
The young man is described as handsome, big, and
rather bold.
him.

The elders say that they were no match for

The elders claim that he ran away,

attempted to flee with him.

and Susannah

Susannah was caught, but the

young man went out the gate and leapt over the lake (or
some body of water that one could humanly leap over).
verse

25 of

the Apocrypha, it will be

recalled,

In
the

elders' first action after Susannah screamed was to open
the gate.

It is now obvious that this was done in order

to lend credence to their fabricated story.
The bob and wheel adds further to the character
defamation.

The

elders

wish

to

imply

that

she

was

deceitful and crafty because she tried to protect her
lover and their affair.

The elders claim,

after they

caught her trying to run away, that she was unremorseful
for the deed.

They say that her only sorrow was in being

caught.

would not tell them the lover's name,

She

no

matter how hard they tried to sway her.
XIX
Now is she dampnyd on dees, with dool [th]ey her
deve,
And her domysmen undewe done her wi[th]drawyn.

235
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Lovely she loutyd, and lacchyd her leve
At kynrede and cosyn [th]at she had euere knawyn;
She askyd mercy wi[th] mou[th]e of [th]is myschef.
"I am sakles of [th]is synne," she seyd in her sawe;
"Grete God of his grace your gyltis foryeve,
[Th]at do me derfly be dede and done out of dawe
Wi [th] dere.
Wold god [th]at y myght
Speke wi[th] Joachym aright;
And se[th] to de[th] me to dight,
I [g]eve not a pere."

240

245

Translation
XIX
Now is she damned on dais, with grief they her
stun, 1 4 1
235
And her judges unjust caused her withdrawn.
Lowly she bowed, and took her leave
Of kin and cousins that she had ever known;
She asked mercy with mouth of this misfortune.
"I am innocent of this sin," she said in her speech;
240
"Great God of his grace your sins forgive,
That make me wretchedly be dead and done out of d a y s 1 4 ^
With pain.
Would God that I might
Speak with Joachim aright;
245

141The second half line is confusing. Though it is
possible she is stunned by the crowd's grief on her
conviction, Miskimin believes that "dool," meaning
"grief," is not the correct word. She chose "dyn,"
meaning "uproar," because in the Latin, the crowd believes
the judges and shouts out condemnation. It is possible
that the uproar of the crowd would stun her. Ibid., p.
157.
1 4 2 The translation of this line is literal,
therefore, awkward. This line, along with line 243, is
Susannah's speech concerning the desire of the elders to
inflict upon her a painful death and cut short her life.
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And after to death me to destine, I4 3
I give not a pear."l44
Commentary
XIX
Beginning with stanza XIX through the first three
lines

of

Susannah.

stanza

XXII,

the

focus

turns

once

more

to

She has several monologues where she states her

innocence, her trust in God, and her readiness to die.

To

her, there is nothing that can be done humanly to save
her.
The case against her is completed in Stanza XVIII.
She is condemned as an adulteress, and the judges have her
sent from the hall.
the next day.

She will be executed by stoning on

As an aside, these judges are called unjust

by the narrator, and this gives further evidence that the
evil elders are also the judges of the case.
As Susannah is led from the hall, she sees her family
and relatives.

She speaks to them of her innocence.

Susannah's words in line 241, which ask God to forgive
these

judges,

are similar to the words of Christ

Stephen before they die.

and

(See Luke 23:34; Acts 7:60)

143This again is a literal translation. It means
that after Susannah sees Joachim she is ready to die.
■'-44This was a proverb which could express approval or
contempt. Ibid., p. 159.
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This addition by the poet, and the scribes of each of the
five manuscripts,

would indicate the poet's

desire to

portray Susannah as an innocent person being unjustly
murdered.

For herself, she asks for mercy.

Her last request is that she be able to see Joachim
one last time.
granted.

In Stanza XX, the pitiful request will be

Aside from her desire to see her husband, she is

ready to die.
The proverb in line 247 can either refer to approval
or contempt.

Susannah sees no hope for her situation

except re signat ion.
XX
She fil flat in [th]e flore, her fere whan she fand,
Carpyd to hym kyndly, as she wel cou[th]e:
"I wis y wratthid [th]e neuere, at my wytand,
250
Nei[th]er in woord ne wyrk, yn elde ne in you[th]e."
She keueryd vp on knees, and kyssid his hond:
"For y am dampnyd, y ne dare disparage [th]i mou[th]e."
Was neuere sorowfuller segge by see ne by sand,
Ne no sorier sight by nor[th]e ne by sou[th]e,
255
Tho [th]are.
They toke [th]e fetris of her feet;
And euere she kyssid his hand sweet:
"In o[th]ir world shul we meet."
[Th]o seyd she na mare.
2 60
Translation
XX
She fell flat in the floor, her husband when she found,
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Spoke to him kindly, as she well knew: 1 4 5
"Indeed I angered you never, at my council,
Neither in word nor deed, in age nor in youth."
She rose to her knees, and kissed his hand:
"For I am damned, I not dare disparage your mouth."
Was never sorrowful man by sea nor by land,
Neither no sorrier sight by north nor by south,
Than there.
They took the fetters of her feet,
And ever she kissed his hand sweet:1 4 5
"In another world shall we meet."
Then said she no more.

250

255

2 60

Commentary
XX
Susannah is allowed to see Joachim.
she falls to the floor.

Out of respect

Depending on the manuscript used,

line 24 9 can be translated in various ways.
choice

Miskimin's

is that Susannah spoke to her kind and gentle

husband, but the wording of MS. Phillipps is that Susannah
spoke kind words to her husband.

The former mentions a

loving husband, while the latter could depict Joachim as
cold and indifferent.
Susannah asks Joachim to review their married life,
which, based on line 151, may have been many years, and
from that,

to determine

if she has

done

anything to

145There is a disagreement as to whether "cou[th]e"
is an adverb or a verb. Miskimin translates it as an
adverb. But MS. Phillipps makes it a verb. Ibid., pp.
160-61.
145The Phillipps text has Susannah initiate all
contact, and Joachim appears cold to her predicament.
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displease him.

She says that she believes she has never

angered or displeased him during their marriage, and she
would be implying that this would have been true even when
he was not with her.

Susannah asks if she did anything to

displease him at the "wytend," a word peculiar to medieval
court, referring to the courtroom of a feudal lord.

The

poet seems to be making another reference to Joachim as a
type of feudal lord.
Susannah rises from the floor to a kneeling position
before

her

husband.

Even

though

she

knows

she

is

innocent, because she has been branded an adulteress, she
will

not

presume

to

kiss

her

Instead, she will kiss his hands.

husband

on

his

mouth.

The poet interjects his

own feelings by telling how the scene was heartrending.
The bob and wheel continues this pitiful scene.

The

MS. Phillipps seems to show a rather cold Joachim.

He

initiates little contact with Susannah.
Phillipps portrays an aloof Joachim,

Though the MS.

some of the other

manuscripts seem to indicate that Joachim believed that
his wife was

innocent,

contact,

he was unable to save her.

but

and he initiated some physical
Though the

Joachim of MS. Phillipps appears cold to her predicament,
he does have her manacles removed,
hands without restraint.

and she kisses his

Before they part, she tells him

that they will meet again in heaven.

This statement, more

than any other, was a testimony to him of her innocence.
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115
If she were guilty, she would be damned to an afterlife in
Hell.

For her to say they would meet in heaven could only

mean she was innocent or that she was deluding herself.
Then Joachim leaves her cell, and Susannah is left alone.
XXI
Than Susan [th]e sorowful seyd up on hight,
Helt up her hondis, byheld to hevyn:
"[Th]ou maker of myddil er[th]e, [th]at moost art of
myght,
Bo[th]e [th]e sonne and [th]e see [th]at sit up a sevyn,
A1 my werkis [th]ou woost, [th]e wrong and [th]e
right;
2 65
Hit is nedeful now [th]i names to nevene.
Se[th] y am dolefully dampnyd, and to de[th] dight,
Lord, hertly take, and lestyn my stevene
So free!
Se[th] [th]ou may not be sene
270
Wi[th] no bodily eyene,
[Th]ou wost wele y am clene,
Have mercy on m e .
Translation
XXI
Then Susan the sorrowful said on high,
Held up her hands, gazed to heaven:
"Thou maker of middle earth, who most are of might,
Both the sun and the sea that set upon a seven,I4 7
All my deeds you know, the wrong and the right,
It is needful now your name to call.
Since I am miserably doomed, and to death destined,
Lord, compassionately take, and stoop to my voice
So gentle!
Since you may not be seen
With no fleshly eye,

2 65

270

147The second half line refers to the creation which
Genesis records as taking seven days.
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You know well I am clean,
Have mercy on me."
Commentary
XXI
Susannah is now alone.

She is waiting for daybreak

when she will be taken to her execution.
prays to God for deliverance.

As she waits she

At this point, He is the

only one who can save her.
As her prayer begins, she lifts her hands to heaven
in a gesture of personal humility before a mighty God.
Then she calls upon God to help her, based on three of his
attributes:

His

omnipotence,

omniscience,

and

mercy.

First she states what she knows of God from her knowledge
of the Pentateuch.

He is all powerful.

He has created

the universe, and he did it in seven days.
God's power, he is capable of helping her.
is omniscient.

Because of
Secondly, God

He knows all about Susannah,

deeds to her motives.
were right or wrong.

from her

He is able to discern whether these
Since God, and God alone, knows that

she is not guilty of adultery or deception,
that He will save her.

she pleads

Susannah believes that God, too,

was "hiding" in the garden that day, for she says "because
you cannot be seen with the human eye,
clean."

you know I am

This contrasts with the elders who hid themselves

in the garden with deceitful motives.

In light of her

innocence, Susannah calls upon God to have mercy upon her.
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Her monologue ends, and the following stanzas show
how God answered her prayer.
XXII
Now [th]ei dresse her to de[th]e wi[th]out eny drede,
And led forfth] [th]at lady louesome of leyre.
275
Grete god, of his grace, of yeftes ungwede,
Wi[th] help of [th]e holy goost herd her prayere.
He directid [th]is dome and [th]is derf dede
To Danyell [th]e prophete of dedis so derne;
Such [g]eftis he hym yaf in his yonghede,
280
[G]ot faylid hym a fourtenight ful of a yere,
Noght to layne.
Tho cryed [th]at ferly fode:
"Why spillist [th]ou innocentis blode?"
And all [th]ei starid and stode,
285
Thes ferlies to freyne.
Translation
XXII
Now they dressed her to death without any dread,
And led forth that lady charming of face.
Great God, or his grace, of gifts unsparing,
With help of the Holy Ghost heard her prayer.
He directed this judgment and this powerful deed
To Daniel the prophet of deeds so secret;
Such gifts he him gave in his youth,
Still lacked him a fortnight full of a y e a r , 1 4 9

275

280

^4 ®MS. Phillipps uses "ungwede" which is incorrect.
The correct word in "ungnede." This must have been a
scribal error in which the scribe mistook the "n" for a
"w." "Ungnede" means "unsparing."
l^Miskimin believes that "fourtenight" is a
misunderstanding of the Latin text. The word should be
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Not to be silent.
Then cried that gentle youthjl50
"Why spillest you innocent blood?"
And all they gawked and stood,
These wonders to inquire into.

285

Commentary
XXII

Stanza XXII begins on the day of the execution.
Susannah is led forth to be stoned.
miss

a chance

situation.

to

speak

The poet does not

of her beauty,

even

in this

However, God has heard her prayer, and He has

prepared the means to save her and punish the guilty.
Through the Holy Ghost's working,

He will empower the

young boy Daniel to prophesy the truth.
Daniel

to prove

Susannah's

innocence

It will be up to
and the

elders'

guilt.
This is the first time that Daniel is mentioned.
irony concerning Daniel begins in line 280.
given

the

gift

of

prophecy,

but

he

is

Daniel is

only

Normally such a gift would be given to an adult.
Phillipps is rather unclear about Daniel's age.
help of other manuscripts and the Apocrypha,

The

a boy.
The MS.
With the

it can be

fourteen. The Latin text wanted to show that Daniel, who
was not yet considered by society to be a man was still
used by God. Most importantly, in spite of his age, he
was given the gift of prophesy. Ibid., p. 167.
ISOThe phrase "[th]at ferly fode" means "gentle
child."
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determined that Daniel is only thirteen years old.
will be fourteen soon.

He

Therefore it will be through a

child, one who normally lacks wisdom and knowledge, that
divine wisdom and knowledge will be given.
indictment against the elders.

They, by their age and

position, were to have wisdom and knowledge.
had failed in their task,
would do His will.
8:2.

This is an

Because they

God had to find someone who

The passage is reminiscent of Psalm

"Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings hast thou

ordained strength because of thine enemies,
mightest still the enemy and the avenger."

that thou

(KJV)

Once the ability to prophesy had been given, Daniel
cries out:

"How can Israel spill innocent blood."

Apocrypha gives more detail in verses 46-48.

The

Once Daniel

speaks these words, the procession stops, and the people
turn around to look at him.

Since he speaks of Susannah's

innocence, the crowd begins to wonder.

Further discussion

between Daniel and the crowd continues in the next stanza.
XXIII
"What signifies, good sone, [th]es sawes [th]at [th]ou
sayes?"
Thus [th]es maystreful men wi[th] mou[th]es gan mele.
"[Ge] be fendis al [th]e frappe, I say it in fai[th]e,
And in folk of Israel bene folys
wele fele.
2 90
Umbyloke you, lordis, such lawes
be lai[th]e,
Me think [y]our dedis undewe such domys to dele;
Agayn to [th]e geldhalle [th]e gomes ungrai[th]e;
I shal by processe apert dispreue [th]is appele,
For nede.
2 95
Lete disseuere hem too,
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For now waki[th] her woo;
They shul graunte, or [th]ei go,
All her falshede."
Translation
XXIII

"What means, good son, this saying that you say? " 1 ^ 1
Thus these powerful men with mouths did speak.
"You are fools all the people, I say it in faith,152
And in people of Israel are fools very many
2 90
Look around you, lords, such laws are hateful,
Me think your deeds unjust such verdicts to render;
Again to the courtroom the men unprepared;
I shall by process openly disprove the a c c u s a t i o n , 153

15lThough "sayes," at the end of the second half
line, is a permissible word, Miskimin points out that it
does not work with the rhyme scheme. It fails to rhyme
with line 289 "fai[th]e." Miskimin speculates that the
end of line 287 was "skaith," meaning "to harm." Miskimin
has had to add to the sentence to justify this, but her
sentence makes it read that the people are asking Daniel
to explain why he says that the elders are doing harm.
Daniel's statement in line 284 about spilling innocent
blood would spur the question in line 287 and the answers
in the following stanzas. Ibid., p. 170.
152>j>he word "fendis" does not work well. "Fonned" is
substituted. Miskimin believes that "fendis" is a scribal
error for "fonned". "Fonned" means "fooled." Ibid., pp.
170-71.
153m s . Phillipps uses "dispreue," but Miskimin
chooses the word "aproue" from MS. Ingilby. This comes
from "apele." Miskimin says this word is a judicial word
which better defines what Daniel is doing. She says that
in the OED "apele" means
a criminal accusation made by one who undertook
under penalty to prove it, which fits Daniel's
case . . . He must defend his own accusation . . .
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By necessity.
Let us divide them apart,
For now begin their woe;
They shall confess, before they go,
All their falsehood."

295

Commentary
XXIII
The powerful men of the area ask Daniel what he means
by his statement.

It is hard to determine from line 288

whether the powerful men are the two elders or simply many
powerful men who were in the crowd.
From line 289 to the end of the stanza,
speaks.

Daniel

He condemns not only the elders but the people of

Israel for being foolish and having believed these judges.
The History of Susanna, verse 48,

chastises the crowd

because they have condemned an innocent women without any
examination, knowledge, or truth.

They are also foolish

for believing these judges in general.

Daniel tells them

to take notice of the laws that have been passed under
these elders.

Daniel says the laws have been hateful.

These elders have profaned justice, and now they are to be
judged.

since Daniel is promising to prove at hazard,
'[th]is apele,' his own charge of criminal false
witness against the court.
(Ibid., p. 172.)
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122
Daniel calls the procession back to the hall where
the case can be discussed again.

These events

catch

everyone off guard, especially the two lecherous elders.
Daniel then explains that he will prove his point by
questioning the elders separately.

He must prove his

point and be correct because he is accusing men who are
respected.

Should he fail, he will be guilty of libel and

breech of justice.
The bob and wheel clearly spells out Daniel's intent.
He will separate them, disprove their accusation, reveal
their falsehood, cause them to confess, and bring them to
judgment.
XXIV
They disseueryd hem sone and settyn hem sere,
300
And sodenly a seneke [th]ei broght in to sale.
To-for [th]is yong profete [th]e prestis [g]an apere,
And he hem apechyd sone wi[th] chekis wel pale:
"Thow hast be president, [th]e peple to stere,
[Th]ou dotist in [th]in olde dayes now in [th]e
dismale.
305
Now shal [th]i concience be knowe, [th]at euere was
unclere,
Thow has in Babyloyne on benche brow mych bale,
Wele bolde.
Now shal [y]our synnis be sene
Of your fals domys bydene;
310
For ye in Babyloyne have bene
Juggis of olde."
Translation
XXIV
They separated them soon and put them apart,

300
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And suddenly a dotard they brought in to the room.
Before the young prophet the elders did appear,
And he them accused soon with cheeks very pale:
"You have been a governor, the people to guard,
You rave in your old days now in the evil days.
Now shall your conscience be known, that ever was
unclear,154
You have in Babylon on bench created much harm,
Very bold.
Now shall your sins be seen
Of your false verdicts altogether;
For you in Babylon have been
Judges of old."

305

310

Commentary
XXIV

From Daniel's outburst to the retrial, events have
moved quickly.

So quickly, in fact, that the senile old

judges could not confer with each other on their story.
The first judge is brought forward, and the other is
removed from the hall.
statement of the judge.

Line 301 is a rather derogatory
The man, who was described as one

of the "powerful men" of stanza XXIII, is described here
as a dotard.

In contrast to the old elder, Daniel is

described as young, virile, and strong.

He is intense,

possibly scared, for his cheeks are pale.
The interrogation begins with prophetic condemnation
and accusation.

Daniel reports what the character of the

•'■54some manuscripts say conscience, others
covetousness. Actually covetousness is more specific, but
conscience reveals a total inner morality. Yet either is
adequate.
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two elders should have been, and he goes on to tell what
it really was.

These,

guardians of the people,

who were to be governors

and

used their positions to bring

about evil.
Through the prophetic gift, Daniel will prove his
point by revealing the thoughts and motives of the judges.
The first accusation has nothing to do with Susannah but
with the general work of the elders.
have done much harm in Babylon.

In particular, all their

false verdicts will be recounted.
Judgment

has

come

for these

Daniel says they

It is as if the Last

elders.

The process

of

recounting all the false verdicts would take some time
because of the length of time the elders had been in
office.

However, the poem and the Apocrypha do not retell

them all, instead they begin at the events surrounding the
verdict in Susannah's case.
XXV
"Thow seyst [th]ou sawe Susanne syn in [th]i sight;
Telle me [thjan trewly, undir what tre?"
"Man, by [th]e mych god, [th]at moost is of myght,
Undir a sene, sothely, my self ded y se."
"[Th]ow lyest in [th]i hede, by hevyn upon hight;
An aungil wi[th] a nakid swerd is ful ny [th]e,
He ha[th] braundisshid his brond brennyng so bright,
To marke [th]i myddil at a messe in more [th]an in
[th]re,
No lesse.
Ye brak goddis commaundement,
To sle suche an ynnocent,
Wi[th] [y]our fals juggement,
Undewly on desse."

315

320

325
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125
Translation
XXV
"You say you saw Susanna sin in your sight;
Tell me then truly, under what tree?"
"Man, by the great God, that most is of might,155
Under a sene tree, truly, myself did I see . " 1 5 5
"You lie in your head, by heaven upon high;
An angel with a naked sword is full near thee,
He has brandished his sword burning so bright,
To mark your middle at a _____ in more than in
three157,
No less.
You broke God's commandments,
To slay such an innocent,
With your false judgment,
Unjustly on dais."15®

315

320

325

1 5 5 "Man" is used as a vocative expression.
But it is
also used ironically to refer to Daniel as an adult when
in age he is still a child.

155The "sene" tree is also known as a mastick tree.
i^HMesge" could not be translated, and with
Miskimin's translation, the sentence still is not helped,
so a line was left. Miskimin calls it a meaningless
homograph. She uses the phrase "in melle," meaning "in
the middle," but it can also mean "between," or "among."
The line would read: "To mark your middle in between in
more than in three [pieces]." Ibid., p. 179. Brackets
are mine.
158nDesseM is a scribal error. The word should be
"deese" meaning "dais." The scribe probably confused the
first "e" for "s."
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Commentary
XXV
Daniel has finished his general accusation of the
judges and how they failed to fulfill their position.

Now

he directs the attention to the recent verdict regarding
Susannah.

The question Daniel asks is rather simple:

under what tree did Susannah sin?
been able to remember,

The judge should have

for he and his compatriot asked

her, specifically, to sin under the laurel tree.

In fact,

the elders mentioned the laurel three times in stanza XI.
The judge replies to Daniel in a rather derogatory
way.

He calls him a man, in order to call attention to

the fact that Daniel is only a child.

The History of

Susanna. verse 50, says that when Daniel first spoke to
the crowd,

the elders

invited Daniel to come

forward

because God had given him the honor of an elder.

This

seems rather sarcastic, and this elder's description of
Daniel as a man continues this sarcasm.

Then the judge

swears by God.
The elder says the deed occurred under a sene tree.
Depending on which manuscript or other text read, the sene
tree

could

be

called

a

mastick

pistachio, peach or yew tree.^9

tree,

clove

tree,

Daniel, through divine

159The reason that various manuscripts mention
different trees is the result of their attempt to maintain
a rhyme found in the original Apocryphal text. The name
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revelation, knew that the trees mentioned were incorrect.
So, with authority, Daniel tells the first elder that he
is lying.
The first elder is now guilty of perjury as well as
false witness and, in the sight of God, he is guilty of
mental adultery.

Daniel tells him that there is an angel

waiting to destroy him with a burning sword.

Actually,

the poem says he will be cut in three pieces.

This could

be taken literally,
three pieces.

that the elder will be hacked into

And there may be an additional meaning.

the Book of Apocalypse,

In

Christ is pictured with a two

edged sword proceeding from his mouth.

This sword, which

will divide bone and sinew to reveal the innermost being
of man,

is a picture of

implied here.

judgment.

The same

idea is

Judgment is to be administered by the angel

of the tree the elder says Susannah was under when she
sinned, and the specific judgment the angel will meet out
to that elder rhymed in the Apocryphal text. This
"paronomasia" or play on words in verses 54-55 and 58-59
of the Apocrypha has led some to believe that that text
was originally written in Greek. However, Moore, in his
commentary on Daniel for the Anchor Bible, says that
another Semitic text may have existed (possibly the
"third" text used by the writers of the LXX and Theodotion
version) which had such rhyming puns. The Greek
translation would, therefore, have created comparable
puns. The Anchor Bible, Moore, p. 84. In translating
from the Greek to the Latin and then into other vernacular
languages, there have been attempts to maintain this
rhyming technique. Some translations are more successful
than others. It appears, from our manuscript, that the
rhyme was not even attempted. Despite the loss of the
rhyme, the important point is that each elder forgot the
laurel.
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with a burning sword.

As for the three pieces, this could

be representative of the body, soul and spirit which will
be laid open for review and judged accordingly.
The bob and wheel provides further reiteration.
commandments of God are mentioned again.
were

to

uphold

the

Law.

In stanza

reported to have learned the Law.

The

These elders

II,

Susannah

is

It becomes obvious that

the elders have rejected the Law of God.

Daniel reminds

the first elder of this.
XXVI

Now is [th]e domysman wi[th]drawe wi[th]out eny drede,
And put in to prison ayen in his place;
[Th]an broght [th]ei [th]e to[th]ir for[th] whan [th]e
barne bede,
To-for [th]e folk and [th]e faunt frely of face.
"Come for[th], caytif of Canaan sede;
330
By cause of [th]is couetise [th]ou art in [th]is caas;
[Th]ou hast deceyvid [th]i self wi[th] [th]in owne dede;
Of [th]i wyt for a wyf bywylid [th]ou was
In wede.
Sey now, so mote [th]ou the,
335
Undir what kyn tre
Semely Susan ded [th]ou se
Do [th]at derf dede."
Translation
XXVI

Now is the judge withdrawn without any dread,
And put into prison again in his place;160

160The words "prison" and "ayen" cause problems.
First, the elders have not been formally convicted;
therefore, they could not be imprisoned, but they could be
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Then brought they the other forth when the youth ordered,
Before the people and the child gracious of face.
"Come forth wretch of Canaan's seed;
330
Because of this lust you are in this plight;
You have deceived yourself with your own deed;
Of your punishment for a wife tricked you were^^l
In madness.1^2
Say now, so might you live,
335
Under what kind of tree
Seemly Susan did you see
Do that wicked deed.
Commentary
XXVI
The first judge is taken out of the hall and the
second judge is brought forward.

Line 34 7 says the first

elder was returned to a prison cell.

This is doubtful

since the judge had not as yet been convicted.

Miskimin

treats this issue, and her findings are cited in footnote
160.
sent to an isolated room or cell till the other elder had
finished his testimony. But then the scribe uses "ayen,"
meaning "again." Clearly the elders have not been in a
cell again. Miskimin believes that "apent" was the
original word, and that in the manuscript "ayen" and
"apent" could have been easily mistaken. "Apent" means
"appropriate" or "fitting." Therefore the sentence reads
that the elder is put into a cell appropriate to his
place. Miskimin offers the idea of a place appropriate to
perjurers. Ibid., p. 181.
16lThis translation is awkward and unclear unless the
second half line is switched with the first. Then it
would read, "in madness you were tricked of your
punishment for a wife."
162njn wede" can mean "madness" or "weeds" (clothes),
but in this case, the former seems better.
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The poet again refers to Daniel as a youth to
juxtapose him with the second elder.

Just as Daniel did

to the first elder, Daniel refers to the second elder in
derogatory terms.
Canaan's seed.

He is referred to as a wretch and of

To be called a Canaanite would mean one

was a heathen, and thus an idolater.

The Canaanites were

a tribe that Israel was to eradicate in their taking of
the Promised Land.

The fact that Scripture tells how

Israel was constantly bothered by them is testimony that
they did not finish the task.

The use of the phrase in

the poem was to refer to the judge as an outcast,
illegitimate one.

an

In the next stanza, because of these

unkind words, the second elder will roar against Daniel in
indignation.

Daniel now states the reason for the judges'

false witness concerning Susannah.

It was because of

their lust and coveting of Susannah that they devised this
scheme to kill her if she denied them their request.

And

by rationalizing and deceiving themselves, the two elders
thought they could get away with murder.
been tricked.
punished.

But they

have

They did not get the wife,and they will be

Lines 333 and 334, which discuss the elders

being tricked, are difficult to translate.

The Apocryphal

text is of some help in verses 56 and 57.
0 thou seed of Chanaan, and not of Juda, beauty hath
deceived thee, and lust hath perverted thy heart:/
Thus did ye do to the daughters of Israel: and they
for fear conversed with you: but adaughter of Juda
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[referring to
wickedness.

Susannah]

would

notabide

your

Then Daniel asks the second judge to name the tree
under

which

juxtaposes

Susannah

committed

the

sin.

The poet

"semely" Susannah to the "derf" deed.

The

former means "beautiful" while the latter means "ugly,"
"wicked," "evil" and/or "secret."
In line 336, Daniel is speaking sarcastically when he
says that the second elder could spare his life by how he
answers the question.

Daniel knows the

secondelder will

not be able to remember the correct tree.
XXVII
"[Th]ou gome of grete elde, [th]in heed is grayherd,
Tel [th]ou now trwly, or [th]ou [th]i lyf tyne."
340
[Th]o [th]at lo[th]ely cherle lothely roryd,
And seyd to [[th]e] prophete: " [th]ei pleyd by a pryne."
"Now [th]ow lyest alowd, so help me our lord;
Fulfillid of [th]i falshed [th]ou shalt haue euyl fyne;
[Th]ou and [th]i cursid compier mow not acord.
345
[Y]e shul be drawe to [th]e de[th] [th]is day or we dyne,
So ra[th]e.
An aungel is nyhond,
Taki[th] [th]e dome of [y]our hond,
Wi[th] a brennyng brond,
350
To brittyn [y]ow bathe."
Translation
XXVII
You man of great age, your head is gray haired,
Tell you now truly, or you your life forfeit."
Though that hateful churl hatefully roared,

163jn

ms.

340

Phillipps, the use of "lo[th]ely" . . .
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And said to the prophet: "They played by a holm oak."
"Now you lie aloud, so help me our Lord:
Fulfilled of your falsehood you shall have an evil e n d ; 164
You and your cursed companion are able not to agree.
345
You shall be led to the death this day before we dine,
So soon,
An angel is near at hand,
Take the judgment off your hands,165
With a burning sword,
350
To slay you both."
Commentary
XXVII
Daniel, after asking the second elder to answer the
question, continues to talk.
elder's age and gray hair.

He makes reference to the
Through ridicule, Daniel is

noting that the elder was to be wise and filled with
integrity.

Then the elder is reminded that his answer to

the question of the tree will determine his life.

The

"lothely" is a scribal error. Miskimin uses "re[th]ly"
. . . "rudely." In each case the "r" was mistaken for a
"1 ," and the "e" and "u" respectively mistaken for "o."
"Re[th]ly" means "cruel," and "rudely" means "savagely."
Though the word used in MS. Phillipps is fine, it is not
alliterative. Ibid., p. 184.
164npuifinid" is not the correct word here.
Miskimin chooses "for fylthe," meaning "for the foulness."
This completes the sentence better. Ibid., p. 185.
165jn the MS. Phillipps, the sentence could refer to
both the angel and the elders. The angel will foil the
intent of the elders by removing from their hand the
verdict they had set for Susannah. Through divine
intervention, it will be they and not Susannah who will be
slain.
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answer given by the elder is not a lie, but it is the
result of forgetfulness.
The second elder becomes filled with wrath and spews
out hateful words to Daniel, and in the midst he exclaims
that he saw Susannah play under a holm oak.
word "play" is used.
even

imply,

Again the

But here it is not used to mean, or

exercise

or walking,

its meaning

is that

Susannah committed adultery with a young man under a tree.
(As

in stanza XXV,

the original Greek contained a rhyme

between the tree mentioned and the execution meted out by
the angel, but in the MS. Phillipps, there is no rhyme.)

not

At this point,

it is obvious that the two elders are

in agreement.

Daniel has proven his point to the

crowd, and Susannah has been vindicated.

Daniel says that

the curse that is awaiting the first elder will likewise
take

the

second.

They,

like

Cain,

will

be

forever

separated from God.

As for the execution, it will take

place immediately.

By the time the crowd takes their

dinner, the elders will have been executed.
The bob and wheel of the MS. Phillipps is redundant,
and

line 349 isparticularly difficult to interpret.

Two

possible interpretations can be found in footnote 165.
XXVIII
Than [th]e folk of Israel fell upon knees,
And lovyd [th]at lovely lord, [th]at her lyf lente;
All [th]e goomes in her game gladid in her glees,
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This prophete so pertely previ[th] his entente.
355
They trumpe to-for [th]e traytours and trayle hem on trees
Thurgh out [th]e citee, by comen assente.
Who so levi[th] on our lord dar hym not lese,
[Th]at [th]us his seruaunt savyd [th]at shold have be
shent
In sete.
360
These ferlies byfelle
In [th]e dayes of Danyell
[Th]e pistil witness![th] it well
Of [th]e prophete.
Here endith [th]e storye of Susanne and Danyell.

365

Translation
XXVIII
Then the people of Israel fell upon knees,
And praised that lovely lord, that her life spared;
All the men in her ______ make merry in her rejoicing, 166
This prophet so plainly proved his intent.
355
They trumpeted before the traitors and drug them on trees
Throughout the city, by common assent.

166The Phillipps' scribe had problems with the middle
stave. He also used "game" which makes no sense. The
common word was "goode wold"/ "gode wolde"/ "god wolde."
Miskimin's sentence choice is: "all gomes [th]at her gode
wolde glades and glees." This would mean: "all men that
her good (noun) would rejoice and be glad." Due to this
problem, there is a blank in line 354 to show this
difficulty in the translation.
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Who so believe on our Lord ______ him no ______ /167
That thus his servant saved that should have been killed
In error.^®
360
These marvels happened
In the days of Daniel,
The epistle witnesses it well
Of that prophet.
Here ends the story of Susannah and Daniel

365

Commentary
XXVIII
Stanza XXVIII concludes the poem.
prepared

for

execution,

Susannah is saved.

and

the

crowd

The elders are
rejoices

that

They also marvel at Daniel's wisdom

and how he proved his point.
The people not only praise Daniel, but they praise
God.

Though the word "lord" in line 353 is spelled in a

small case "1," the Apocrypha makes it clear that the
people were praising God and not a man.
Line 354 is difficult to translate, but Miskimin
supplies a possible and helpful emendation which is cited
in footnote 166.

The crowd chants that all who believe in

God will not be lost or damned; therefore, Susannah, who

167There are two scribal errors which have created a
nonsensical sentence. First MS. Phillipps has "dar" and
not "[th]ar," and "lese" instead of "lees." With the
correction, the sentence would read: "Who so (ever)
believes on our Lord him need not be lost." "[Th]ar means
"it needs," and "lees" means "to be lost." Ibid., p. 187.
168The word in "vn-sete" means "in error."
is a scribal error. Ibid., p. 187.

"In sete"
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believed in God, was not lost because Daniel was God's
instrument to save her from the malicious intent of the
elders.
The crowd drags the elders to the execution site, and
the poem states they were drug on trees.

How the trees

were used in the execution process is unclear, especially
since there were several different forms of execution used
in this period,
trees.

and none seem to indicate a need for

Some texts say the elders were taken to a pit, and

God rained fire from heaven;

the likely Old Testament

method of execution would be by stoning; but the Middle
English

text

seems

to

infer

being

killed

through

impalement by sword.
The bob and wheel ends the poem.

It also says that

the poem is about an incident that took place in the days
of Daniel the prophet.
In all the manuscripts, line 365 is not connected to
the poem, but it is a few lines below the thirteenth line
of stanza XXVIII.
MSS Vernon,

It serves to say,

Ingilby,

and Additional,

"The End."

Unlike

MSS Phillipps and

Cottonian Caligula do not end with a prayer.

The very

existence of such varied endings, gives credence to the
theory

of

multiple

scribes

as

discussed

in

the

introduction with the tree diagrams.
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CHAPTER I I I

THE Q UESTIO N OF AUTHORSHIP

The authorship of the Pistill of Swete Susan has been
discussed by each of the critics who have studied the
poem.

The nineteenth century scholars spent a great deal

of time trying to establish the identity of the poet.
Amours was typical and took as his point of departure a
passage in Wyntown's Chronicle.

Wyntown,

a fourteenth

century chronicler of the Scottish court, pauses in the
middle of a treatise about Arthur, to discuss a Scottish
poet of the

fourteenth century,

Huchowne

of the Awle

Ryale.
Suld excuse and love Huchowne,
That cunnand wes in literature.
He made the gret Gest off Arthure,
And the Awntyre of Gawane,
The Pystyll als of Swete Susanne.166
Amours located the three works mentioned by Wyntown.
Of the three, he believed that the Pystyll was definitely
by Huchowne because each of the five manuscripts of The
Pistill of Swete Susan have a title similar to that cited
by Wyntown.1^7

1 6 6 Amours,

Amours then judged the other two works

Scottish Text Society, p. lii.

IG^Ibid., p. lx.
137
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attributed to Huchowne through the process of recension,
word

frequencies,

the

number

of

rare

likenesses of style to the Pystyll.

words,

and the

Satisfying himself

that there were similarities, Amours was convinced that
all three were by the same person.
Having settled that issue, he tried to discover who
Huchowne was.

Huchowne is a name of French origin,

a

diminutive of Hughes; Awle Ryale means "Royal H a l l . "168
Critics of Amours1s day generally believed that Huchowne
was Sir Hugh of Eglinton or possibly the Clerk of Tranent.
But Amours disagreed.

For one, no clerk by the name of

Hugh or Huchowne could be traced to Tranent.

This was

enough to convince him that Huchowne was not the Clerk of
Tranent.

But Amours had to pursue several avenues of

research before he determined that Sir Hugh of Eglinton
was improbable.
Various Scottish chronicles mentioned a Sir Hugh in
the court of Kings David II and Robert II.

Hugh was from

northern England and became the prisoner of David in 1342
during one of the
England.

latter's many

forays

into northern

Later chronicles seem to indicate that this same

Sir Hugh was befriended by the King and members of the
Scottish court.

This friendship often took the form of

grants of relief or safe conduct for journeys throughout
l^Ibid., p. lxxiii.
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Scotland and northern England.
1372,

Amours determined that in

this same Hugh served as an auditor of accounts

dealing mainly with bishops and court dignitaries.169
Hugh may have been a writer,

but Amours

Sir

doubted that

someone of his stature would have been called by the lowly
name

Huchowne

of the

inappropriate title

Royal

Hall.

for a noble,

This
even

would be

an

for a captured

one.-*-70
Instead of looking to the court for the answer to the
question, Amours looked for the names Hugh or Huchowne
through the lists of various monastic and religious houses
in the area of northern England and Scotland.

Since the

Pystvll was an adaptation of a religious poem, and since
the other works that Amours attributed to this poet were
in a didactic format,

Amours believed the poet was a

member of the church and not of the court.1 ^ 1

He was able

to find a clerk at Dunbar castle, who appeared to be a
writer, whose name was Hugh.

As clerk of a castle, this

person could have been appropriately called Huchowne of
the Royal Hall.1^

Once he had established this, Amours

recapped the four things he had discovered about Huchowne

1

®9 Ibid., pp lxxv-lxxvi.

1’70lbid., p. lxxvi.
■L^Ibid., p. lxxx.
1’72jbid., pp. lxxxi-lxxxii.
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and his works: the author was named Huchowne; he was the
one of whom Wyntown spoke in the Chronicle; all the works
were written in the Northern dialect; and the poet was a
member of the church and not of the court.173
All that Amours says is plausible, but his thesis
rests on a short passage in Wyntown's Chronicle. and,
without further evidence, there is doubt whether so much
can be

substantiated

concerning
twentieth

Amours's
century,

by

this

thesis
and

short

have

this

passage.

prevailed

accounts

for

Doubts
into

the

Miskimin's

devoting barely a page to the subject of authorship.

Her

assertion was that such discussions, since they rest on a
dearth of evidence, are futile.174
But the text itself,
evidence

to

determine

an

while not providing enough
individual

author,

provides

evidence which may lead to speculation about the poet.
Amours's postulation that the author was a religious or a

173ibid., p. lxxxii. Amours made an interesting
statement which he never pursued. He said that the wife
of David II had an experience similar to that of Susannah.
She was confronted by lecherous men at court and would not
submit to their amorous desires. She too was brought to
trial on trumped up charges of adultery, and like
Susannah, was found to be innocent of any wrong. Though
these coincidences do not help solve the mystery of
Huchowne and his background, it is possible that a poet of
the Scottish court may have adapted the Apocryphal story
to equate the Scottish queen with a Biblical heroine and
thereby praise her virtues. Ibid., pp. 1-li
1 7 4 Miskimin,

Susannah, p . 24.
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cleric is probable.

It may also be possible to speculate

that the poet came from a mendicant order, specifically
the Franciscans.
In discussing this, two points need to be dealt with:
who were the usual writers of this time period, and who
would likely write such a poem (in alliterative verse).
During the time .Ih.e_E.is.till of
written,

the

majority

of

the

public

Swete
was

Susan was
illiterate.

Though there were schools and even universities,

these

institutions were not available to the average person.
Only the very rich— such as those from the court, landed
aristocracy, or wealthy merchant class— could hope to go
to

school,

and then

literate or educated.

even the

rich were

not

entirely

It was possible, too, that those

who were a part of a religious community could attend
school.

But even membership in a religious community did

not guarantee education.
Cistercian monasteries,

The conversi, who worked in

for example, were rarely offered

the opportunity to attend

s c h o o l .

I"7 5

Nor were many local

clergy schooled or literate in the fourteenth century.
Despite this,

however,

the majority of those who were

educated during this period were among the religious and
those studying religion and philosophy.

It would stand to

175The conversi were a type of "second" class
monk who performed the manual duties in order that the
regular monks could study and worship.
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reason, then, that this group would probably produce the
greater number of writings.
The type and genre of writings of the religious were
varied.

Not everything that was written by a student of

religion was a narrative commentary on the Bible

Some

writers pursued other genres in order to explain biblical,
moral, or social truth, and others wrote on subjects not
related to theology or philosophy.

As for those writers

not associated with a religious group or vocation, their
writings were seldom intended for religious or theological
instruction.
Therefore, though it is impossible to be dogmatic, it
is highly likely that The Pistill

of Swete

Susan was

written by a member of a religious group.
If a religious wrote the poem, it might be asked,
which

group would

alliterative verse?
have

utilized

beliefs.

likely combine

the

vernacular

with

Throughout history, religious groups

different

genres

to

spread

religious

For instance, the Arians, a heretical group of

late antiquity, found that short ditties with catchy tunes
and simple text helped their followers
beliefs.
teaching

Later,

remember their

the Church used music as a means of

religious

truth.

For

example

in

Provence,

probably around A.D. 840, there are indications that monks
inserted their own compositions of vernacular pieces into
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antiphons
years

and the

later,

spreading

liturgy.I7 ®

And even three hundred

music would continue to be

doctrine.

"Historians

of

important

the

in

carol

in

particular have agreed in ascribing the initial impulse in
its cultivation to the activity of the Franciscans."177
The very beginnings of that order centered around music
and song written by St. Francis.

These songs probably

grew out of his visitation by an angel which enraptured
his soul with heavenly music.

It should be noted that

St. Francis and his followers did not shun the use of the
vernacular.
With St. Francis, the vernacular began to play an
important part in the Church, not because the clergy or
the

monks

necessarily

needed

the

vernacular

for

themselves, but because the people who attended the mass
or

listened to the

sermon were

generally

illiterate.

Sermons would serve little purpose if they remained in
Latin.

Coupled with public illiteracy and the growing

number of local priests who were incapable of dealing with

176David L. Jeffrey, The Early English Lyric and
Franciscan Spirituality (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1975), p. 21.
l7 7 Ibid., p.

8

.

l^Lawrence q . Craddock, "Franciscan Influences on
Early English Drama," Franciscan Studies 10 (December
1950):384.
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Latin, the Church, gradually and out of necessity, began
to

legitimatize

services. 1 7 9

the

use

of

the

vernacular

in

the

But this decision did not come about easily.

One reason the Church had difficulty legitimatizing the
use of vernacular tongues was due to the breakdown in
uniformity it precipitated.

A people who used a local

tongue often developed "nationalistic" tendencies.
insisting on the use

of Latin,

By

the Church could more

easily maintain the uniformity which helped control its
large constituency.

The Church's difficulties with the

Waldensians is one example of what could happen when a
local group used the vernacular.

The Waldensians,

who

developed a large following in Southern France especially
among the common people, spread their beliefs by way of
vernacular narrative poetry.

Peter Waldo, the founder of

the Waldensians, even had part of the Scriptures printed
in his region's tongue.
In England,

literature was being written in the

vernacular as early as the eighth century.

The practice

was not widespread, however, until the eleventh century,
when King Alfred saw the need for ancient texts to be
translated

into

the

vernacular

tongue.

What

Alfred

started continued into the fourteenth century and led

179Jeffrey, Lyric and Spirituality, p. 22.
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scholars to locate good original manuscripts from which to
translate.
When the Franciscans first came to England in the
late thirteenth century, they started writing devotional
materials using English w o r d s . I t

would be incorrect

to say that the Franciscans were the only group writing in
the vernacular.
writers,

The Dominicans were equally prolific

and some of their early writings were in the

vernacular, but their targeted audience gradually shifted
from the common peasant towards the upper class.

This

shift may have resulted from the increased patronage of
the rich, and the Dominicans may have felt compelled to
serve their donors by providing literature equal to their
status.
were

Since many, though not all, in the upper class

educated and probably,

familiar with Latin,

the

Dominicans seldom needed to use the vernacular in their
sermons.'*-®^

With the Dominicans generally working with

people outside of the lower classes, the only group that
worked with the common people were the Franciscans.

This

was unfortunately,

and it was to the Church's detriment

that this was so.

Though other groups attempted to join

them, many were not approved by Rome; thus,

180

Ibid., p.

1 8 1 Ibid.,

8

they were

.

p. 203.
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looked

upon

with

skepticism

and

distrust,

like

the

Waldensians before them.
The Franciscans
mendicant,

or

more than any other monastic,

religious

group

in

minister to the average person,
initially successful.
innovative.

England

tended

to

and their ministry was

In some instances, their work was

They were the only known order in England to

use drama to present
Christi plays) .

religious teachings

(e.g.

Corpus

Many literary genres were used to meet

the needs of the Franciscan's flock.
poetry.

Generally,

poetry.

However,

One such genre was

if poetry was written,
whether poetry,

drama,

it was lyric
music,

simple

sermons or some other means was used, the purpose was not
simply to compose good literature but to teach Biblical
and moral lessons which attracted the

p e o p l e .

182

usually

the easiest way to attract the attention of a penitent
person

was

paraphrases

through
of

descriptive

Scripture

in

the

sermons

and

simple

vernacular.

The

Franciscans produced paraphrases because the Scriptures

182^s was stated in the introduction, The History of
Susanna was incorporated in a mass in the Mid-Lenten
season. It was probably used as a reading or in a sermon.
If The Pistill of Swete Susan was written by a priest or
cleric, the poem could have been inserted in place of the
Apocryphal text. The Franciscans could have used the poem
in a sermon as an embellishment.
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were important as a guide to daily

living.

Though the Franciscan's had a mission to minister to
the people, many members of the order desired education
and study.

Towns were conducive to meet the many needs of

the friars.
support

It was in the towns that they were able to

their

livelihood,

come

in

contact

with

the

greatest number of people— especially of the lower class,
and where universities were located for their educational
pursuits.

This environment helped in the Order's growth.

183when it came to providing the people with a
vernacular text of Scripture, the Franciscans had
competition in the person of their arch enemy, Wycliffe.
Like the Franciscans, Wycliffe and his followers were
concerned with the common English people, and believed
that the Scriptures should be put in readable form in the
tongue of the people. Wycliffe wrote more than
translations of Scripture. In fact a whole body of
Wycliffite literature is being discovered which was
composed by him and his supporters. It is very possible
that Piers Plowman falls into the category of Wycliffite
literature. Literature that is labeled "Wycliffite" is
characterized by attacks and parodies of existing
institutions, whether Church or state. The question may
arise whether this poem could have been written by a
Wycliffite or if it is an example of that type of
literature. It is doubtful that this poem is an example
of Wycliffite literature. Because the poem is so closely
structured to the Apocryphal text, and the poet's
additions are mostly ornamental, it would be difficult for
the poem to be considered an attack on some institution.
Only through a determined and slanted reading of the poem
could one construe various scenes as attacks on the
fourteenth century ruling class, courts, or clergy. In
fact, the poem displays throughout a high regard for
people of wealth and influence. Though it is possible
that a follower of Wycliffe could have written the poem,
it is doubtful that this poem is an example of Wycliffite
literature.
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In 1240, there were 34 friaries in Britain and the border
of Scotland.184

(jn a little over one hundred years the

Order's population would be cut in half, probably due to
the plague.)
of

Oxford

During the Order's growth, the universities

and

Cambridge

Franciscan thought.

provided

fertile

ground

for

A university town provided the friars

with an opportunity to meet the needs of the populace
while simultaneously pursuing education.

The value they

placed on education can be gauged by the library holdings
of the friaries.

Many of their manuscript collections

were immense in size and scope.

Though St. Francis might

not have been pleased with the accumulation of earthly
burdens,

the accumulation of manuscripts was consistent

with the growing Franciscan interest in commentary and
exegesis .

Libraries,

in general,

took

on a new

importance in thirteenth century England because of an
intellectual
writings.

move

which

called

attention

to

ancient

This coincided with the founding of the two

great universities in England.I8 8

Writers, especially if

they were copying texts or putting together Scripture
paraphrases, wanted more accurate versions of texts, such

1 8 4 Jeffrey,
1 8 5 Ibid.,
1 8 6 Atkins,

Lyric and Spirituality, p. 169.

p. 85.
English Literary Criticism, p. 123.
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as the Bible and ancient writers.

This brought about a

deeper appreciation of literature and literary value. ^ 8 7
Because

the Franciscans had several

teaching the people in the vernacular,

interests:

copying ancient

texts, and pursuit of education, it would be possible that
they would be familiar with Apocryphal texts and copy them
into the vernacular.

It is equally possible that a friar

would choose to adapt an Apocryphal book into a vernacular
poem.

Though most Franciscan poems were lyric in make-up,

the choice of an alliterative framework, as found in The
Pistill of Swete Susan, would not be unthinkable.
Though this is conjecture, it is probable that the
poet of The Pistill
religious group.

of Swete

Susan was a member of a

Furthermore,

it is possible that the

poet could have been from the Franciscan order, based on
that Order's use of the vernacular, its tendency to search
out moral stories to accompany simple sermons,

and the

availability of manuscripts in Franciscan friaries which
could be copied or consulted.

1 8 7 Ibid.,

p. 125.
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An Appendix of the Douay-Rheims translation of the
Vulgate of The History of Susanna has been added for the
benefit of the reader.
reasons.

First,

it

This has been added for three

is helpful to see how short

the

Aprocryphal text is in comparison to the Middle English
poem.

Second, the poet of The Pistill of Swete Susan

seems to take for granted that his audience is familiar
with the Apocryphal story.

One example of this assumption

can be found in line 58 of the poem.

In line 58, the two

judges are conspiring together to trap Susannah.

But in

the Apocryphal text, several verses first give details of
how

the

two

judges

individually

lusted

for

Susannah

without knowing of the other's lust.

Only after bumping

into each other in Joachim's garden,

after leaving the

other's

company in Joachim's

dinner,

do they

Susannah.

realize

court on the pretext

they both

are

of

lusting after

The Apocryphal text then goes into their joint

collaboration.

The medieval poet skips the scene in the

garden when the judges happen upon each other.
begins with the judges' joint collaboration.

Instead he
Probably the

Medieval listener or reader of the Middle English poem
would have been familiar enough with the Apocryphal story
to fill in the missing details in the poem.
poet,

I

cannot

assume

a

general

Unlike the

knowledge

of

the

Apocrypha; therefore, I felt it would be helpful to make
the Apocryphal text available.

Thirdly, and akin to the
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second,

the

reader may

find it valuable

to have

the

Apocryphal text in order to clarify confusing phrases in
the Medieval text.
The Following Is The History of Susanna as Found in the
Douay-Rheims Translation of the Apocrypha.
1

Now there was a man, who dwelt in Babylon, and his
name was Joakim:

2

And he took a wife whose name was Susanna, the
daughter of Helcias, a very beautiful woman, and one,
who feared God.

3

For her parents being just, had instructed their
daughter according to the law of Moses.

4

Now Joakim was very rich, and had an orchard near his
house: and the Jews resorted to him; because he was
the most honourable of them all.

5

And there were two of the ancients of the people
appointed judges that year, of whom the Lord said:
"Iniquity came from Babylon from the ancient judges,
who seemed to govern the people."

6

These men frequented the house of Joakim: and all,
who had any matters of judgment, came to them.

7

And when the people departed away at noon, Susanna
went in, and walked in her husband's orchards.

8

And the old men saw her going in every day, and
walking: and they were inflamed with lust towards
her:

9

And they perverted their own mind, and turned away
their eyes, that they might not look unto heaven, nor
remember just judgments.

10

So they were both wounded with the love of her; yet
they did not make known their grief one to the other:

11

For they were ashamed to declare to one another their
lust, being desirous to have to do with her:
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12

And they watched carefully every day to see her.
one said to the other:

And

13

"Let us now go home, for it is dinner time."
going out, they departed one from another.

So

14

And turning back again, they came both to the same
place: and asking one another the cause, they
acknowledged their lust: and then they agreed
together upon a time, when they might find her alone.

15

And it fell out, as they watched a fit day, she went
in on a time, as yesterday and the day before, with
two maids only, and was desirous to wash herself in
the orchard: for it was hot weather.

16

And there was no body there, but the two old men, who
had hidden themselves, and were considering her.

17

So she said to the maids: "Bring me oil and washing
balls; and shut the doors of the orchard, that I may
wash me."

18

And they did as she bade them: and they shut the
doors of the orchard, and went out by a back door to
bring what she had commanded them: and they knew not
that the elders, were hidden within.

19

Now when the maids had gone forth, the two elders
arose, and ran to her, and said:

20

"Behold, the doors to the orchard are shut, and no
body seeth us, and we are in love with thee:
wherefore consent to us, and lie with us.

21

"But if thou will not, we will bear witness against
thee, that a young man was with thee; and therefore
thou didst send away thy maids from thee."

22

Susanna sighed, and said: "I am straitened on every
side: for if I do this thing, it is death unto me:
and if I do it not, I shall not escape your hands.

23

"But it is better for me to fall into your hands
without doing it, than to sin in the sight of the
Lord."

24

With that Susanna cried out with a loud voice: and
the elders also cried out against her.

25

And one of them ran to the door of the orchard, and
opened it.
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26

So when the servants of the house heard the cry in
the orchard, they rushed in by the back door, to see
what was the matter.

27

But after the old men had spoken, the servants were
greatly ashamed: for never had there been any such
word said of Susanna. And on the next day,

28

When the people werecome to Joakim her husband, the
two elders also came full of their wicked device
against Susanna, to put her to death;

29

And they said before the people:
"Send to Susanna
daughter of Helcias the wife of Joakim."
And
presently they sent.

30

And she came with her parents, and children, and all
her kindred.

31

Now Susanna was exceedingly delicate, and beautiful
to behold.

32

And those wicked men commanded, that her face should
be uncovered (for she was covered) that so at least
they might be satisfied with her beauty.

33

Therefore her friends, and all her acquaintance wept.

34

But the two elders rising up in the midst of the
people, laid their hands upon her head.

35

And she weeping looked up toward heaven;
heart had confidence in the Lord.

36

And the elders said: "As we walked in the orchard
alone, this woman came in with two maids, and shut
the doors of the orchard, and sent away the maids
from her.

37

"Then a young man, who was there hidden, came to her,
and lay with her.

38

"But we, who were in a corner of the orchard, seeing
this wickedness, ran up to them, and we saw them lie
together.

39

"And as for him, we could not take him, because he
was stronger than we: and opening the doors he leaped
out:

for her
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40

"But having taken this woman, we asked, who the young
man was: but she would not tell us: of this thing we
are witnesses."

41

The multitude believed them as being the elders and
the judges of the people: and they condemned her to
death.

42

Then Susanna cried out with a loud voice, and said:
"0 eternal God, who knowest hidden things, who
knowest all things before they come to pass—

43

"Thou knowest, that they
have borne false witness
against me: and behold, I must die, whereas I have
done none of these things, which these men have
maliciously forged against me."

44

And the Lord heard her voice.

45

And when she was led to be put to death, the Lord
raised up the holy spirit of a young boy, whose name
was Daniel:

46

And he cried out with a loud voice: "I am clear from
the blood of this woman."

47

Then all the people turning themselves towards him,
said: "What meaneth this word, which thou hast
spoken?"

48

But he standing in the midst of them, said: "Are ye
so foolish, ye children of Israel, that without
examination or knowledge of the truth, ye have
condemned a daughter of Israel?

49

"Return to judgment;
witness against her."

50

So all the people turned again in haste: and the old
men said to him: "Come, and sit thou down among us,
and shew it us: seeing God hath given thee the honour
of old age."

51

And Daniel said to the people: "Separate these two
far from one another, and I will examine them."

52

So when they were put asunder one from the other, he
called one of them, and said to him: " 0 thou, who art
grown old in evil days, now are thy sins come out,
which thou hast committed before:

for they

have

borne

false
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53

"In judging unjust judgments,
oppressing the
innocent, and letting the guilty go free; where as
the Lord saith: 'The innocent and the just thou shalt
not kill.'

54

"Now then if thou saw her, tell me under what tree
thou sawest them conversing together."
He said:
"Under a mastick tree."

55

And Daniel said: "Well hast thou lied against thine
own head: for behold, the angel of God having
received the sentence of him, shall cut thee in two."

56

And having put him aside, he commanded, that the
other should come: and he said to him: " 0 thou seed
of Chanaan, and not of Juda, beauty hath deceived
thee, and lust hath perverted thy heart.

57

"Thus did ye do to the daughters of Israel: and they
for fear conversed with you: but a daughter of Juda
would not abide your wickedness.

58

"Now therefore tell me, under what tree didst thou
take them conversing together."
And he answered:
"Under an holm tree."

59

And Daniel said to him: "Well hast thou also lied
against thy own head: for the angel of the Lord
waiteth with a sword to cut thee in two, and to
destroy you."

60

With that all the assembly cried out with a loud
voice: and they blessed God, who saveth those, who
trust in him.

61

And they rose up against the two elders (for Daniel
had convicted them of false witness by their own
mouth) and they did to them as they had maliciously
dealt against their neighbour,

62

To fulfil the law of Moses: and they put them to
death: and innocent blood was saved on that day.

63

But Helcias and his wife praised God, for their
daughter Susanna, with Joakim her husband, and all
her kindred; because there was no dishonesty found in
her.

64

And Daniel became great in the sight of the people
from that day, and thenceforward.
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65

And king Astyages was gathered to his fathers: and
Cyrus the Persian received his kingdom.
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GLOSSARY
The Glossary gives a definition for every word in the MS.
Phillipps except

for

"a,"

"an," and "and."

column gives the Middle English word.

The first

Square brackets are

around those letters that were either the thorn or yogh in
the

Middle

definition,

English

poem.

The

second

column

is

the

and the third column gives the line number

where the word can be found in the Middle English poem, or
where the definition can be found in the translation.
A
Acord

To Agree

345

Acusyd

Accused, Indicted

199

Afer

Afar

120

Affynyte

Kindred, Relations

180

Aftir

After
Thereafter

121,185
232

Agayn

Again

293

A1

All, every

80,132,150,
173,180,
265,289
118
170

As
Everyone
All

4,12,17,
138,166,299
354
285

All
Everyone

158
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Allone

Alone

49

Almaundis

Almonds

94

Aloes

Garden walks

11

Alone

Alone

132

Alowd

Aloud

343

Am

To be

Amylers

Almond trees

80

A-none

As one, Together

58

Apechyd

Accused

303

Apere

To appear

302

Apert

Evident

294

Appele

145,240,
253,267,272

Accusation, Criminal charge 2 94

Apples

Apples

94

Ar

To be

94

Aray

Attire, Pomp, To dress

118

Arayed

Provided, Dressed

4; 196,212

Arborye

Shrubbery, Trees

11

Arbres

Orchards, Gardens

8

Are

To be

93

Aright

Right, Proper, Correct

245

Art

To be

263, 331

As

As
Like
Just as, Accordingly

32 (2),100,
187,191,249
192,212,226
203

Asay

To tempt, To put to test

64

Askyd

Asked

239
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Assent

To assent, To agree

146

Assente

Agreement, assent

357

At

At
Of
According to

159,320
238
250

Ateynt

To convict

207

Auenaunt

Pleasant

30

Auenauntly

Pleasantly, Handsomely

8

Auereyne

Savory

115

Aungel

Angel

348

Aungil

Angel

318

Avoutry

Adultery

142

Avoutrye

Adultery

163

Away

Away

55,213,219

Awe

Awe

25

Awey

Away

167

Ay

Ever, Truth

30,59,220

Ayen

Again

327

Ayr

Heir
Smell, Odor

15
94
B

Babyloyn

Babylon

1

Babyloyne

Babylon

307,311

Bale

Harm, Woe, Grief

307

Balis

Torment, Punishment

189

Bare

Bare, Desolate, Defenseless 195

Baret

Trouble, Strife, Sorrow

147
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Barne

Child, Youth

328

Barre

Bar, Tribunal

189

Bathe

Both

351

Bayne

Handsome

326

Be

To be

67,120 (2),
122,138,147
202,242,270
289,291,304
306,309,346
359

Bede

To order

328

Benche

Bench, Seat of justice

183,307

Bene

To be

136,290,311

Best

Best

77

Bettre

Better

151

Biern

Man, Hero

1

Blame

Guilt, In fear of blame

232

Blaundelers

Apple (white apple)

97

Blithe

Cheerful

77

Blode

Blood

284

Blokkid

Blokken— Warbled

79

Blosmes

Blossom

78,79

Bodily

Fleshly,Bodily

271

Bold

Bold

226

Bolde

Bold

308

Bore

Boar, Stout, Sturdy

226

Bo [th] e

Both

264

Bowyd

Bent

232

Brak

Broke

322
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Braunches

Branches

97

Braundisshid

Brandished, Shook

319

Bred
(from breden)

Brought up

68

Brennyng

Burning

319.350

Brent

To burn

147

Brewe

To brew

189

Briddis

Birds

77,79,85

Bright

Bright

319

Britynd

Destroyed

147

Brittyn

Destroy, Slay

351

Broght

Brought

189,301,328

Brond

Blade, Sword

319.350

Brow

Created, Stirred up

307

Brytans

Breton apple

97

Burgh

Town, City

1

But

But

129,150,
225,232

By

By

62, 91,123,
127,130,164
218,254 (2)
255 (2),294
315,317, 331,
342,357

Byde

Endure

147

Bydene

Utterly, Altogether

310

By-felle

Happened, Befell

129,361

Bygge

Strong, Powerful

226

Bygile

Seduce, Charm

54
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Byheld

Gazed, Looked

on

2 62

Byset

Beset, Afflicted

145

Bytoke

Granted, Entrusted

21

Bytwene

Between

71

Bywylid

Tricked

333
C

Caas

Plight

331

Caght

Catch, Chase

128

Canaan

Canaan

330

Canel

Cinnamon

83

Care

Care, Anxiety

224

Careful

Careful

153

Carpyd

Spoke

249

Caught

Snatched

59

Cause

Circumstance
Because

218
331

Cawtelis

Precautions,Trickery

205

Caytif

Wretch, Villain

330

Cercle

Circle

10

Chaungyn

Changes

106

Chekis

Countenance

303

Chere

Gladness

48

Cherle

Villain, Brute

341

Cherles

Brute

47

Cheruyle

Pot herb

105

Chervell

Chervil

106
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Chesboll

Poppy

105

Chest

Chest, Heart

47

Chesteyn

Chestnut

93

Cheve

Chive

105

Chief

Chief

93

Child

Child

46

Chirie

Cherry

93

Cholet

Cabbage

105

Chowet

Little cabbage

106

Cipresse

Cypress

69

Cite

City

7

Citee

City

357

Clarrey

Clary (Garden herb)

111

Clene

Clean
Pure, Clean

272

Clere

True, Certain, Glorious

24

Clergy

Learning, Wisdom from books 24

Close

Shut

214

Colombyne

Columbine

111

Colourid

Colored

111

Come

Came, Come

157,179
211,330

Comely ki[th]

That Lovely One

199

Comen

Common

357

Comly

Handsome

96

Commaundement

Commandments

322

Commaundid

Ordered

214

111
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Compier

Companions

345

Cornys

Arises

36

Concience

Conscience

306

Copes

Capes, Gown

224

Costardis

A ribbed apple

96

Cosyn

Cousins, Kinsmen

238

Cosyns

Cousins, Kinsmen

170

Couetise

Lust, Desire

331

Courte

Manor, Household

157

Couthe

Knew, Could manage

234

Cou[th]e

Knew, Could manage

249

Covetyse

Lust, Desire

59

Craft

Skill, Cunning

234

Croppis

Stalks, Upper branches

83

Cristis

Christ's

59

Crowe

Crowd

83

Crye

Call, Shout

153,157

Cryed

Shouted

283

Cumbrous

Cumbersome

224

Curs

Curse

59

Cursid

Cursed

345
D

Damacene

Plum

89

Dampnyd

Doomed, Damned

235,253,

Danyell

Daniel

279,362,
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Dar

See footnote 167

358

Dare

Dare

208,253

Date

Date tree

89

Dawe

Dawn, Days

242

Day

Day

9,32,
62 (2),174,
190,211,346

Dayes

Days

40,51,305,362,

Daysye

Daisy

114

Deceyvid

Deceived

332

Declare

Prove, Try

175

Ded

Caused, Made
Did

174
316,337

Dede

Deed, Case
Dead

175,278,
332,338
242

Dedis

Deeds

184,279,292

Dees

Dais

235

Deftly .

Modestly, Properly

211

Dele

Distribute, Render

2 92

Denye

Deny

140

Depe

Deep

5

Deputid

Ascribed

175

Dere

Pain, Harm

243

Derf

Wicked, Cruel, Powerful

40,131,278,338

Derfly

Wretchedly

242

Derk

Dark

131

Derne

Forbidden, Secret

131,279
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Desse

A raised platform

325

De [th]

Death

246,267,346

Dethe

Death

190

De[th]e

Death

274

Deve

Deafen, Stun

235

Diche

Ditch, Fencing, Enclosure

5

Dight

Arranged, Laid out, Decked
Destined, Doomed

246,267

Directid

Instructed

278

Dismale

Evil days

305

Disparage

Degrade, Disparage

253

Dispreue

Disprove

294

Disseuere

Divide, Severe

296

Disseueryd

Separated, Parted

300

Do

Made
To perform

242
338

Doghtir

Daughter

15

Dolefully

Dolefully, Miserably

267

Dome

Verdict, Judgment

190,278,349

Domys

Verdicts

37,292,310

Domysmen

Judges

32,40,131,175
236,326

Done

Caused, Made

236,242

Donione

Dungeon

174

Dool

Grief, Mourning

235

Dotist

Rave, Become foolish

305

Drawe

Conveyed, Led

346

Dred

Dreaded

32

8
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Drede

Dread

178,274,326

Dredis

Fears

190

Dresse

Prepared, Readied

274

Drewe

Came
Come near

40
174

Drewyn

Withdrawn, Retired

131

Dyne

Dine, eat

346

Dyteyne

Dittany

114

Elchies

Helchia

15

Elde

Maturity, Age

251,339

Eldest

Oldest

15

Enchaunte

Enchant

46

Endith

Ends

365

Entente

Purpose, Intent

355

Eny

Any

274,326

Er [th] e

Earth

263

Eschewe

Avoid, Escape

46

Euer

Ever

202

Euere

Ever

238,258,306

Euery

Every

29

Euerych

Every, Each

145

Euyl

Evil, Unlucky

344

Evene

Evening

109

Every

Every

62
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Eyene

Eye

271
F

Face

Face

329

Faceon

Manner, Kind, Type

17

Fadir

Father

179

Fair

Fair, Beautiful
Neatly, Perfectly

17
92

Faire

Fair, Beautiful

98

Fai[th]e

Faith

289

Fals

False, Wrong

310,324

Falshed

Falsehood, Lying

344

Falshede

Falsehood, Lying

182,299

Fand

Found, Met

248

Faryn

Gone, Departed

120

Faunt

Child

329

Fay

Faith

87

Faylid

(It) lacked

281

Fees

Place

86

Feet

Feet

257

Fele

Many

98,129,290

Fell

Fell

352

Felle

See footnote 91

104

Fendis

To be foolish

289

Ferde

Afraid

120

Fere

Company,Together
Husband

139
248
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Ferlies

Marvel(s), Wonder(s)

129,286,361

Ferly

Marvels, Wonders
Freely

155
283

Ferrers

Fir trees

86

Fetris

Fetters, Chain

257

Fil

Fell

248

Filberd

Hazelnut

92

Flat

Stretched out, Flat

248

Flore

Floor

248

Floures

Flowers

98

Flowres

Flowers

43

Fode

Gentle child, Well bred one 283

Folk

People, Tribe

120,290,
329,352

Folys

Fools

290

Fong

Seize, Take, Catch

43,86

Food

Manner of upbringing

17

For

For, Because, On account of 29,41,57,
59 (2), 60,81,
123,124,133,
135,137,138,
162,172,201,
204,217,220,
223 (2),231,
232,234,253,
295,297,311,
333

For[th]

Forth

275,328,330

Foryeve

Pardon, Forgive

241

Found

Found, Nourish

92

Fourtenight

Fortnight

281

Frappe

Mob, Crowd

289
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Fre

Gentle

179

Free

Gentle

269

Freely

Noble, Graceful, Gracious

17

Frely

Free
Noble, Graceful, Gracious

98
329

Fresshe

Fresh

43

Freyne

Inquire into

286

Fro

From

56,58

Froyt

Fruit

43, 98

Ful

Full

109,111,
113,160,171
182,197,222
228,281,318

Fulfillid

Fulfilled

344

Full

Full

226

Fyg

Fig

92

Fygges

Fig trees

86

Fynd

Found, find

160

Fyne

End, Reward

344

Fynyd

Refined, Purified

193

Fyre

Fire

193
G

Game

Sport, Jest, Joke, Amuse

354

Gamyd

Dallied, Played

162

Gan

Did

28,34,101,12
288,302

Gardyn

Garden

67,138
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Gardyns

Gardens

42

Garnettis

Pomegranates

95

Gaylich

Brightly, Festively

42,95

Geldhalle

Town hall, Courtroom

293

Gentil

Noble, Courteous, Honorable 184

Gentill

Noble, Courteous, Honorable 71

Gladid

Make merry

354

Gladyn

Make merry

84

Glees

Music, Glee
Make merry, Rejoice

84
354

Go

To walk
Go, Depart

42
298

God

God

25,162,241,
244,276,315

Goddiss

Goddess

322

Gold

Gold

193

Goldfynches

Goldfinches

84

Gome

Man, Fellow

162,339

Gomes

Men, People

293

Gomys

Men, People

38,39,138

Gone

Gone

138

Good

Dear, Good

287

Goomes

Men, People

354

Goost

Ghost, Spirit

277

Grace

Mercy, Favor

241,276

Grapes

Grapes

95

Grapis

Grapes

84

Graunte

Admit, Confess

298
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Grei[th]ed

Went

67

Grene

Green

88

Grete

Great

25,241,276,339

Greve

Worried, Distorted,
Grief, Sorrow

138
162

Grewe

Grew

42,95

Grayherd

Gray haired

339

Growyng

Flourishing

88

Gyltis

Guilt

241
[G]

[G]ate

Gate

228

[G]atis

Gates

122

[G]edyn

Went, Walked

228

[Gjeftis

Gifts

280

[G]erde

Garden

118

[G]eve

Given
Give

38
247

[G]ode

Went, Walked

215
H

Had

To have

14,27,155,158,
238

Hallis

Houses, Halls

6

Halse

Embrace

133

Hand

Hand

258

Hast

To have

162,186,
304,307,332
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174
Ha [th]

To have

319

Hauntyd

Frequented, Resorted

31

Haue

Have

344

Have

Have

38,146,203,
273,311,359

He

He

3,14,27,29,
226,229,278,
280,303,319

His

2

Hede

Head

317

Hedis

Heads

58,101

Heed

Head

200,339

Help

Help

277,343

Helpi[th]

Helps

148

Helt

Hold, Support (Held)

2

Hem

Him
Them

207,214,
296,356
71,148,
300 (2),303

Hende

Gracious

119

Hendis

Gentle listeners

31

Her

She, Her

23,25,36,
45,47,53,65,
67,101,124,
128,144,155,
157 (2),
158 (2),165,
168,170 (3),
174,179,188,
189 (2),192,
194,200,204,
213,219,
223 (2),235,
236 (2),237,
240,248,257,
262,274,277,
353,354 (2)

62
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Her

Their

55.57.58,
59,84,85,86,
151,160,200,
297,299

Herbergages

Houses, Cottages

6

Herbere

Arbors, Trellis

104

Herbes

Plants, Orchards

8

Herd

Heard

277

Here

Hear
Here

31.52.58,
169,192
3 65

Hers

Her, Hers

119 (2)

Hert

Heart, Mind

188

Hertly

Compassionately

268

Hevyn

Heaven

58.188.262.317

Hewe

Form, Appearance, Beauty

44,93,172,185

Hidyn

Hid

58

Hiend

Gracious

133

Hight

Called
Height, Aloft

14
261.317

Highte

Called (Name)
Height, Aloft

2
6

His

His

3,5 (2),27,31,
56,180,227,
233,241,252,
258,276,280,
319,327,355,
359

Hit

It

266

Holdyn

Considered, Esteemed

119

Holy

Totally
Sacred

188
277

Homely

Familiarly

200
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V'

176
Hond

Hand

252,349

Hondis

Hands

171,200,262

Honest

Honorably, Worthy
Wholesome, Fair

30
94

Honourest

Noblest

30

Hous

House

27

How

How

36,46,202

Hows

House

31

Husbondes

Husbands

119

Hye

High, Tall
Haste

159

Hyen

Hurried

133

Hym

Him

3,150,188,24
280,281,358

Hyng

Hang

101

6

I
I

I

91,145,147,
208,240,247,
289,294

If

If

122,140,146,
148

In

In

1 (2 ),3,2 0 ,2 (
42,54,56,63,
66,72,82,84,
85,86,87, 96,
104,117,118,
131,134,139,
144,159,167,
174,176,178,
187,196,197,
212,215,240,
248,251 (2),
259,280,289,
290,301,
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177
In

In

305 (2),307,
311,313,317,
320 (2),
327 (2),331,
334, 354 (2),
360,362

In-chaumbre

In room/(Inflamed)

47

Innocentis

Innocents

284

Ioy

Joy

41

Ioynyng

Joining

71

Is

To be

56,151, 196,
235,266,315,
318,326,339,
348

Isabell

Sibyl

66

Isope

Hyssop

115

Israel

Israel

290,352

It

It

148,289,363

Iwis

Truly, Indeed

31,250

Jacobis

Jacob's

184

Jentil

Noble, Courteous, Honorable 2

Jentry

Excellence, Nobility

41

Jewe

Jew

2,183

Jewes

Jews

28

Jewess

Jewess

41

Joachym

Joachim

2,28,183,245

Jone

Joan

66

Juggement

Judgment

60,324
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Juggis

Judges

312

Justises

Judges

183

Jwniper

Juniper

71
K

Kast

Cast forth
Throw off

153
158

Kayre

Come out

96

Kelle

Headdress

128

Kene

Brave, Strong

157

Kenely

Ardently
Sharply

83
214

Kerchief

Kerchief

158

Keueryd

Rose to herknees

252

Kitthes

Petals, Buds, Sprouts

96

Knawe

To know

24

Knawyn

Known

238

Knees

252,352

Knewe

Knew

97,170

Knowe

Known

306

Kolle

Headdress

158

Kyn

Kind
Sort, Kind

80
336

Kynd

Race, Lineage

184

Kyndly

Gentle, Kind

24 9

Kyndlyd

Inflamed, Excited

224

Kynrede

Kindred

170,238

Kyssid

Kissed

252,258

Knees

-
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Ky[th]e

Tell, Reveal

233
L

Lacche

Latch

229

Lacchyd

Hook,

Lady

Lady

Lair

Lore,

Lai[th]e

Loath,

Lake

Little stream, Ditch

229

Launcyng

Sprouts, Shoots forth

109

Lawe

Law

3,23,32,164

Lawes

Laws

2 91

Lay

Faith, Religious, Law

135

Layd

Lay, Lain

200

Layne

Be silent

282

Led

Led

275

Ledis

Guides

188

Left

To leave
To lift

132
229

Lele

Loyal, True

3

Lemman

Lover

136,163

Lend

Remain, Stay

125

Lente

Allowed, Granted

353

Lepe

Leapt, Sprang

229

Lerne

Learn

135

Latched

237
125,132,
135,154,161,
275

Doctrine
Hateful

19
2 91
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Lernyd

Taught

23

Les

Void, False, Vain

113

Lese

Lose, To be lost

358

Lesse

Untruth, Lies

321

Lestyn

Bow, Inclinethe head

268

Lete

Let us

185,296

Leve

Believe
Leave

164
237

Levi[th]

Believe

358

Leyre

Face

275

Liche

Like

3

Lilys

Fair as a lily

16

Lone

Lane

68

Lord

Lord

34,164,268,
343,353,358

Lordis

Lords

2 91

Lorere

Laurel

125,136,143

Lorers

Laurels

68

Losels

Scoundrels

161

Lothely

Hateful

341

Lo[th]ely

Hateful

341

Loud

Loudly

79

Louesome

Charming

275

Loutyd

Bowed, Bent

237

Love

Love

135

Loveache

Loveage

109

Lovely

Lovely
Lowly

16,353
154,237
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Lovyd

Praised

353

Lowe

Low, Small
Loud

125
161

Lye st

Lies

317,343

Lyf

Life

340,353

Lynage

Lineage, Breeding

16

Lyndes

Lime tree

68

Lylye

Lily

109

Lyvid

Lived

163
M

Made

Made, Rendered

176

Make

Match, Equal

227

Maker

Maker, Creator

2 63

Man

Man
Must, Needs be

215,216,315
227

Manere

Kind, Sort, Variety

12

Manicles

Manacles

176

Mare

More

177,260

Marke

Strife

320

Markid

Sets limits on, Bounded

19

Marrid

Bound, Mangled

176

Maundement

Commandments

19

May

May, Can

31,270

Maydenes

Maidens

49

Maydenys

Maidens

211

Maystreful

Powerful

288
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Maystries

Mastery, Strength

227

Me

Me

148,149,
242,246,273
292,314,343

Meet

Meet

259

Mele

Speak

288

Men

Men

157,288

Menyone

Noon, Midday

51

Mercy

Forgiveness, Pity, Mercy

239,273

Message

As a sign

20

Messe

See footnote 157

320

Metles

Without food

177

Mirthes

Entertainment, Amusement

52

Moost

Greatest

263,315

More

More

227,320

Morow

The next day

177

Mote

Might

335

Mount

Mountain

20

Mou[th]e

Mouth

239,253

Mou[th]es

Mouths

288

Moyses

Moses

19

Mow

To be able, To be strong

345

My

My, Mine

250,265,
268,316

Mych

Much, Greet

307,315

Mydday

Midday

130,177

Myddil

Middle

263,320
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Myght

Might, Power, Greatness

45,64,138,2
263,315

Myghty

Mighty

227

Myn

Mine

121

Mysche

Misfortune, Distress

239

Mysse

Amiss, Wrongly

152

N
Na

No

260

Nakid

Naked

318

Name

Name

233

Names

Names

266

Nay

No

148

Ne

No, Not, Neither, Nor

190 (2),231
251 (2),253
254,255 (2)

Nede

Need, Necessarily

295

Nedeful

Necessary

266

Nedis

Demands

140

Nei[th]er

Neither

190,251

Nek

Refuse, Deny

148

Nere

Close to, Near

27

Nest

Nest

76

Neuere

Never

174,250,254

Neven

To name, Call

266

Newe

Excellent, Fresh

27,176

Nightyngales

Nightingales

76
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V

184
No

No

113,156,
201,216,231,
255,271,321

Noght

Not, Nought
No one

67,120,148,282
137

Nolde

Would not

233

Non

No one, Not, None

None

No one, Not, None
Noon

3,60
130

Nor[th]e

North

255

Not

Not

45,137,168,
247,270,345,
358

Now

Now

120 ,122 ,
196,235,266,
274,297,305,
306,309,326,
335,343

Nowe

Now

131

Ny

Near

318

Nyght

Night

106

Nyhond

Near at hand

348

Of

Of, From, Concerning, Out of 4,8,10,11,
12 (2),16,17,
19,21,29,32,
34,37,41,43,
44,52,57,66,
77,83,93,124,
128,135,138,
168,172,173,
182,184 (2),
185,193,210,
216,223,239,
240,241,242,
257,263 (2),
275,276 (2),
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Of

Of, From, Concerning, Out of 277,279,281,
290,310,312,
315,329,330,
331,333,339,
344,352,362,
364,365
To
94
Off
158,349

Olde

Aged, For a long time

39,305,312

Olyves

Olive trees

80

On

On, Upon, In, At

6,40,45,51,
72,78,79,80,
82,83,84,86,
90,106,117,
125,145,161,
164,177,183,
186,188,200,
235,252,261,
273,307,325,
356,358

Or

Or, Before

130,147,
150,298,340,
346

Orchard

Garden of herbs and fruits

27

Orchardes

Orchards

5

Another, The other

259

Ouere

Over

101,229

Our

Our

34,135,136,
137,210,224,
343,358

Out

Out

138,209,
242,357

Owne

Own

223,332

Oynement

Ointment

121

0

[th] ir
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V'

186
P
Pale

Pale

303

Palme

Palm trees

70

Pasnepe

Parsnip

107

Passyd

Walked, Went

209

Passyn

Passed, Escaped

159

Payd

Punished

202

Payr

Pair, Set of two

21

Peletre

Wild thyme

116

Penaunces

Meditation, Penitence

210

Peple

People

304

Perceyvid

Observed

53

Perchyn

Trim plumage jauntily

81

Pere

Pear

247

Perer

Pear tree

70

Perlous

Wicked, Dangerous

53

Persile

Parsley

107

Pertely

Plainly, Evidently

355

Piere

Peers, Equal

33

Piries

Pears

82

Pirye

Pear tree

108

Pistil

Epistle, Story

363

Pite

Pity

181

Place

Place

327

Planteyne

Plantain

116
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Play

Exercise, Relax, Walk
Relaxing

28,63,209
53

Playnt

Complaint, Indictment

206

Pleyd

Played

342

Pleynt

Complaint, Indictment

202

Plowine

See footnote 74

70

Pomery

Fruit, Garden, Orchard

63,209

Popeler

Poplar tree

70

Popiniayes

Parrots

81

Popyniayes

Parrots

75

Porettis

Scallion

107

Posterne

Private gate

159

Poyntes

Aspects of legal action

160

Prayere

Petition, Prayer

277

Prayers

Petitions, Prayers

210

Prees

Press, Throng, Crowd

82

Pres

Crowd
Present, Declare

117
160

Presente

Declare

202

Presentyn

Declare

206

President

Governor, Guardian

304

Presidentes

Governor, Guardian

33

Prest

Quick, Lively
Eager, Ready

75
160

Prestes

Elder

33,53,160,181

Prestis

Elder(s)

206,302

Preve

Proof, Thriving, Excellent

107

Previ[th]

Proved

355

* '
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Preysid

Value, Prized, Esteemed

33

Prikkyn

Prick their feathers

82

Prison

Prison

327

Priuyly

Privately

28

Prive

Secret, Hidden

159

Processe

Proceeding, Prosecution

294

Profete

Prophet

302

Prophete

Prophet

279,342
355,364

Proud

Pride, Show, Pomp

81

Prowdely

Splendidly, Strongly

108

Prunyn

Preen their feathers

81

Pryne

Holm oak

342

Purpos

Intention

210

Put

Put

327

Pyght

Planted

108,117

Pynapples

Pinecone

82

Pyone

Peony

108
Q

Qwaynt

Skillful, Prudent

205

Qwerdlyng

Codling (Cooking apple)

102

Qwince

Quince

102
R

Raggyd

Thickly, Clustered

72
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Rancour

Malice, Hatred

198

Rapely

Swiftly

118,228

Rathe

Soon, Fast

347

Raylid

Possibly "Railen"/Arrange

112

Recordid

Recorded, Delivered

60

Rede

Counsel, Guide, Advise

22

Reed

Red

212

Renayed

Renegade

198

Renke

Man

4

Renkes

Men

198

Rentes

Income, Revenue

29

Rest

Rest

118

Rewbarbe

Rhubarb

112

Rewe

Roe, Bitter

112

Rial

Royal, Splendid, Grand

29

Ricchesses

Wealth, Opulence

4

Ricchest

Most Glorious

72

Riche

Powerful, Wealthy, Rich

1,29,212

Right

Right, To the full

4,112,203,265

Rightwis

Righteous

60

Robes

Robes, Garment

212

Roos

Rose

198

Roryd

Roared, Shouted

341

Rose

Rose

72,212

Rys

Twig, Branch

72
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Sadly

Gravely, In earnest

203

Sage

Wise, Discreet

14

Sake

Sin, Crime, Guilt
Regard, Consideration

204
223

Sakles

Innocent

240

Sale

Court, Hall

196,301

Sand

Sand, Shore

254

Saveyne

Savin

69

Savyd

Rescued, Saved

359

Saw

Saw, Noticed

132

Sawe

Saw
Speech, Saying

44,222,313
240

Sawes

Saying, Speech

34,287

Sawge

Sage

110

Say

Say
Tell

13,57,91,289
218

Sayes

Say

287

Se

Saw

316,337

Seche

Seek

7

Sede

Seed, Generation

330

See

Sea

254,264

Sees

Seas

10

Segge

Man

254

Segges

Men

14 6

Self

Self

316,332

Semblaunt

Deceit, Deceiver

216,222
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191
Semely

Charming, Fair

44,50,110,172
185,337

Sende

Send

185

Sene

Seen
Type of tree

67,69,73,
203,270,309
316

Seneke

Old man, Dotard

301

Sengelich

Singly, Alone

196

Senne

Sin, Crime

146

Sere

Apart, Separate

300

Seruauntes

Servants

166,359

Seruauntis

Servants

155

Sese

Cease

45

Sesone

Season

66

Set

Determined

45

Sete

See footnote 168

360

Se[th]

After
Since
Because, Since

246
267
270

Settyn

Put

300

Sevyn

In Seven Days

264

Sey

Say

34,203,335

Seyd

Said, Say, Saying
Said

144,240,
260,261
161,183,342

Seyst

Said (Sayest)

313

Shal

Shall, Will

147,207,
294,306,309

Shalt

Shall

344

Shame

Shame

231
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Shaply

Graceful

194

Shawe

Grove, Wood

85

She

She, Her, Hers

15,46,67,
153,158,187,
190,201,211,
213,215,219,
231,233,235,
237,238,239,
240,248 (2),
249,252,258,
260

Shene

Bright, Beautiful

95.197

Shent

Ruined, Disgraced,

359

Shert

Shirt, Blouse

197

Shewyn

Show, Point out

85

Shold

Could, Should

46,359

Shont

Shrank back

231

Shounte

Shrank back

166

Shroud

Plumage

85

Shul

Shall

141,202,
259,298,346

Shuldris

Shoulders

194.197

Shyre

Glowing, Beautiful

194

Sicamours

Sycamores

69

Siche

See footnote 35

7

Side

From all directions

145

Sight

Sight

57,110,255,313

Sighyd

Mourned, Lamented

172,222

Signifies

Means

287

Silkyn

Silk

197
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Sit

Place, Appointed

264

Sle

Slay, Kill

323

So

So, No Matter, How

3,8,39,43,
45,74,88, 92
110,126,131
152,172,179
269,279,319
335,343,347
355,358

Sodenly

Suddenly

301

Soght

Sought

146

Solcecle

Sunflower

110

Somyr

Summer

66

Sone

Soon, Quickly
Son
Soon

126,300
287
303

Sonne

Sun

264

Sore

Sorely, Miserably

171,222

Sorier

Sorrier

255

Sorow

Sorrow

145,223

Sorowful

Sorrowful

144,261

Sorowfuller

Sorrowful

254

Sothe

Truth

217

So[th]e

Truth

203

Sothely

Truly

13,316

So[th]ly

Truly

57

Sotil

Clever, Skillful, Fine

14

Soueraingne

Lord, God

57

Souerayn

Husband, Lord

223

Souereyn

Lord, God

34
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Sou[th]e

South

255

Sowme

See footnote 75

72

Specialy

Especially, Particularly

122

Spedely

Speedily

108

Speke

Speak

245

Sperid

Clasped, Locked

122

Spicys

Spices

103

Spillist

Kill, Destroy

284

Spryng

Spring up, Rise

103

Spyes

Spy, Espy

122

Stale

Crept, Stole

167

Starid

Stared, Gawked

285

Stere

Guide, Govern

304

Stevene

Voice

268

Stode

Stood

285

Stood

Stood

25

Storye

Story

365

Stounte

Movement, Instant

167

Strond

Stream

123

Such

Such

149,169,
280,291,292

Suche

Such

323

Suppose

Imagine, Guess

216

Susan

Susan

64,129,144,
172,185,196
261,337

Susanne

Susanne

14,44,216,
313,365
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Susone

Susan

50

Sweet

That sweet one

258

Swerd

Sword

318

Swere

Swore

165

Syche

Such

134

Syn

Sin (Commit Adultery)

313

Synay

Sinai

20

Synne

Sin, Crime

240

Synnis

Sins

309

Sytte

Set, Place

78

Syxty

Sixty (A large number)

91

T
Tables

Tablets

21

Take

Catch, Capture

225

Taki[th]

Seize

149,349

Techyng

Teaching

56

Tel

Tell

340

Telle

Tell

100,141,314

Tene

Grief

149

Than

Than

144,261,352

That

That

9,26

The

The

10,70 (2),71
72,77,92,93,
102,105,106,
107,108,109,
110,181,206,
216
355

So you may live
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Ther

There

1,79,88,179

Thes

These

286

Thevethorne

Bramble

73

Thewyd

Bound

73

They

They

61,165,228,
257,298,300
356

Think

It seems to me (Think)

292

This

This

154,218,
220,355

Tho

Then

153,161,
183,198,256,
283

Thow

You

304,307,313

Thryvyng

Flourishing

73

Thurgh

Through, Throughout

209,357

Thus

Thus

23,40,205,2(

To

To

7,13,19,20,
22,24,25,27,
31,38,42,43,
54,57,65,
67 (2),69,73,
78,107,110,
131,133,134,
137,146,147,
151,157,160,
161,162,169,
175,183,186,
189 (2),209,
214,215,225,
227,228,
246 (2),249,
262,266,267,
274,282,286,
292,301,304,
320,323,327,
342,346,351

To-fer

Before

302,329,356
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Toke

Apprehended, Caught
Took

142
257

Told

Set, Stationed, Dwell

56

Tolde

Told

35

Too

Two, Apart

32,211; 296

To [th] e

Tooth

221

To[th]ir

The other

328

Trayle

Dragged, Hung

356

Traytour

Betrayer

225

Traytours

Traitors

356

Tre

Tree

314,336

Trees

Trees

12,80,356

Trene

Trees

90

Trewe

True, Faithful

99,187

Trewly

Truly

141,314

Trinite

Trinity

21

Trone

Throne, Heavens

56

Tronyd

Enthroned

90

Trot

Run

225

Trou[th]e

Truth

187

Trowe

Trust

187

Trow[th]e

Truth

207

Trumpe

Trumpeted

356

Trusty

Trusted

187

Trwly

Truly

340

Trynyd

Marched, Went

225

Tul

Till

177
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Tung

Tongue

221

Turment

Torment

149

Turnyd

Turned

56

Turtlis

Turtle doves

90

Two

Two

49, 61

Tyde

Time, Hour

149

Tyne

Forfeit, Lose

340

[TH]
[Th] an

Than, That

106,227,
314,320,328

[Th]ar

You need

137

[Th]are

We need

120,191,256

[Th] at

That, Those, Who, Whose

1,2,4,7,16,
19,20,32 (2),
38,41,42,46,
54 (2), 56, 93
94,95,117,118
119 (2),125,
127,133,134,
138,146,150,
151,161,
164 (2),170,
173,176,184,
186,188,190,
195,199,211,
218,222,225,
230,234,238,
242,244,263,
264,275,283,
287,306,315,
338,341,
353 (2),
359 (2)

[Th] e

The, They, Thou

10,19,20,
21,23,32,37,
43 (2),63,66,
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[Th] e

The, They, Thou

These
Thee

69 (2),70 (2)
81,84,85,
89 (2),92,93,
97,102,
105 (3),106,
107,108,109,
110,122,124,
131,137,
138 (2),142,
164,177,
183 (2),188,
189,203,206,
209,212,214,
228,229 (2),
248,257,261,
264 (2),
265 (2),277,
279,289,
293 (2),302,
304,305,315,
318,326,
328 (2),
329 (2),342,
346,349,352,
354,356,357,
362,363,364,
365
39
250

[Th]ei

They

23,38,44,
45 (2),46,55,
58,59,60,63,
64,82,83,86,
96,97,103,104
132,133,134,
159,168,173,
174,189,200,
274,285,298,
301,328,342

[Th]er

There, Where

3,7,21,31,
68,75,174

[Th]ere

There

28, 95

[Th]es

This, These

19,40,47,
53,131,140,
146,160,161,
198,287,288

[Th]ey

They

235
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200
[Th] i

They

162,163,
253,266,306,
313,317,320,
332,333,340,
344,345

[Th]idir

Thither

40

[Th]ikke

Thick

74

[Th]in

Thine
Then

305
332,339

[Th]is

This, There

118,123,
132,136,143,
146,149,150,
175,202,239,
240,278 (2),
294,302,
331 (2),346

[Th] o

These, Those, Then, When

42,47,54,
195,260,341

[Th]oght

Think, Thought

54,144

[Th] ou

Thou, Your

135,186,
202,263,265,
270,272,284,
287,305,313,
331,332,333,
335,337,
340 (2),344,
345

[Th]ow

Thou, Your

140,162,
317,339,343

[Th] re

Three

320

[Th]urgh

Through

7

[Th]us

Thus

189,359
U

Umbyloke

Look around

2 91
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201
Up

Up

198,229,
252,261,262
264

Upon

Upon

76,317,352

Us

Us, Our

209,224,233

Unchast

Lecherous, Incontinent

47

Unclere

Hidden, Unknown
Unjust

306
236

Undewe

Unjust, Illegal

292

Undewly

Unjustly

325

Undir

Under, Beneath

125,136,
143,314,316,
336

Undirtake

Undertake

208

Ungrai[th]e

Unprepared, Unready

293

Ungwede

Immoderate, Bountiful

276

Unwerd

Unguarded, Unprotected

124

Unwyse

Unwise, Ignorant

173

V
Valey

Valley

215

Vnkene

Unsharp

199

Vp

Up

6

Vp-on

Over, Above

68

Vs

We

120,123
W

Waki[th]

Wakens, Begins

297

Walsshnotes

Walnuts

99
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Wardid

Guard

99

Wardons

Hard pears

99

Warly

Cautiously, Carefully

121

Warpyd

Tossed, Toss, Cast

124,134

Was

To be

1,2,3 (2),4,7
15,29,119,132
144,184,187,
192,210,226,
254,306,333,

Wasshe

Bathe

123

Wayward

Disobedient, Perverse

55

We

We

123,141,
142,164,187,
202,203,209,
218,222 (2),
225,227,234,
239,346

Weddid

Wedded

186

Wede

Gown, Clothing
Madness

26
334

Wedis

Gowns, Clothing
Wedded

124
186

Wei

Well, Very
Spring, Fountain

79,249,303
123

Wele

Well
Very, So, Well

272
290,308

Well

Well

363

Welle

Spring, Fountain

127

Wemles

Spotless, Pure

151

Wenchis

Maids, Girls

213,219

Wende

Turn away, Go

121,151

Wene

Guess, Think

201
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Went

Went

20

Wept

Wept

171,201

Wer

To be

5

Were

To be

32,45,55,
68,75,88, 92
119,168,175
176,195,224

Wekis

Actions, Deeds

265

Whan

When

53,157,222,
248,328

Whane

When

44

What

What, Which

287,314,336

Where

Where

29

Whil

While

64

While

While

175

White

White

16

Who

Whoever

358

Whom

Whom

34

Why

Why

124,132,284

Wil

Will

151

Wilily

Artfully

213

Willis

Desires, Pleasure

137

Wilt

Will

135

With

With

49, 66,73,
142,151,221,
235

Wi [th]

With

5,28,48,89,
99,112,145,
147,148,162,
163,180,193,
197,198,199,
205,211,221,

•s
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Wi[th]

With

239,243,245
271,277,288
303,318,324
332,350,

Wi [th]drawe

Withdrawn, Taken away

326

Wi [th]drawyn

Withdrawn

236

Wi[th]in

Within

10

Wi[th]out

Without

181,274,326

Witnessi[th]

Witness, Testify, Confirm

220,363

Wittys

Minds

55

Wlonkest

Finest lady, Noblest

26,186

Wo

Misery, Woe, Distress

201

Wold

Will, Wish, Would
Would

46,52,244
216

Wole

Will

123

Wond

Hesitate, Doubt, Refuse

137

Wondrid

Wondered

173

Wondur

Wonder

201

Wone

Custom, Habit

54,134

Wonte

Accustomed

168

Woo

Woe, Misery, Distress

65,297

Woord

Word

251

Woordis

Words, Sayings

134

Woost

Know

265

Worchyn

Work

65

Word

Words

220

Wordis

Words

169,199

Wore

Were

173
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World

World

150,259

Wor[th]i

Worthy, Honorable one

54

Worthy

Worthy

127,134

Wost

Know

272

Woundre

Wonder

156

Wra[th]

Anger

150

Wratthid

Angered

250

Wrecches

Scoundrels, Villains

54

Wri[th]e

Twisted,Perverted

151

Wri[th]yn

Twisted

55

Wroght

Made

150

Wrong

Wrong

265

Wronge

Wrong, Twisted

171

Wrongful

Wrongful

37

Wyf

Wife

14,124,173,
186,333

Wykkidnes

Wickedness

36

Wylid

Beguiled

213,219

Wyre

Gold wire

192

Wyrk

Deed

251

Wytand

Council

250

Wyt

Blame, Punishment

333

Y
Y

I

100,146,
148,150,201,
244,250,
253 (2),267,
272,316
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V'

206
Yaf

Gave, Granted

280

Yare

Quickly

228

Yates

Gates

214

Ye

You

311, 322

Yeftes

Gifts

276

Yere

Year

281

Yet

Yet, Still, Nonetheless

207

Yn

In

159,163,251

Ynnes

House

5

Ynnocent

Pure one, Innocent

323

Yolow

Yellow

192

Yong

Young

2 15, 302

Yonghede

Youth

280

You

You

291

Your

Your

2 4 1, 3 10

Youthe

Young man

230

You[th]e

Youth, Childhood

251

Y-wis

Truly, Indeed, Certainly

123,156,171

[Y]
[Y] e

Your, You

31,121,289,346

[Y]erne

Eagerly, Hotly

133,137

[Y] et

Still, None the less

225

[Y] Ot

Still, None the less, Yet

281

[Y]our

Your

292,309,
3 2 4, 3 49
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207
[Y]ow

Your

351
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